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Abstract  

Higher Education (HE) has a key role in re-educating an aging UK workforce through 
part-time programmes aimed at older (30+) working adults.  However, since 2010 HE 
enrolments have plummeted further compounded by high attrition rates.  As such, 
there is an urgent need for HE to research this important but overlooked student 
category in order to attract and support them.  As a HE lecturer in work integrated 
learning, the researcher has a vested interest in addressing this gap as well as 
contributing to the thriving at work literature.  Taking a social constructivist stance, 
narrative inquiry has been applied to explore eleven adult work integrated learners’ 
experiences of thriving to gain a deeper understanding of what positively influences 
their vitality and learning and how HE can facilitate them. 
Her findings show learners’ vitality towards work integrated learning mirror their 
vitality towards work.  The opportunity to shape and share learning helps elevate and 
maintain vitality levels as well as deepen the learning experience so enabling them 
to thrive.  Further, attitudes are not only influenced by the current context but also 
experiences and events from childhood.  However, although HE tutors can positively 
influence learners’ experience of work integrated learning, most of HE appears to 
have little impact. 
As well as exploring thriving in the context of work integrated learning, this study 
contributes to the thriving at work literature by providing insights which suggest 
vitality exhibits state-like and trait-like qualities.  When vitality combines with work 
integrated learning, it creates a virtuous circle where one construct builds on the 
other to enable the learner to thrive.  This is further enhanced by learners’ shaping 
and sharing their learning experience with others.  However, learners’ ability to 
engage with HE successfully in the present is also influenced by their experiences 
from the past and can impact on their needs and expectations.  To attract and retain 
this important learner category, HE must understand and respond to learners’ needs 
and expectations not just via interactions with specific tutors but through the HE 
systems and processes laid down to support them. 
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Summary of doctoral elements table 

Stage Critical insights and developments 

Level 7 As part of my application for the DProf, I submitted a 

currency update consisting of a critically reflective 

review of my experiences as a lecturer/senior lecturer 

since completing the MSc Business Information 

Technology course at Northumbria University in 2003.  

The currency update provided a vehicle mechanism to 

reify my experiential learning as an academic in the 

business and management field. 

Researcher & Research 

Development 

I successfully completed a portfolio of evidence 

consisting of a systematic literature review, thesis 

proposal and a researcher development plan 

(essentially a reflective review of my first year) using 

as a basis, the Vitae Researcher Development 

Framework.  

Major Project (thesis) This study is submitted in partial completion for the 

degree of Doctor of Professional Studies (DProf).  At 

the commencement of the doctoral process I took part 

in a doctoral seminar where I presented to my 

proposed doctoral research for feedback.  I have also 

taken part in research weekends and attended 

research seminars and workshops when time allowed 

in order to develop my knowledge and understanding 

of the research process and how to approach research 

at doctoral level.  I have also kept regular contact with 
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my supervisors and have acted on their advice and 

guidance.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

The researcher is an experienced academic with over 25 years lecturing in the 

Business and Management field.  Her interest in work integrated learning started 

when she joined her current university in 2003 and was introduced to the Centre and 

its shell framework that supports this form of experiential learning and the value adult 

mid-career learners and their organisations gained from relating and applying Higher 

Education (HE) study to their working practice.   

Her observations together with anecdotal communications with learners and their 

employers highlighted how interested and proactive many were in engaging with 

their learning experience in a productive and purposeful way.  Their commitment to 

studying stood in stark contrast to her observations of most HE full-time students on 

classical HE business and management programmes who seemed disengaged and 

disinterested.  Further, she noted it was not uncommon for learners who had 

successfully completed an HE programme at one level to want to progress to the 

next level as part of their on-going professional development.   

However, she also witnessed several struggling to engage with their learning due to 

other commitments and pressures incurred in their personal and professional lives, 

with many complaining of the pressure and associated stress it placed them under.  

As a result, there was a tendency for some to take several years to complete 

sometimes quite short programmes of study, or not to complete at all. 

The negative feelings expressed by work integrated learners are ones the 

researcher can relate to.  As a middle-aged woman studying as a part-time doctoral 

student whilst also working at a teaching intensive university, she has struggled to fit 

her studies around the pressures of an increasingly busy work schedule.  This has 

been compounded by the fact she also suffers from an auto-immune disease which 

adversely affects her energy levels.  As such, her motivation to research thriving and 

its underlying constructs of vitality and learning as described in Spreitzer, Sutcliffe, 

Dutton, Sonenshein, and Grant’s (2005) conceptual paper, ‘A socially embedded 

model of thriving at work’ in the context of work related learning is both professional 

and personally driven. 
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The findings of a systematic literature review (Weston, 2018) examining ‘thriving at 

work’ through the lens of Spreitzer et al.’s (2005) socially embedded model have 

identified that empirical research to date have either dealt with the underlying 

constructs of thriving, namely learning and vitality as a compound construct or 

focused heavily towards vitality (Gerbasi, Porath, Parker, Spreitzer, & Cross, 2015; 

McDonald, Jackson, Vickers, & Wilkes, 2016; Niessen, Sonnentag, & Sach, 2012).  

In addition, apart from Porath, Spreitzer, Gibson, and Garnett (2011), there appears 

to be no empirical research investigating the underlying construct of learning in the 

context of HE, and nothing specifically focusing on work integrated learning.  Given 

the concepts of learning and self-development are closely related to the purpose and 

ethos underpinning HE (McArthur, 2011), and both appear on the socially embedded 

model, this signifies a gap in the thriving at work literature. 

The importance of developing a deeper understanding of how HE learning, occurring 

at and through work, can facilitate the affective state of thriving in learners cannot be 

underestimated.  According to Spreitzer et al (2005) and Niessen et al (2012) the 

positive affective state of thriving generates within us a level of physical and 

emotional health and well-being.  This in turn encourages and facilitates our 

engagement in purposeful acts which lead to personal growth and self-development.  

Such positive behaviours, actions and outcomes are not only beneficial for 

individuals, they are also immensely important to developing a healthier economy 

and society generally as they lead to greater productivity, increased wealth and 

better overall health (Prem, Ohly, Kubicek, & Korunka, 2017). 

The importance of vocational education on developing and maintaining a thriving 

workforce that is resilient, adaptive and productive is not lost on the UK Government.  

In their ‘Future of Skills’ report, the Government Office for Science (GOS, 2017) 

presents an argument that for economic survival, the UK must embrace and embed 

vocational lifelong learning into its national culture and infrastructure that actively 

encourages adult learning at all levels including HE.  For this to be effective, there 

needs to be recognition and support for the health and wellbeing of mature learners 

that facilitates their engagement in their learning experiences in a purposeful and 

meaningful way (CIPD, 2017). 
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To address this gap in the ‘thriving at work’ research, this study explores older (30+), 

mature (adult) HE learners’ perceptions of their experiences studying at and through 

their work.  The purpose of the study is to gain a deeper understanding of this 

particular group of adult learners’ perceptions of key influencers that facilitate their 

vitality and learning. 

The Economic Argument! 

Encouraging adults to engage in vocational forms of learning is a top priority for the 

current UK Government.  Whilst the UK currently boasts one of the highest levels of 

employment amongst developed economies, according to the UK Government Office 

for Science (2017) (GOS) it faces a very serious threat to its economic prosperity. 

A key issue is that the UK has an aging indigenous workforce whose knowledge and 

skills are increasingly irrelevant in today’s dynamic, interconnected global economic 

environment (GOS, 2008, 2017).  The explosion of internet based ‘disruptive’ 

technologies has irrevocably altered the global business landscape; with many 

established roles becoming obsolete whilst simultaneously creating an urgency for 

others requiring different, more technical and sophisticated knowledge and skill sets 

(CIPD, 2017; GOS, 2017; OU, 2017).  This together with possible restrictions over 

future access to skilled foreign workers has resulted in concerns the UK may be on 

the brink of a potential economic and productivity crisis (CIPD, 2017; OU, 2017). 

The enormity of this issue is set out in the GOS (2017) ‘Future of Skills & Lifelong 

Learning’ report which stresses the need to develop relevant employable skills as 

‘crucial in improving UK productivity, staying resilient and thriving in an uncertain 

future’ (p. 5).  The report emphasises the importance of life-long vocational learning 

claiming even minor improvements in education and skill levels has potentially major 

positive implications for the UK’s economic growth.  The urgent need to invest in 

adult learning is raised both in the CIPD (2017) ‘Manifesto for Work’ report which 

highlights the potential benefits for both individuals and the economy as a whole, and 

the OU (2017) report ‘Fixing the broken market in part-time study’ which predicts that 

by 2024 almost 50% of the working population will require some form of higher 

education in order to remain employable. 
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The perception HE is key to national economic growth and productivity is a long and 

established one (Foskett, 2005; Leitch, 2006; OU, 2017; Trim, 2001).  Alongside this, 

there is a general acceptance that HE and Business need to work together to create 

opportunities that integrate academic learning and the workplace (Ferrández-

Berrueco, Kekale, & Devins, 2016).  As a result many HE programmes, particularly 

those in business, occupational and professional fields, incorporate some form of 

vocational, practice or work based learning within their curricula (Billett, 2009; Billett, 

Cain, & Le, 2018). 

Importance of learning situated in the workplace 

Using the workplace as a site and means of learning is not a new phenomenon.  In 

fact, Billett (2014) argues that even in societies with highly established schooling 

systems such as the UK, the most common and enduring forms of learning are 

typically centred within the workplace and are vocational and practice oriented.  

However, he claims this form of contextualised learning cannot easily be transferred 

to a classroom setting because the knowledge, skills and experiences generated at 

work are virtually impossible to replicate in other contexts (Billett, 2014).  Eraut 

(2007) agrees, although he asserts that vocational, practice-based learning can be 

greatly enhanced if it is integrated in an appropriate and sympathetic way with more 

formal modes of academic learning. 

The term ‘vocational’ when applied to learning is important as it describes activities 

that provide a service, are purposeful and continuous, and which facilitate an 

individual’s self-development and personal growth (Billett, 2009; Dewey, 1997).  

According to Billett (2009), ‘vocation’ has two meanings – the first is an occupation or 

work, although he cautions if this is paid it is only likely to be vocational if the 

individual gains some form of additional affirmation from engaging with it.  The 

second refers to a personal journey (trajectory) involving emotional personal growth 

and self-development.  As such Billett (2009) argues ‘anything that passes as 

education needs to be vocational: addressing individuals’ needs and trajectories’ (p. 

831). 

According to Billett (2010) practice occurs ‘through the usual or everyday exercise of 

the occupation [work]’ (p. 2).  It is through day-to-day work activities and interactions 
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that learning naturally occurs (Billett, 2015).  The process of learning is therefore not 

restricted to a designated location (such as a school or college) or a specific learning 

schedule (such as a syllabus) but forms a natural part of our daily lives.  It also 

means that what, how, and why we learn is very much determined by how we 

assess and construct our reality through our activities, interactions and experiences; 

ergo learning is fundamental to who we are and how we develop.  Because of this, 

Billett (2010) argues, practice and learning are inextricably linked. 

The diverse nature of working practices, socially, practically and contextually, means 

it is virtually impossible to gain an in-depth understanding of a particular work 

situation without actually experiencing it (Billett et al., 2018).  As most individuals’ 

work experiences are socially oriented and constructed there are clear synergies 

between learning at work and the concept of ‘situated learning’ as advocated by 

Lave and Wenger (1991).  However, whilst acknowledging this, Illeris (2003) argues 

work related learning is also highly personal and internally driven because it occurs 

from the perspective of, and is meaningful to, the learner.  He argues workplace 

learning comprises of: 

“an individual and social process, comprising both ordinary everyday 

learning and more complex personal development and, not least, 

also deals with what happens when intended learning does not take 

place” (Illeris, 2003, p. 169) 

According to Billett (2009) work, particularly professional work, requires constant 

adaptation, development of knowledge and critical thinking skills in order to 

effectively deal with evolving practice based issues.  The way people view and align 

with their work is highly influential to what, how and why they learn (Billett, 2009; 

Illeris, 2003).  This means that for the learning experience to be enriching it must 

have relevance and value for the learner (Ferrández-Berrueco et al., 2016).  For this 

reason Billett (2014) argues learners must be willing to take ownership of, and 

actively engage with their learning experience. 

As vocational, practice based learning is both individually driven and action oriented 

(Billett, 2009) as well as personally and socially constructed (Illeris, 2003), it differs 

significantly from more didactic, taught forms of learning such as those experienced 
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in most classroom settings where the emphasis is on information transfer and 

knowledge acquisition (Billett, 2009).  In order to facilitate students’ learning, Illeris 

(2003) argues HE needs to explore work not only as a context and site of learning 

but also in respect to the actual learning experience taking place.  Billett (2009) 

agrees, stressing HE must develop a greater understanding of the educational worth 

of work experiences as well as identify and explore mechanisms to effectively 

integrate them into its curricula.  To achieve this, Illeris (2003) argues HE needs to 

invest in research which explores both the inherent psychological processes as well 

as external factors which positively influence and drive individuals’ learning in 

practice based, work settings. 

However, Billett (2015) is careful not to privilege vocational, practice-based learning 

over the classroom, arguing both have a purpose and can complement one another 

if integrated with care.  Furthermore, he asserts if advocates of vocational, practice-

based learning curricula are to have any chance of influencing UK HE policy in a 

meaningful way, they must evidence its benefits in an academically informed manner 

(Billett, 2014). 

Relevant Learning Theories and Terminology 

The critical exploration of HE learning at and through work has resulted in a plethora 

of terms including workplace learning (Illeris, 2003); experiential learning (Chisholm, 

Harris, Northwood, & Johrendt, 2009; Kolb, 2015); work based learning (Gibbs & 

Garnett, 2007; Weston, 2013); work based studies (Gibbs, 2009); vocational 

education (Billett, 2016; Velde & Cooper, 2000) and work integrated learning (Billett, 

2009; McNamara & Ruinard, 2016).  Although these terms are defined in similar 

ways, the nuances between them have resulted in conceptual ambiguity and 

disagreement amongst practitioners and researchers (Wall et al., 2017; Weston, 

2013).  

To determine which term to use, it is important to consider the underlying learning 

theories which most comprehensively describe the form of HE practice-based 

learning being examined here.  As stated above, Illeris (2003) asserts learning 

occurring at and through work encapsulates two important domains of learning 

theory – the socially constructed view of situated learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991), 
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and the more cognitive view encapsulated in adult learning theories such as 

transformative (Meizrow, 2003), expansive (Engeström, 2007) and critical learning 

(Brookfield, 2005).  In addition, he argues it incorporates both cognitive and 

emotional elements which are so deeply enmeshed they are almost impossible to 

separate.  Along with McArthur (2011) he claims learning is constructivist in nature 

as it requires the learner to build their own mental models through ‘meaning, 

functionality, sensitivity, mental balance and sociability’ (Illeris, 2003, p. 172). 

However, Illeris (2014) cautions against researchers promoting one adult learning 

theory over another, citing ‘experiential learning’ (Kolb, 2015; Kolb, Rubin, & Osland, 

1991) as an illustration of a once extremely popular and highly promoted theory for 

underpinning workplace learning which he claims now receives relatively little 

attention.  Instead, he urges researchers to draw on learning theory more generally, 

and in a way that encompasses both domains (1) acquisition and development of 

knowledge and skills; and (2) social and cultural factors that influence and enable 

change within us.  Billett (2006, 2015) concurs, arguing learning at and through work 

is influenced by factors that are both social and personal in orientation as well as 

emotively and cognitively driven. 

Drawing on Illeris’ (2003) assertion that workplace learning differs from academic 

learning and Eraut’s (2004) claim these two forms of learning can complement one 

another, Billett (2015) argues HE must sensitively orchestrate learners’ engagement 

within both learning contexts to ensure the resultant learning is meaningful, 

productive and purposeful to the learner. Coining the term ‘work integrated learning’ 

to reflect the importance of unifying educational and vocational, practice based 

learning, Billett (2009) asserts if managed effectively, combining experiences from 

the workplace and classroom can lead to deep and meaningful insights which enable 

individuals to develop into active, independent, critical learners.  The emphasis he 

places on integrating experiences from both contexts to facilitate and inform 

subsequent learning is why the term work integrated learning will be used to 

describe the learning experience in this study. 
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What we mean by part-time and mature, and why they are important 

Learners who are working and studying where their academic studies are integrated 

with their work, are typically enrolled on part-time modes of study.  However, trying 

to define what is meant by ‘part-time’ when applied to HE study can be problematic 

(Callender, 2011; Swain & Hammond, 2011).   

According to HESA (2018a) the label ‘part-time’ refers to anything that falls outside 

full-time study which they define as 24 week academic programmes per year 

consisting of at least 21 hours study per week.  The OECD (2002) also uses time as 

a determinant, stating anything less than 75% of a full time commitment in terms of 

time and resources should be categorised as part-time.  However, neither definition 

is comprehensive enough given the variety and diversity of part-time and full-time 

modes of learning which exist across the HE sector (Butcher, 2015; Callender, 

2011).  As such, McLinden (2013, 2017) argues time is an inappropriate determinant 

for differentiating between part-time and full-time HE study. 

The problem is further compounded as part-time students are non-homogenous 

(Butcher & Rose-Adams, 2015; Callender & Thompson, 2018) consisting of a 

diverse range of sub-groups with varying needs, motivations and expectations 

(Martin, Spolander, Ali, & Maas, 2014; Swain & Hammond, 2011; Whitehead, 2015).  

Notwithstanding, the majority of part-time learners are classified as mature; in either 

full or part time employment (S. Jackson, 2012); enrolled at post ’92’ universities 

which typically offer more vocationally oriented study programmes (Swain & 

Hammond, 2011) and are twice as likely to have come from disadvantaged 

backgrounds (OU, 2017).  However, determining what ‘mature’ means is also 

problematic (Swain & Hammond, 2011) as whilst there is some variation, with 25 and 

30 also being used, the majority of universities and colleges categorise a ‘mature’ 

student as anyone aged over 21 (Butcher, 2015). 

Such a wide age band means the mature student population is highly diverse and 

complex, however Callender and Feldman (2009); Swain and Hammond (2011) and 

Callender (2011) identified that almost 66% of those studying part-time are female of 

whom, many have family commitments.  In addition, 80% are employed (mainly in 

full-time roles) and over half are working towards qualifications other than a first 

degree.  The findings from Callender’s (2011) research are reflected elsewhere 
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(Swain & Hammond, 2011), including reports commissioned by the UK Government 

(GOS, 2017; Hubble & Bolton, 2018).  In addition, Rose-Adams (2015) identified 

many of these learners are the first in their families to enter HE and/or have not 

studied for several years.  Their motivations and needs for studying at this level are 

therefore very different from their full-time counterparts. 

Although other motivating factors such as enjoyment and intellectual interest are 

identified (Callender & Feldman, 2009), Butcher (2015) claims there are two key 

driving forces for many mature learners to study part-time.  The first is to improve 

career prospects (Hubble & Bolton, 2018) and the second, it is seen as a second or 

last chance to experience HE (Butcher & Rose-Adams, 2015).  Part-time learners 

are therefore typically highly determined and motivated at the commencement of 

their studies (Swain & Hammond, 2011). 

Older mature (adult) learners are also key in realising the UK Government’s ongoing 

agendas of embedding lifelong learning and widening participation of HE (Butcher & 

Rose-Adams, 2015; Hubble & Bolton, 2018) to generate a competitive, sustainable 

and healthy UK economy (Skills Commission, 2017; GOS, 2017).  In addition to the 

potential economic and social benefits of upskilling an aging workforce, the OU 

(2017) claims HE adult part-time learners tend to be far more cost effective than full 

time students as they require less public funding, are quicker to pay back fees and 

loans and, because most are working, they are also contributing to the public purse 

through taxation whilst they are studying. It agrees with Butcher and Rose-Adams 

(2015) and Butcher (2015) that HE must now focus greater attention on exploring 

how to encourage and facilitate adult learners to ‘learn and earn’ (OU, 2017, p. 4) 

So, what is the practice problem? 

Conducting research which is focused towards the needs and expectations of part-

time students is important because they make up a significant proportion of the 

overall HE student population (McLinden, 2017).  Figures from 2016/17 show 22% of 

all HE students study part-time (HESA, 2018b),.  However, whilst this may appear 

impressive, it belies the fact that part-time enrolments have been declining since 

2008 (Butcher, 2015) and have been in free fall since 2011 (Callender & Thompson, 

2018).   
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The enormity of this issue is further illustrated when considering that between 2008-

2015, first year part-time undergraduate enrolments have plummeted by 61% (OU, 

2017) with overall part-time numbers halving during the same period (Hubble & 

Bolton, 2018).  The drop in part-time figures is in stark contrast to full-time 

enrolments which have been steadily increasing over the same period (HESA, 

2018b). 

Furthermore, evidence shows this decline is not consistent and one of the greatest 

losses are mature ‘adult’ learners over 30 (Callender & Thompson, 2018; OU, 2017).  

This is particularly concerning given the reliance on this particular group of adult 

learners to mitigate against potential threats to the UK’s economic and social health 

and well-being (GOS, 2017; OU, 2017). 

Both Peter Horrocks, Vice Chancellor of the Open University (2017), and Nick 

Hillman, Director of HEPI in 2015 (cited in Hubble & Bolton, 2018, p. 4), have voiced 

concerns over declining part-time enrolments, with Hillman going so far as to claim it 

is the biggest issue facing HE (Butcher & Rose-Adams, 2015).  Although much of the 

decline is attributed to the impact of the 2012 university funding reforms (Callender & 

Thompson, 2018; OU, 2017), it is not the only reason.  Lack of choice and flexibility; 

phasing out of employer co-funding arrangements; the recession and its impact on 

earnings together with increased tuition fees which are often required upfront have 

all been cited as contributing factors (OU, 2017). 

The gravity of this is further compounded when considering issues around part-time 

retention (Callender & Thompson, 2018).  According to Gaedke, Covarrubias, 

Recker, and Janous (2011) adult, part-time learners are far less likely to complete 

compared to their full time counterparts.  Their findings are supported by recent 

HESA statistics which show part-time completion rates were only 26.5% in 2016/17 

compared to 34.5% for full-time students (HESA, 2018b). 

A key reason cited for the high attrition rates amongst adult, part-time learners is the 

pressure and associated stress of trying to balance competing commitments of work 

and home alongside studying part-time (Callender & Thompson, 2018).  Further 

Butcher (2015) claims adult, part-time learners perceive universities as distant and 

inflexible, arguing that many struggle to access university support mechanisms 
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which are ostensibly designed to support mainstream full time, undergraduate 

students aged between 18 and 21. 

According to Butcher and Rose-Adams (2015) and Butcher (2015) in order to attract 

and retain adult part-time learners, HE must develop a far deeper understanding of 

their specific motivations, needs and expectations (Commission, 2017; Mason, 

2010).  To achieve this Butcher (2015) asserts there is a very urgent need for HE to 

conduct research which explores ‘the learning experiences of such students in their 

own voices’ (p. 5). He argues it is only through listening to this increasingly 

important, but often marginalised, sub group of the student population that HE can 

effectively support them.  S. Jackson (2012) agrees, arguing that to support adult 

part-time learners, it is essential universities start talking and more importantly 

listening to them.   

Research gap, research question, aim, and objectives 

Research Gap 

This study focuses on mature adult (30+) learners’ stories of successfully engaging 

in work integrated learning.  The purpose of the research is to develop deeper 

insights into how influencers including HE positively impact on their vitality and 

learning to enable them to thrive when engaged in work integrated learning.  The 

objective is to gain a better understanding of how HE can positively influence 

learners’ vitality and learning to facilitate their ability to thrive when engaged on work 

integrated learning programmes. 

The underlying themes of this study resonate strongly with the author both as an 

academic tutor whose primary role is to facilitate adult learning in the workplace, and 

also as a doctoral student.  As an adult, part-time learner, the author fits many of the 

characteristics identified by Callender (2011) and (Butcher & Rose-Adams, 2015) as 

she is over 30 and has struggled with balancing the pressures of studying part-time 

against the commitments of family, health and work.   

The rationale to explore the experiences of adult, part-time learners who successfully 

engage in work integrated learning programmes using the Spreitzer et al. (2005) 

conceptual lens of ‘thriving at work’ is three-fold.   
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First, there is a synergy between this form of work integrated learning and the 

underlying construct of learning that is presented alongside vitality in the Spreitzer et 

al. (2005) model.  However, to date there is virtually no empirical research 

specifically exploring vitality and learning in the context of HE, and none which 

examines the relationship between vitality, work integrated learning and thriving. 

Second, whilst it is generally accepted there is an urgent need to encourage and 

facilitate adult part-time work integrated learning (Skills CIPD, 2017; Commission, 

2017), HE continues to face an uphill struggle trying to recruit and retain adult (30+) 

part time learners (Callender & Thompson, 2018; OU, 2017; Whitehead, 2015).  This 

has led to a call of the urgent need to research how HE can effectively engage with 

and support this important sub-group of the student population (OU, 2017). 

Finally, although it is recognised that the expectations, motivations and pressures 

experienced by adult, part-time students differ significantly from the rest of the 

student population there is limited research which specifically examines this.  If 

universities are to develop a better understanding of how to effectively facilitate the 

learning experience of mature adult learners, it is crucial they start to actively listen 

to them (Hubble & Bolton, 2018; S. Jackson, 2012).   

Both Hubble and Bolton (2018) and Billett (2014) emphasise the value of findings 

from such research claiming it may help influence educational policy makers and 

universities to reprioritise their agendas so that they are more aligned towards the 

needs and expectations of adult, part-time learners. 

Research Question 

To what extent can HE positively influence adult learners’ experiences of vitality and 

learning to enable them to thrive when engaged in work integrated learning? 

Overarching aims of research 

This study aims to: 

• Address the gap in the ‘thriving at work’ literature through the development of 

deeper insights into vitality and learning in the context of work-integrated 

learning; 
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• Identify and explore the positive influencers of adult learners’ vitality and learning 

that enable them to thrive when engaging with work integrated learning in order 

to develop a better understanding of how HE can facilitate them. 

Outline methodology 

The study draws on the positive psychology and thriving at work literature to provide 

a theoretical basis which informs the research approach for the field research.  

Taking a social constructivist perspective, the study adopts a narrative inquiry 

approach using personal oral narratives to explore adult learners’ experiences of 

successfully engaging in work integrated learning.  The Analysis consists of three 

analysis techniques commonly used in narrative research: thematic analysis, event-

centric analysis and experience-centric analysis in order to develop a deeper insight 

into the data which has informed the research findings, implications and conclusions. 

Contributions to theory: 

This study: 

• adds to the growing positive psychology field of ‘thriving at work’ as it uses a 

qualitative lens to explore vitality in the context of work integrated learning; 

• contributes to the thriving at work body of knowledge by exploring influencers of 

adult learners’ vitality and learning in the context of work-integrated learning; 

• develops a more informed understanding of the needs, motivations and 

expectations of an important, but under-researched student group, namely adult 

(30+) part-time work integrated learners who use work as the site and context for 

their learning.  
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Chapter 2 - Professional and Literature Review 

In their seminal paper ‘A socially embedded model of thriving at work’, illustrated 

through their conceptual model (see Figure 1 below), Spreitzer et al. (2005) present 

a case that the affective state of thriving at work is dependent on the presence of two 

underlying constructs – vitality and learning.   

Figure 1: The Social Embeddedness of Thriving a Work 

  

(Source: Spreitzer et al., 2005, p. 540) 

This study aims to generate a deeper understanding of how internal, external and 

temporal influencers impact on the manifestation of vitality and learning within an 

individual in order for them to experience the affective state of thriving in the context 

of HE work-integrated learning. 

To support this, the following review analyses and evaluates scholarly work which 

explores aspects identified within the ‘Social Embeddedness of Thriving at Work’ 

conceptual model.  Its purpose is to show there is a gap within the ‘thriving at work’ 

literature in relation to how internal, external and temporal influencers impact on an 

individual’s ability to thrive when they are engaged in work integrated learning.  

Further, the review provides a means to inform the proposed methodological 

approach and framework examined in the next chapter. 

This chapter commences with a brief overview of the wider Positive Psychology 

movement, including POS, POB and Psychological Capital (PsyCap).  It then moves 

on to review conceptual papers and empirical research which utilise the Spreitzer et 

al. (2005) conceptual model before finally examining thriving and its two underlying 
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constructs vitality and learning.  The chapter concludes with an adapted conceptual 

SEM model illustrating a scholarly gap within the thriving at work literature exploring 

individuals’ perceptions of their vitality and learning which enable them to thrive 

whilst studying on a work integrated learning programme. 

Positive Psychology, Positive Organizational Scholarship, Positive 
Organizational Behaviour, PsyCap and Thriving at Work: 

The concept of thriving at work has its roots in positive organizational behaviour 

(POB) an extension of positive organizational scholarship (POS) part of the recent 

but expanding field of positive psychology (F. Luthans, 2002b) aimed at generating 

deeper insights into how people adapt and grow (Park, 2012; Seligman & 

Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). 

First mooted by Seligman in 1998 (C. M. Peterson & Seligman, 2003), positive 

psychology is a counterbalance to pathological psychological research (K. W. 

Luthans, Luthans, & Palmer, 2016).  Whilst not refuting its value, Seligman and 

Csikszentmihalyi (2000) argue emphasising human frailty creates a paucity of 

scholarly understanding on how we flourish and grow (Seligman, Rashid, & Parks, 

2006).  Positive psychology provides a philosophical lens to reorient scholarly 

attention towards developing deeper understandings of individuals’ strengths and 

how to facilitate them (C. M. Peterson & Seligman, 2003; Seligman, Steen, Park, & 

Peterson, 2005).  Interest in Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi’s (2000) work has 

resulted in a wide and diverse range of positive psychological research (J. B. Avey, 

Wernsing, & Luthans, 2008; Cameron, Dutton, & Quinn, 2003a; K. W. Luthans et al., 

2016). 

As part of positive psychology, POS focuses on positive states and behaviours in 

organisational settings (Cameron et al., 2003a) generating deeper insights into how 

these occur and what facilitates them (Spreitzer & Cameron, 2012).  According to 

Cameron et al. (2003a), it’s scope cannot be encompassed into any one theory.  

Further, it differs from wider positively oriented organisational scholarship because it 

seeks out the optimum human condition and how to achieve it (Cameron et al., 

2003a).  This distinction is also emphasised by Sweetman, Luthans, Avey, and 

Luthans (2011) who assert most research into management and organisational 
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behaviour focus on ameliorating negative conditions.  POS therefore provides a 

fresh lens to view OB, providing new insights which build on and challenge more 

established views (Cameron et al., 2003a).  As such, it provides an important 

conceptual foundation on which to build a more comprehensive understanding of 

positive human behaviour in the workplace and ways to encourage this (Cameron, 

Dutton, & Quinn, 2003b). 

POB is an extension of POS (F. Luthans, 2002b; Sweetman et al., 2011) although 

they differ as POB focuses on individuals and teams whereas POS is more 

organisational in orientation.  POB research aims to generate deeper insights into 

positive affective states such as thriving and how they lead to more effective and 

sustainable organisational practices (F. Luthans & Avolio, 2009). For academic 

rigour, F. Luthans (2002b) stresses output(s) must be measurable and have potential 

to improve organisational performance.  This developmental requisite means it 

typically focuses on positive ‘state-like’ constructs which can be altered rather than 

traits that are more fixed (Sweetman et al., 2011). 

However, this does not mean psychological traits are unimportant so can be ignored 

as F. Luthans and Youssef (2007) argue they often act as strong predictors of work 

performance and provide a good foundation on which to build positive transitional 

states.  Furthermore, the distinction between a trait and a state is often blurred as 

many psychological characteristics including thriving have both ‘trait-like’ and ‘state-

like’ qualities.  The potential interconnectedness between traits and states is why F. 

Luthans and Youssef (2007) stress POB is concerned with ‘state-like’ constructs on 

a continuum where one end is highly dynamic and the other very stable. 

One of the most well-researched of these ‘state-like’ constructs is positive 

psychological capital or PsyCap (James B. Avey, Patera, & West, 2006; F. Luthans, 

2002a).  PsyCap focuses on an individual’s psychological state of development, 

adding another dimension to economic, human and social capital (F. Luthans, 

Avolio, Avey, & Norman, 2007; F. Luthans, Luthans, & Luthans, 2004; K. W. Luthans 

et al., 2016).  PsyCap has four psychological characteristics: self-confidence/self-

efficacy; optimism/positive attribution; perseverance/hope and resilience all of which 

must be present (F. Luthans & Avolio, 2009; F. Luthans & Youssef, 2007). These 

combined characteristics makes it a higher order construct as well as distinguishes it 
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from others (F. Luthans et al., 2007).  As well as functioning more effectively (F. 

Luthans et al., 2007), individuals with all four characteristics are likely to show 

greater levels of creativity, self-determination and adaptability in the workplace (J. B. 

Avey et al., 2008; F. Luthans et al., 2007; K. W. Luthans et al., 2016; Sweetman et 

al., 2011).   

Thriving: a theoretical concept and a state-like Construct 

Although research is currently not as extensive as PsyCap (F. Luthans & Avolio, 

2009; F. Luthans et al., 2007), thriving as a state-like construct is generating 

increasing attention (Carmeli & Russo, 2016; Paterson, Luthans, & Jeung, 2014).  

This is evidenced by the growing numbers of conceptual and empirical studies 

suggesting it also has a crucial role to play in increasing and sustaining individuals’ 

performance and improving organisational performance (Rego et al., 2021; 

Walumbwa, Christensen-Salem, Perrmann-Graham, & Kasimu, 2020; Walumbwa, 

Muchiri, Misati, Wu, & Meiliani, 2018). 

Whilst a long and established history of research exploring self-development and 

personal growth exists, scholarly interest in thriving as a positively oriented construct 

only started to emerge towards the end of the 20th Century (D. J. Brown, Arnold, 

Fletcher, & Standage, 2017; Kleine, Rudolph, & Zacher, 2019).  This interest can be 

directly attributed to Positive Psychology (D. J. Brown et al., 2017) and the emphasis 

Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000) place on thriving as a key outcome: 

“We believe that a psychology of positive human functioning will arise that 

achieves a scientific understanding and effective interventions to build thriving 

in individuals, families, and communities.” (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 

2000, p. 13) 

Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi’s (2000) predictions the 21st Century would herald an 

explosion of interest in identifying and exploring ways to measure and build 

individuals’ psychological capabilities to thrive is materialising.   A 2015 meta-

analysis identified that over 1,300 scholarly papers were published between 1999 

and 2013 of which more than 750 are empirical in nature (Donaldson, Dollwet, & 

Rao, 2015).  However, D. J. Brown et al. (2017) claim as the research spans a wide 
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spectrum of academic domains, it is extremely diverse in nature, resulting in 

disagreement and confusion surrounding what constitutes its key characteristics. 

One of the most problematic is the ambiguity surrounding thriving as a construct 

because the way it is conceptualised depends on both temporal variances and 

contextual domains and how these are applied (D. J. Brown et al., 2017).  In relation 

to temporality, thriving can vary depending on an individual’s stage in life.  For 

example, thriving in relation to babies or young children normally refers to physical or 

intellectual development, whereas for adults, it often relates to levels of mental 

health and well-being, effectiveness at work, or connectedness with family and 

friends.  The fact that the characteristics attributed to thriving can differ based on the 

temporal factors being applied is why D. J. Brown et al. (2017) claim as a concept, it 

is both complex and multi-faceted. 

Trying to determine a definitive statement of what it means to thrive is further 

complicated as it can also depend on context and academic domain (Spreitzer & 

Porath, 2014).  To illustrate this D. J. Brown et al. (2017) point to the fact that 

scientific measurements used to assess levels of thriving in relation to personal 

development are likely to be very different to those which measure physical 

performance.  D. J. Brown et al. (2017) claim these temporal variances and domain 

specific conceptualisations have resulted in thriving being described in a myriad of 

ways.  They argue the diversity of meanings attributed to thriving together with the 

lack of a generally recognised or accepted definition makes it highly problematic as a 

theoretical construct as there is no specific scientific base from which to build a 

research inquiry.   

In an attempt to address this conundrum, D. J. Brown et al. (2017) analysed 13 

definitions of thriving taken from studies across a range of academic disciplines.  

From this meta-analysis they identified two recurring themes (1) development which 

typically relates to some form of physical, psychological or social growth and (2) 

success which tends to refer to some kind of psychological, economic of physical 

achievement.   

Building on their findings and pointing to Spreitzer et al. (2005) who define thriving as 

‘an individual’s experience of vitality and learning’ (p. 537), D. J. Brown et al. (2017) 

posited that thriving requires both development and success to be present.  They 
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propose the following broad definition of thriving as ‘the joint experience of 

development and success’ (D. J. Brown et al., 2017, p. 168) which they claim 

addresses both the temporal and contextual issues identified in more focused 

definitions. 

Further, D. J. Brown et al. (2017) argue that the experience of thriving requires 

development and success to be experienced in conjunction within one another rather 

than as separate constructs so it is a higher (aka second order) construct in the 

same way as PsyCap (Paterson et al., 2014).  They claim both are necessary to 

enable an individual to function holistically; evidenced through increased levels of 

well-being and performance. The importance D. J. Brown et al. (2017) place on 

individuals being able to function in a holistic way is also emphasised in 

Coddington’s (2007) more comprehensive definition (see below) : 

‘Thriving in adults is an expression of internal coherence and the 

alignment of the authentic self that grows and develops over time. It 

is passionately expressed through a sense of path and purpose, 

characterized by deeply felt connections to other people and a 

greater whole, and fuelled by a sureness of abundant possibility.’  

(Coddington, 2007 abstract) 

However, whilst Spreitzer and Porath (2014) agree with D. J. Brown et al. (2017) that 

there are several definitions of thriving which may be useful to understand the 

concept of thriving more generally, they assert that in the context of work most have 

little relevance.  They draw on Spreitzer’s original description of thriving as ‘an 

individual’s experience of vitality and learning.’, (Spreitzer et al., 2005, p. 537) where 

vitality is described as a sense of feeling alive, and learning as development of 

knowledge and understanding.  They claim it is therefore a desirable state that 

enables individuals to determine how their actions and behaviour are enabling them 

to develop and grow psychologically (Spreitzer & Porath, 2014).   

Thriving and Adversity 

Within the wider psychological and OB literature, thriving is often described as a 

dynamic construct that is a positive outcome from individuals’ capabilities to develop, 
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adapt and grow after experiencing some form of hardship or adversity (e.g. Bugental, 

2004; D. Jackson, Firtko, & Edenborough, 2007; Kleine et al., 2019).   

Based on her work examining how people react later in life to experiences of 

adversity as an infant or young child, Bugental (2004) refers to there being ‘two sides 

to the picture’ (p. 220).  Whilst she recognises a difficult childhood can often predict 

future problems, she asserts this is not always the case and for some, it can result in 

developing capabilities such as resilience that not only help them survive but actually 

thrive.  Pointing to the work of Kolb (2015) she argues most of our learning is socially 

embedded and our social and familial environment is a significant influencer in 

determining whether we can develop capabilities that enable us to thrive.  A potential 

link between thriving and adversity is also posited by Sarkar and Fletcher (2014) 

based on findings from their study focusing on high achievers which explored how 

certain individuals responded to, and developed from challenging situations they 

were faced with. 

That an individual’s capabilities to thrive may be positively influenced as a result of 

experiencing adversity is also identified by others.  According to Carver (1998) how 

we react to difficulties we face results in one of four outcomes: we succumb; we 

survive but our physical and/or mental resources are depleted in some way, we 

rebound to the point where we started from (often referred to as resilience) or we 

emerge stronger and more capable within ourselves – he describes this last outcome 

as thriving.  Carver (1998) argues that similar to other forms of personal growth and 

development, thriving is evidenced through improved skills, deeper knowledge, 

increased confidence, stronger sense of security and better personal relationships.  

As such, he claims whilst stressful situations can often be debilitating over the short 

term, they can act as a potential catalyst to thriving because they force us to explore 

and develop strategies which take us beyond the psychological point from which we 

started.   

The concept that stressful experiences may lead to thriving is posited by both Prem 

et al. (2017) and Lin, Xian, Li, and Huang (2020) who assert that an individual’s 

response to problems or challenges is highly dependent on whether they perceive 

them as a threat or an opportunity.  Through assessing their attributes, Lin et al. 

(2020) claim stressful work experiences or ‘stressors’ can be placed into one of two 
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categories; those which challenge (‘challenge stressors’) an individual so have the 

potential to facilitate their psychological growth and those which act as deterrent(s) 

(‘hindrance stressors’) to prevent them from achieving their goals.  Based on their 

diary study of employees’ responses to two challenge stressors ‘time pressure’ and 

‘learning demands’, Prem et al. (2017) concluded that employees who appraise 

these as potential opportunities for personal growth tend to be more open and 

positive to new experiences so are more likely to thrive.   

The findings from Jiang, Jiang, and Nielsen’s (2021) study examining thriving, career 

ambition and resilience support Prem et al.’s conclusions.  They identified that 

individuals exhibiting high career ambitions are generally more vocationally resilient 

which enables them to thrive in adverse work situations.  Further, they are far more 

likely to seek out challenges and work environments that are difficult.  These findings 

confirm Niessen et al.’s (2012) claim that an individual’s ability to thrive is based on 

their behavioural capacity to react positively to some form of ongoing adversity.  The 

interrelationship between thriving and vocational resilience evidenced in the work by 

Jiang et al. (2021) echoes Niessen et al.’s (2012) description that thriving occurs ‘as 

a reaction to sustained hardship or challenge’ (p. 470) which interestingly aligns very 

closely with Carver’s (1998) definition of resilience. 

However, the assumption that in order to thrive, some form of adversity or challenge 

needs to be present is not one held by Spreitzer et al. (2005) or many of the scholars 

embracing Spreitzer et al.’s conceptual lens and socially embedded model (SEM) of 

thriving at work.  The argument presented is that whilst people may thrive as a result 

of going through some form of crisis, it is not a rarefied state which can only be 

experienced during adverse periods (Spreitzer & Porath, 2014).  Despite this 

however, most empirical studies exploring thriving at work appear to do so when 

some form of difficulty or challenge is present (e.g.Gerbasi et al., 2015; Jiang, 2017).   

Thriving at work 

As stated earlier, Spreitzer et al. first introduced the concept of thriving at work and 

the SEM model in 2005 (see Figure 1, p24).  Their seminal paper presents a case of 

an important and urgent need to research thriving specifically in relation to work 

arguing this is where the majority of working adults spend most of their time and 
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energy.  In a similar vein to F. Luthans et al.’s (2007) argument of the importance 

and merits of PsyCap, Spreitzer et al (2005) claim when we thrive at work, we 

experience an overall sense of health and well-being.  This facilitates our ability to be 

more purposeful with regard to psychological development and growth which in turn 

enables us to be more productive and adaptive, as well as reducing our levels of 

anxiety and feelings of burnout (Walumbwa et al., 2018).   

According to Niessen et al (2012) this is because individuals who thrive at work have 

a more positive outlook and disposition so can function at a higher psychosocial level 

than they otherwise would have done.  Essentially, the positive experience of thriving 

translates into being more focused about how we approach tasks, and more open to 

new challenges that require us to adapt and change (Jiang, 2017; Jiang et al., 2021).  

It therefore encourages the emergence of positively oriented actions and behaviours 

such as creativity, experimentation and innovation (Carmeli & Spreitzer, 2009; 

Sweetman et al., 2011) which allow us to grow and develop both cognitively and 

affectively (Walumbwa et al., 2018).  The resulting positive attitudes and behaviours 

we exhibit not only benefit us as individuals (Prem et al., 2017) but also the 

organisations we work for, as working collectively in a purposeful manner results in 

enhanced levels of organisational productivity and performance (Paterson et al., 

2014; Walumbwa et al., 2018).  According to Carmeli and Spreitzer (2009), it is the 

claim that thriving at work is about progression and momentum shaped by a person’s 

working context which has generated so much interest amongst scholars (Porath et 

al., 2011; Sarkar & Fletcher, 2014).  It is also why Paterson et al. (2014) claim 

thriving at work as a concept is a natural extension of the wider body of positive 

psychology research exploring thriving more generally as a positively oriented 

human function. 

Spreitzer et al. (2005) define thriving at work as ‘the psychological state in which 

individuals experience both a sense of vitality and a sense of learning at work’ (p. 

538); where the outcome is personal psychological growth.  To support their 

definition, both Spreitzer et al. (2005) and Spreitzer and Porath (2014) cite two 

vignettes extracted from employees’ personal stories of thriving at work:  

“I know thriving as I feel it.  It is like going forward. It is not staying in the same 

place.  It is not stagnant.  You are moving forward; not necessarily in job titles 
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or positions, but just being able to move forward thinking and in the activities 

that you are engaged in and in your mindset, all of those things.” 

“being energized, feeling valued, and that what you do is valued … Thriving is 

being productive … being open to the challenges presented and to learn and 

grow and having those opportunities grow.” (Spreitzer & Porath, 2014, p. 246; 

Spreitzer et al., 2005, p. 538) 

Spreitzer and Porath (2014) argue these vignettes illustrate that employees perceive 

thriving at work as psychological growth involving developing capabilities and 

increasing knowledge that are utilised in an energised and purposeful way.  They 

assert individuals need to grow and develop both physically and mentally in order to 

feel truly alive and that the level at which someone is thriving is an important 

indicator of this.  Further, they claim the experience of thriving acts like a gauge, 

enabling someone to determine how effectively they are managing their 

psychological health and well-being at work.  To add strength to Spreitzer et. al.’s 

(2005) definition of thriving as a state, Spreitzer and Porath (2014) claim there are 

close synergies with Ryff’s (1989) description of personal growth “continually 

developing and becoming, rather than achieving a fixed state” (Ryff, 1989, p. 1071) 

which underpins her foundational model of psychological well-being.  Yet Ryff (1989) 

makes no mention of thriving in the context of personal growth or well-being, 

although she does refer to resilience and self-determination (Ryff, 2013), a quality 

also identified by Spreitzer and Porath (2014) as a key psychological antecedent of 

thriving. 

According to Spreitzer et al. (2005) it is the combined presence of vitality and 

learning which distinguishes thriving from similar positive human states such as 

resilience, happiness, self-actualisation, work engagement and flourishing (Niessen 

et al., 2012; Spreitzer et al., 2005).  Specifically, whilst acknowledging synergies 

between resilience and thriving as both facilitate adaptation and growth, they argue 

there are key differences between the two as the former is dependent on some form 

of adversity or difficulty being present, whereas the latter does not (Spreitzer et al., 

2005).   

This appears to be somewhat at odds with Ryff (1989, 2013) who refers to both 

resilience and adversity as key antecedents of well-being, one of the outcomes 
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implied on the SEM model (psychological health).  That thriving does not require 

some form of adversity also appears to be disputed by Carver (1998) although he 

qualifies this by arguing this is often dependent upon how the individual views the 

difficulty they are facing; “virtually by definition, thriving is a response to a challenge 

(because thriving represents gain), rather than a response to threat (minimization of 

loss)” (p. 248).  Carver’s assertion that the presence of some form of challenge is an 

important antecedent to thriving is further strengthened when examining more recent 

studies such as Rego et al. (2021) exploring the role of gritty leaders in facilitating 

thriving in their staff and Jiang et al. (2021) who examine how vocational resilience 

leads to thriving in high achievers. 

Further, there is an apparent paradox between Spreitzer et al.’s (2005) own 

assertion that thriving can occur without adversity as the theoretical foundation on 

which their philosophical concept is based is self-determination theory (Spreitzer & 

Porath, 2014).  This assumes individuals have an innate desire for personal growth 

which acts as a motivator to seek out challenges and goals that, in the short term, 

may prove to be difficult and stressful (Gagné & Deci, 2005; Rego et al., 2021; Ryan 

& Deci, 2008; Wallace, Butts, Johnson, Stevens, & Smith, 2016). 

Notwithstanding, whilst most ‘thriving at work’ scholars refer to the strong synergies 

between thriving and resilience as positive affective states, they reiterate Spreitzer et 

al’s (2005) argument that unlike resilience, there is no prerequisite that adversity 

must be present in order for an individual to thrive (Boyd, 2015; Sarkar & Fletcher, 

2014).  Notwithstanding the general acceptance amongst the thriving at work 

community that adversity is not a required antecedent, almost every empirical study 

exploring thriving at work is in the context of some form of adversity being present 

(Gerbasi et al., 2015; Hildenbrand, Sacramento, & Binnewies, 2016; Prem et al., 

2017).  Indeed, certain studies specifically focus on adversity and refer to it within 

their title (e.g. ‘Destructive de-energizing relationships: How thriving buffers their 

effect on performance’ (see Gerbasi et al., 2015, p. 1423)).  In order to address this 

apparent dichotomy Sarkar and Fletcher (2014) draw on the work of Carver (1998) to 

explain that the difference is those who are thriving actively seek out challenges 

which enable them to adapt, learn and develop, whereas those who are exhibiting 
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resilience are more reactive, and the adversity or challenge being faced is not of 

their making. 

Regardless of the stance taken regarding the relationship between thriving and 

resilience, Prem et al. (2017) argue there is an urgent need for organisations to 

explore strategies that help build and sustain the personal and social capital held 

within their employees enabling them to thrive in an increasingly volatile economic 

climate.  The importance of this is also stressed by Luthans & Youssef (2004) who 

present a compelling case regarding a causal link between the health and welfare of 

an organisation’s employees and its capabilities in achieving and maintaining a 

competitive advantage. 

Although research exploring thriving at work is still at a fairly embryonic stage of 

development (Shahid, Muchiri, & Walumbwa, 2020) since 2011 when Porath et al. 

(2011) developed and validated an analytical tool to measure thriving at work, there 

has been an upsurge of empirical studies exploring various antecedents, processes 

and outcomes of thriving at work from various philosophical perspectives and 

academic disciplines including Health, Education and Business (Ding & Chu, 2020; 

Gerbasi et al., 2015; Mortier, Vlerick, & Clays, 2016; Paterson et al., 2014; Sarkar & 

Fletcher, 2014; Sonenshein, Dutton, Grant, Spreitzer, & Sutcliffe, 2013; Walumbwa 

et al., 2018).  The recognition amongst scholars and practitioners from different 

academic fields that such research is both valuable and topical is based on growing 

and compelling evidence that facilitating thriving within individuals leads to positive 

outcomes including increased productivity, improved health and well-being, reduced 

burnout and work related stress, greater innovation and creativity and improved 

learning and self-development (Boyd, 2015; Rego et al., 2021; Wallace et al., 2016; 

Walumbwa et al., 2018). However according to Kleine et al. (2019), as the research 

has taken place across a wide variety of academic domains, the resultant body of 

knowledge is fragmented and divergent.  This view is supported by D. J. Brown et al. 

(2017) who go further stating it has resulted in a lack of general agreement over 

what the main processes are that underpin thriving as a concept. 

Notwithstanding, the economic value of such research is clearly illustrated by 

Peterson et al. (2008) who reported a 200% return on investment from training 

programmes designed to increase employees’ PsyCap and Spreitzer, Porath, and 
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Gibson (2012) who reported employees who were perceived to be thriving were 16% 

more productive, 32% more committed, 46% more likely to feel job satisfaction and 

125% less likely to suffer from burnout.  Such statistics provide clear evidence that a 

working environment which actively encourages thriving is beneficial for both the 

individuals and their organisations (Paterson et al., 2014).  Despite this, some more 

recent studies including Mortier et al. (2016) and Walumbwa et al. (2018) still lament 

a general lack of empirical research to better understand how environmental and 

personal factors influence how we thrive at work. 

A key distinguishing factor of thriving at work as a theoretical construct is it’s social 

embeddedness as employees’ levels of vitality and purposeful learning are heavily 

influenced by their work and interactions with others (Spreitzer et al., 2005).  The 

socially constructed nature of learning that underpins thriving (Spreitzer et al., 2005) 

aligns closely with the generally accepted view that most workplace learning is highly 

contextualised and socially embedded (J. S. Brown & Duguid, 2001; Gherardi, 

Nicolini, & Odella, 1998) so fits with concepts such as communities of practice 

(Duguid, 2005; Wenger, 2000), situated learning (Fox, 2000; Lynch, Leo, & Downing, 

2006), reflective learning (Lejeune, Mercuri, Beausaert, & Raemdonck, 2016) and 

experiential learning (Chisholm et al., 2009; Kolb, 2015). 

The importance of thriving as a socially embedded construct is explored by Carmeli 

and Russo (2016) who, whilst acknowledging their findings are not restricted to the 

workplace, assert that positive relationships, even at a minute level (which they refer 

to as micro-moves and micro-moments) can be extremely influential in building our 

self-confidence and motivating us to persevere with our goals.  They emphasise the 

importance of positive social networks in helping to strengthen an individual’s 

feelings of self-efficacy and self-worth.  The importance of a strong personal network 

is also mooted by Tomlinson, Feeney, and Van Vleet (2016) who identified that 

those with a supportive partner at home typically were better able to thrive at work. 

As well as the value of a supportive homelife, both Sonenshein et al. (2013) and 

(Paterson et al., 2014) identified the role and importance of supervisors and line 

managers in facilitating supportive, nurturing and creative work environments that 

actively encourage employees to exhibit heedful relationship agentic behaviours.  

Their argument of the need for further research has resulted in a growing number of 
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studies exploring the different aspects of leadership in relation to thriving at work 

(Hildenbrand et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2020; Mortier et al., 2016; Usman et al., 2020; 

Zhang, Zha, Yang, & Wang, 2021). The findings from such studies have resulted in 

further calls for the need for training programmes that provide managers with the 

skills and knowledge to facilitate thriving within their employees (Jiang, Di Milia, 

Jiang, & Jiang, 2020; Walumbwa et al., 2020; Walumbwa et al., 2018), with Jiang et 

al. (2020) claiming that where employees are able to draw on positive relational 

resources to support their learning and development, they are less concerned with 

non-relational resources.  

The nature and extent to which agentic behaviours (task focus, exploration and 

heedful relating) develop is not only reliant on the social/work context but also on the 

available personal and psychological resources an individual can draw upon 

(Niessen et al., 2012).  For this reason, Paterson et al. (2014) also emphasise the 

need for greater research exploring the personal resources individuals draw upon 

and generate whilst working.  They reaffirm Spreitzer et al.’s (2005) assertion that 

the intentional and controlled nature of agentic behaviours are highly influential in 

leading people to experience vitality and learning over more reactive behaviour.  In 

addition, they posit that the higher order constructs of PsyCap and thriving at work 

are related, claiming those who possess a high level of PsyCap are more likely to be 

able to develop the agentic behaviours required to thrive at work (Paterson et al., 

2014). 

The importance of personal affective resources is also explored by Jiang (2017) in 

his study of the relationship between how proactive an individual’s personality is and 

their ability to adapt.  Jiang (2017) claims adaptability is another higher order 

psychological construct which reflects an individual’s resource level to self-regulate 

in order to deal with diverse work situations.  Drawing on the work of Porath et al. 

(2011), Jiang argues individuals who are inherently proactive will actively search out 

opportunities to adapt and develop themselves (Porath & Bateman, 2006).  Further, 

he claims that those who have a proactivity personality are more likely to exhibit the 

agentic behaviours required for thriving.  This is supported by Ding and Chu (2020) 

who identified that those who can draw on inner, personal strengths are more able to 
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thrive, because these strengths enable them to work in a positive, proactive way 

which facilitates their learning. 

Jiang (2017) emphasises that whilst an individual’s propensity towards being 

proactive and their ability to thrive are distinct both conceptually and empirically, both 

constructs do positively correlate with one another as well as serve as psychological 

drivers for career development.  The key distinguishing characteristic however is that 

when someone is described in terms of thriving, it is being referred to as a state 

which can change, whereas when someone is described as having a proactive 

personality, it is more in the context of a positive trait, so is far more stable (Jiang, 

2017).  He claims that someone who is inherently proactive can draw on this trait in 

order to adapt and develop, so is less reliant on the more transient and volatile state 

of thriving than someone who is more reactive. 

In a similar vein, Gerbasi et al.’s (2015) study examines the relationship and impact 

of thriving and de-energising relationships, which they define as those relationships 

involving individuals who are prone to criticising and contributing in a negative way.  

They argue that within the workplace it is more difficult to walk away from such de-

energising relationships and, in addition, the impact on an individual can be more 

severe because it is often cumulative.  Similar to McDonald et al. (2016), they refer 

to thriving as a ‘personal resource’ (p1424) that enables individuals to adapt so they 

can navigate and change their work contexts in order to develop themselves.  

Gerbasi et al. (2015) claim those who reach a high level of thriving are typically more 

resilient (one of the underlying constructs of PsyCap) because they are able to 

mediate such negative relationships as well as rebound more quickly. 

The role and importance of resilience in relation to thriving at work is also raised 

within Hildenbrand et al.’s (2016) study exploring how the openness of individuals to 

new experiences can mediate the impact of transformational leadership on burnout.  

Based on their research, Hildenbrand et al. (2016) claim transformational leadership 

acts as a contextual resource to insulate followers from burnout, however this is also 

dependent upon the follower’s personality (Jiang, 2017) and their perceptions and 

reactions to leadership (Mortier et al., 2016).  In addition, Hildenbrand et al. (2016) 

highlight the difficulty of removing certain work stressors such as role conflict and 

emotional demands which Prem et al. (2017) and Lin et al. (2020) refer to as 
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hindrance stressors, therefore they argue the importance of finding alternative 

strategies to ameliorate the risk of burnout.  

What is interesting is that like similar studies (Mortier et al., 2016; Paterson et al., 

2014), both Hildenbrand et al. (2016) and Lin et al. (2020) refer to transformational 

leadership, yet their studies focus on the relationship between supervisors and their 

teams.  Their use of the term ‘transformational leadership’ however highlights the 

influential nature of the supervisory role in creating a thriving workforce although they 

recognise the effectiveness of a leader is dependent on their followers’ 

characteristics, how they view the leader and their openness to experience.  

In line with previous studies, Hildenbrand et al. (2016) classify resources as either 

contextual or personal and, in terms of their nature, structural versus volatile. 

Further, people are likely to use resources differently and at different rates.  They 

argue transformational leadership is a structural, contextual resource so is fairly 

stable, as leaders are an inherent part of the social context at work.  Conversely, 

thriving is a personal and psychological resource, therefore is characterised as being 

volatile, dynamic and transient (Gerbasi et al., 2015).  Hildenbrand et al. (2016) refer 

to the inconsistencies which can result from transformational leadership, as it 

requires high levels of intellectual stimulation and performance so depletes the 

personal resources associated with thriving which can lead to burnout, yet it also 

encompasses empathy to meet individual needs, as well as vision which provides a 

common purpose that can protect individuals from burnout.  They claim the effects of 

transformational leadership on burnout are moderated through an individual’s 

openness to experience and their capacity to thrive.  Hildenbrand et al.’s (2016) 

openness to experience construct appears to link with Jiang’s (2017) pro-active 

personality, as both enable individuals to thrive and develop.  However, it could be 

argued that openness to experience is an affective state, whereas a pro-active 

personality is an inherent trait so is likely to be far more stable. 

Notwithstanding, given the growing evidence that both personal and social factors 

influence our ability to thrive, Paterson et al. (2014) argue there is a need to develop 

a better understanding of what social and personal factors appear to be key in 

facilitating thriving at work. 
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Thriving, vitality and learning 

Originally, Spreitzer et al. (2005) presented thriving as a dichotomous construct that 

is transient and volatile in nature.  However, they later moderated this stance with 

thriving being presented as an affective state which can move along a continuum 

depending on the degree to which individuals are experiencing it (Porath et al., 

2011).  This reconceptualization is important as, whilst thriving is an internal 

psychological state comprising an affective component (vitality) which is highly 

volatile and transient, it also comprises of a cognitive component (learning) which is 

far more stable and contextually situated (Niessen et al., 2012).  

Drawing on their diary based research studies, Niessen et al (2012) argue that both 

an individual’s personal and psychological resources and the context in which they 

are working influence their ability to thrive and their level of thriving.  However, these 

operate under different temporal dynamics.  Specifically, the relatively stable context 

in which work is undertaken is in sharp contrast to the highly dynamic and volatile 

nature of the internal personal and psychological resources individuals draw on 

which are created and depleted as a result of, and through undertaking work 

processes.  Niessen et al (2012) claim this is important as whilst thriving as an 

affective state can vary dramatically on a daily, or even hourly basis, work that 

provides context and opportunity for learning will encourage individuals to be more 

experimental and creative in a focused and purposeful manner.  This in turn is likely 

to have the cumulative effect of generating overall good health, wellbeing and self-

development – the outcomes of thriving.  The dynamic nature of the underlying 

construct vitality means the affective state of thriving is volatile, however the learning 

which occurs alongside this means the outcomes of thriving are far more stable and 

long-term. 

Whilst Prem et al. (2017) accept learning and vitality must be present, are equally 

important and are influenced by personal resources and contextual factors, they 

query whether this is too limiting and other work characteristics such as work based 

stressors may also impact on the ability to thrive.  They posit that whilst certain work-

based stressors inhibit thriving, others may facilitate it as they help generate learning 

through the challenges they present.  Based on their research, Prem et al. (2017) 

establish a positive link between challenge stressors and learning as the former can 
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motivate individuals to undertake certain actions and behaviours which result in the 

latter.  However, they claim this may not apply to vitality, indeed they infer the 

reverse may be true claiming when individuals are placed under increased stress 

they are likely to experience a depletion in their vitality resources.     

However, others have posited that work based stress is more complex than this 

would imply, and that it can be perceived as either positive (eustress) or negative 

(distress) (Ganster & Rosen, 2013; Hargrove, Nelson, & Cooper, 2013; Um-e-

Rubbab, Faiz, Safdar, & Mubarak, 2021).  Further, by managing stress levels 

employees are placed under, including giving them some control, means they are 

more likely to react positively towards the challenge stressors they encounter (Le 

Fevre, Matheny, & Kolt, 2003).  As such Hargrove et al. (2013) argue challenge 

stressors are valuable in a more positively oriented, proactive workforce.  This aligns 

with Christensen-Salem et al.’s (2020) assertion that people who are agentic in the 

way they approach challenge stressors will experience far higher levels of learning 

and vitality.  However Hargrove et al. (2013) warn that whilst challenge stressors 

help engender positive attitudes and emotions, they may also result in burnout as 

posited by Prem et al. (2017).  They liken challenge stressors to eating chocolate 

stating ‘too much of almost any good thing can lead to negative consequences’ 

(Hargrove et al., 2013, p. 63), and that once a critical point is reached, they too will 

lead to emotional and psychological exhaustion.  As such, contrary to Paterson et al. 

(2014) who claim learning and vitality should be examined as a co-construct, Prem 

et al. (2017) argue it may be more appropriate to examine these constructs 

separately. 

Ryan and Frederick (1997) describe the experience of vitality as one encompassing 

enthusiasm and energy resulting in feelings of being alive and energised.  They go 

on to state that an individual’s level of vitality at any given point is influenced by both 

physical and psychological factors, such as health and motivation, and that vitality is 

a potential indicator of overall well-being.  The concept that vitality is affected by 

physical and psychological factors is also emphasised in Ryan and Deci’s (2008) 

classic definition of someone experiencing vitality as ‘having physical and mental 

energy’ (p. 703).   
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Ryan and Deci (2008) argue vitality is an affective state that enables us to draw on 

our inner resources to generate positive energy and enthusiasm.  As such, the term 

‘vitality’ is often used to describe people who are perceived as being positively pre-

disposed, spontaneous and full of life (Ryan & Frederick, 1997).   Ryan and 

Frederick (1997) link vitality with action, autonomy, integration and self-actualisation.  

It is something that occurs within us which generates positively oriented feelings and 

energised states that facilitate our ability to regulate our actions and behaviours in a 

positive and purposeful way (Ryan & Deci, 2008).   

Recognising individuals’ experiences of vitality vary and are subjective, Ryan and 

Frederick (1997) introduced the concept of ‘subjective vitality’ defining it as ‘one’s 

conscious experience of possessing energy and aliveness’ (p. 530).  They claim 

subjective vitality is determined by the ‘positive energy available to or within the 

regulatory control of one's self’ (Ryan & Frederick, 1997, p. 530) and as such, it 

reflects individuals’ physical and psychological well-being.  They argue the more 

autonomous we perceive ourselves to be and the more we relate to those around us 

the more vital we are likely to feel.  In addition Ryan and Frederick (1997) highlight 

the importance of being physically healthy claiming subjective vitality is more likely to 

occur when ‘basic bodily functions are robust and able to be effectively exercised’ (p. 

531).  Subjective vitality is therefore both salient and dynamic as people are aware of 

how their physical and mental health affect changes in their energy levels  (Nix, 

Ryan, Manly, & Deci, 1999). 

As well as being dynamic Ryan and Deci (2008) claim vitality is highly complex 

because of influencing factors that are both somatic and psychological in orientation. 

A key influencing factor is whether the motivation driving an individual’s actions and 

behaviour are intrinsic or extrinsic in orientation.  According to Nix et al. (1999) those 

whose motivations for action are intrinsically driven, or who can autonomously 

regulate their tasks, are more likely to experience vitality than those whose actions or 

motivations have been controlled by others in some way.  They argue therefore that 

the underlying motivation for undertaking particular tasks is highly influential in 

determining the perceived resultant vitality. 

In a similar way to Spreitzer et al.’s (2005) and Sarkar & Fletcher’s (2014) assertion 

that whilst there are synergies between them, thriving and resilience differ, Ryan and 
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Deci (2008) emphasise energy has many forms and vitality, which they also refer to 

as ‘activation’ (p. 703), is just one of these.  However, in contrast to Spreitzer et al. 

(2005), Ryan and Frederick (1997) claim there is a close link between vitality and 

resilience as during periods of stress or challenge, whether this be environmental 

and/or physical, the former acts as an inner force which individuals can draw on to 

support both their psychological and physical health resulting in both resilience and 

thriving. 

Ryan and Frederick (1997) assert vitality is closely aligned with self-regulation and 

control.  The more ownership we have over our actions and behaviour and the less 

these are influenced by external factors the more vital we should feel, therefore Ryan 

and Deci (2008) argue vitality and autonomy are closely aligned.  As such, vitality is 

a specific form of positive energy that can be harnessed and regulated into 

purposive actions and behaviours that strengthen our resilience and mental capital 

towards physical and psychological stressors (GOS, 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2008).  In 

addition, along with Niessen et al. (2012), Ryan and Deci (2008) assert vitality is a 

limited resource that can be expended or sustained. 

Nunez and Leon (2016) claim intrinsic motivation, learning and vitality are 

inextricably linked, and that vitality, as a positive affective state, is critical to both 

physical and psychological health and well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2008).  Drawing on 

their study Nunez and Leon (2016) argue that to promote deep learning and vitality 

amongst students, tutors must explore academic factors which influence students’ 

affective and cognitive states (Nunez & Leon, 2016).  In particular, they emphasise 

the need for mechanisms which encourage and support students taking ownership 

and autonomy of their learning experience.   

This is supported by Eraut (2007) who argues that for mid-career learners, there is a 

strong linkage between their confidence levels and the learning they achieve as both 

are required in order to take on new challenges.  Furthermore, the level of 

confidence experienced by an individual can also be linked to the level of support 

they perceive they are receiving. 

Whilst they assert there are several models exploring vitality in terms of its depletion 

and conservation, Ryan and Deci (2008) claim little research exists which specifically 
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explores how to catalyse or even enhance vitality, although they allude to the fact 

this is changing through the growing body of positive social psychology research. 

Work integrated learning 

According to K. W. Luthans et al. (2016), a key focus of management education is to 

explore ways that help to increase student engagement with experiential 

opportunities for learning.  They argue that students who engage in productive 

educational practices both in and outside of the classroom is a strong predictor for 

their learning and self-development.  Furthermore, they argue there is a need to 

generate deeper insights into the impact of management educational practice on 

student engagement and development in relation to both academic and work 

environments (K. W. Luthans et al., 2016) 

Their study examines the relationship between undergraduate business students’ 

levels of Psycap and their level of engagement with their studies, (K. W. Luthans et 

al., 2016).  They argue students who are fully engaged with learning during their 

studies, typically take this skill into their future careers.  It is all about the quality and 

level of commitment to their activities, both academic and non-academic whilst 

studying at college.  The correlation between student engagement and student 

success has given rise to increasing research attention being paid to student 

engagement (K. W. Luthans et al., 2016).  They argue this has resulted in a need to 

explore what helps build and maintain student engagement. 

The form of work integrated learning examined in this study is vocational and 

practice oriented.  It involves adult learners analysing and reflecting on their working 

experiences (Kolb, 2015).  As work integrated learning is driven by the learner in 

relation to their work; it is action oriented and highly contextual in nature (Garnett, 

Costley, & Workman, 2009; Major, 2005).  This differentiates it from more 

mainstream HE learning which is typically classroom based and where the emphasis 

of the learning experience is on acquisition of knowledge that is normative and 

decontextualized in nature.  This form of learning is sometimes referred to as Mode 1 

(Hessels & van Lente, 2008; Nowotny, Scott, & Gibbons, 2003).  The nature of the 

learning experience as an outcome of analysis and reflection of experiences that are 

situated within the working context means the underlying learning theories and 
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models are not restricted by the confines of a particular discipline (Boud & Solomon, 

2001). 

According to J. S. Brown and Duguid (1996), much of what we learn is highly 

contextualised as our experiences, and how we interpret them, are deeply 

embedded not only within the social situation in which we find ourselves, but also the 

historical background which has led us to this point.  Sonenshein et al. (2013) agree, 

claiming the form of learning which underpins thriving at work is socially constructed 

and often occurs within a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  Knowledge 

that is based on experience and which is generated in a socially-constructed setting 

is sometimes referred to as Mode 2 (Håkansta & Jacob, 2016). 

The perspective that learning must be contextualised to have meaning is supported 

by Illeris (2003) who maintains that for HE to effectively support work integrated 

learning, it must develop techniques that capture and exploit learning opportunities 

occurring in the workplace.  He argues key to this is recognising learners are adults 

whose motivations for learning are more likely to be influenced by the nature and 

relevance of the learning experience they are exposed to than its affiliation to a 

specific academic discipline.  This means the more empirical, decontextualized 

modes of learning that abound in mainstream HE are unlikely to be effective for this 

type of learner (Illeris, 2003).  Raelin and Trehan (2015) concur, claiming in order to 

improve the workplace learning experience, it is important to target the specific work-

related problems faced by learners.  They advocate the use of action centred 

learning as espoused by Revans (1998) that enables learners to assess and reflect 

on their working practices in order to explore new directions based on what they 

have learnt.   

In line with this thinking, Illeris (2003) argues work integrated learning needs to be 

underpinned by a theory of learning which encompasses our understanding of 

learning both as a social and individual process.  In addition, the learner needs to be 

viewed as a human being who is influenced by affective as well as cognitive factors 

that are drawn from their past experiences, present circumstances and future 

aspirations (Illeris, 2003). 

Adams (2006) claims learning is an active process that requires us to generate 

meaning from our experiences, which he refers to as ‘meta-learning’.  Alongside this, 
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he highlights that learning also is affected by our emotions and that the learning 

occurs in a socially and cultural context.  According to Adams (2006), rather than just 

simply accepting ‘facts’, ‘meta-learning’ requires learners to probe their thought 

processes therefore they must engage with the learning process. 

However, despite the growth of work integrated learning over the last thirty years 

(Brodie & Irving, 2007), most research conducted by those specialising in work 

integrated learning and work based learning is fairly generic and pedagogic in nature 

(Costley & Dikerdem, 2012; Sangster, et al., 2000).  This is despite the potential 

impact of work integrated learning both for the individual and their organisation.  As a 

result, researchers such as Gibbs (2015) and Garnett (2016) argue there is a need 

to explore the role and impact of this form of learning in far greater depth. 

Adapted Socially Embedded Conceptual Model 

The following conceptual model is adapted from Spreitzer et. al’s (2005) SEM model 

(see Chapter 1, page 24). It delineates and expands on the antecedents listed as 

unit contextual features and resources produced for working in the original model 

into three distinct ‘influence’ categories.  The first category is labelled ‘current 

external (contextual) influencers’ reflecting ‘unit contextual features’ in the original 

model; the second category is labelled ‘internal/psychological influencers’ and 

broadly aligns with ‘resources produced in the doing of work’.  The third category 

labelled ‘background influencers/triggers’, draws on literature exploring how our 

capability to thrive may be determined by our formative experiences (Bugental, 

2004) as well as our ability to be more adaptive and open to learning opportunities 

as a result of past challenges which we may have found uncomfortable at the time 

(Sarkar & Fletcher, 2014).   

Further it adapts the agentic work behaviours set out within the original model: task 

focus, exploration and heedful relating, to reflect the context of higher education; 

thus, the task is classified as academic in orientation; exploration focuses on 

academically informed practice-based research and heedful relating refers to the 

networks which learners’ look to for support whilst studying such as family, work 

colleagues and, key to this study, their university.  
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The study adopts a narrative inquiry approach to explore adult learners’ experiences 

of successfully engaging in work integrated learning and the influences of these 

which enable them to thrive through these three categories and agentic work 

behaviours.  The purpose is to identify and develop deeper insights into the positive 

influencers of learners’ vitality that facilitate their ability to engage in work integrated 

learning in a positive and purposeful way resulting in them thriving (Ryan & 

Frederick, 1997). 

Figure 2: Adapted SEM Model: adult learners thriving in work integrated learning 
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Chapter 3 – Research Methodology & Methods 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the thinking and rationale behind the 

philosophical and methodological approach adopted for this study before discussing 

how it was conducted.  As an aid, it starts with a diagrammatic overview of the 

research process followed which is then used as a frame to structure the rest of the 

chapter. 

The first main section introduces the paradigm and philosophical thinking before 

explaining how these inform the research approach and methodologies underpinning 

this research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018).  The research aim, research questions and 

objectives are then stated before introducing, describing and justifying the methods 

used for data collection and data analysis.  This is followed by a detailed description 

of the methodological process followed in order to address the study’s aim to gain a 

deeper, insight into the influencers of adult learners’ vitality and learning when 

engaging in work integrated learning which result in them thriving (Spreitzer et al., 

2005).  The chapter concludes with an examination of the ethical implications of the 

research and how these have been addressed. 
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Figure 3: Overview of research methodology and research process 
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Philosophical Framework  
Interpretivism, Constructivism and Social Constructivism  

This study focuses on the relationship between vitality and learning and how this can 

be positively influenced in the context of adult learners’ experiences of successfully 

engaging in work integrated learning.  As such, it sits squarely within the qualitative 

paradigm (Polkinghorne, 2005).   

In keeping with the philosophical ethos underpinning the qualitative paradigm, the 

research takes an interpretivist perspective as it assumes an individual’s truth is 

derived from their interactions and debates with those around them.  These are then 

internalised in order to make sense of their worldview (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, 

Jackson, & Jaspersen, 2018).  Unlike other philosophical perspectives which take a 

more positivist or realist stance (Silverman, 2017), interpretivism assumes what may 

be deemed as fact is in actuality not definitive but formed through personal 

subjectivity and bias shaped by group norms and consensus (Easterby-Smith et al., 

2018). 

There is a strong synergy between interpretivism and the ontological and 

epistemological stances of constructivism and social constructivism (Cohen, Manion, 

& Morrison, 2006).  Indeed, according to Creswell (2013) and Creswell and Poth 

(2018), interpretivism and social constructivism are often described as being one and 

the same.   

Adams (2006) advocates the use of a constructivist lens to explore how people 

learn, arguing it enables the researcher to gain a deeper insight into an individual’s 

thought processes in order to develop a better understanding of how it influences 

and impacts on their learning experience.  Social constructivism builds on this as it 

assumes the way we interpret and create meaning from information we are exposed 

to is highly influenced by our interactions with others (Adams, 2006).  Furthermore, 

our knowledge creation is often mediated at an inter-psychological level (between 

people) prior to being accepted and internalised (intra-psychological level).  

Therefore, group consensus and social context can often be far more influential in 

determining the value individuals place on phenomena they are exposed to over 

more objective, analytical measurements (Adams, 2006).   
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Further, according to Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, and Jackson (2012), social 

constructivism recognises that people construct different meanings from their 

experiences and these are influenced not only by their social interactions, but also by 

their past experiences (Creswell, 2013).  The purpose of social constructivist 

research is therefore to gain a deeper, more informed understanding of individuals’ 

constructions of their world, and the impact this has on their subsequent actions and 

behaviours (Creswell, 2013).  As such, it aligns with the focus and purpose of this 

study (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018) namely to explore the experiences of adult 

learners’ successful engagement in work integrated learning in order to gain deeper 

insights into the influencers of their vitality and learning which enable them to thrive 

(Adams, 2006).   

In addition, because this approach understands individuals’ experiences are highly 

personal, subjective, diverse and multi-layered, it recognises and facilitates the 

complexity associated with examining different viewpoints rather than trying to 

narrow these down to a handful of discreet categories (Creswell, 2013).  Therefore, 

in order to realise and investigate these complexities, social constructivism requires 

research questions to be sufficiently broad in focus to allow participants to construct 

their own interpretations and meanings from the phenomena being explored 

(Creswell, 2013). 

Narrative inquiry as a social constructivist approach 

As a facet of social constructivism, narrative inquiry offers the opportunity to 

explore how people construct their everyday knowledge and experiences in their 

own words through the use of storytelling (Mertova & Webster, 2020; Riessman, 

2008).  According to Mertova and Webster (2020), narrative inquiry provides a 

means for scholars to explore individuals’ worldviews through their own stories.  

It enables exploration of the nuances of human experience and the feelings 

these generate, which is not possible using other research approaches 

(Westlund, 2015). 

Whilst there are examples of narrative inquiry dating back to the early 20th Century 

(Butler-Kisber, 2010; Chase, 2018), it is only since the late 1970s that it has received 

widespread interest as a legitimate research approach (Andrews, Squire, & 
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Tamboukou, 2013; Kim, 2016; Mertova & Webster, 2020; Mishler, 1995).  Since then 

narrative inquiry has been used extensively across Social and Human Sciences 

including Psychology, Education and Business in order to explore a diverse 

range of social and human phenomena from different philosophical perspectives 

including realism, postmodernism, constructivism and social constructivism 

(Josselson, Lieblich, & McAdams, 2003; Riessman, 2008).  Its wide application 

across the Social and Human Sciences (Mishler, 1995) has resulted in several 

approaches and methods which typically reflect the philosophies and 

methodologies of the respective discipline in which the research is being 

conducted (Chase, 2018; Mertova & Webster, 2020).  This has resulted in an 

overarching philosophical approach that is both cross-disciplinary and multi-

layered (Elliott, 2005; Mishler, 1995; Silverman, 2017). 

The inherent flexibility and malleability associated with narrative inquiry is a key 

contributor to its on-going popularity amongst researchers (Chase, 2018; Kim, 2016).  

However whilst this makes it highly appealing for many, it also creates major 

problems as it can be complex and difficult to undertake (Chase, 2018; Riessman, 

2002).  A key issue is that unlike many other recognised qualitative approaches 

including grounded theory, narrative inquiry has no predefined set of protocols, rules 

or methodological framework (Kim, 2016).  The lack of any defined structure or 

format is further complicated as there is little guidance on the most effective way to 

approach narrative research in different contexts (Andrews et al., 2013; Chase, 

2018; Mertova & Webster, 2020).  Having no pre-determined or prescribed 

philosophy, framework or guidance has generated several debates and 

disagreements amongst the research community on how narrative research 

should be conducted, where narratives begin and end, or even what constitutes a 

narrative (Andrews et al., 2013; Polkinghorne, 2007). 

Despite such problems, the variety of epistemological and methodological 

domains now employing narrative inquiry has resulted in increasingly 

sophisticated forms of narrative research (Chase, 2018; L. Patterson, 2008).  

According to Chase (2018) this has led to a growing number of narrative 

researchers becoming more reflective and reflexive regarding their research, 
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where it fits within the wider domain of narrative inquiry, and how outcomes from 

it might influence social change (Westlund, 2015). 

As stated, narrative inquiry is concerned with eliciting peoples’ life experiences 

through their narratives or stories (Chase, 2011; Riessman, 2002).  However, 

Kim (2016) asserts narratives are far more nuanced than the concept of telling a 

story would imply because they not only tell, they also provide information.  Also 

whilst there is a clear synergy between the terms ‘narrative’ and ‘story’ and the 

two are often used interchangeably, Kim (2016) argues there are key differences 

as a narrative involves relating a set of events in a particular temporal order, 

whereas it is the order of events which makes up the story.  The assumption is 

someone’s story presents a complete picture incorporating a beginning, middle 

and end, whereas each narrative within the story only provides a part of this 

picture.  Mertova and Webster (2020) agree, claiming narratives and the stories 

created from them are essential tools to help us organise and interpret our 

experiences.  Narratives, through storytelling, are therefore powerful and 

ubiquitous as they personify who we are, the way we live and how we make 

sense of our lives and the world around us (M. Freeman, 2018). 

The widespread use of narrative research across multiple disciplines has 

generated several definitions of narrative, however all reference the importance 

of language and temporality, although it should be noted not necessarily 

chronological order (Chase, 2018; Kim, 2016).  This is important as narrative 

research is increasingly unrestricted; not only exploring past events but alluding 

to experiences and feelings relating to the present and future (Chase, 2018; 

Silverman, 2017) and including non-verbal as well as verbal narrative 

(Tamboukou, Andrews, & Squire, 2013).  Because of this, Riessman (2008) 

cautions against producing too tight a definition, arguing this does not reflect the 

inherent flexibility of narrative as a concept.  However, whilst Chase (2018) 

agrees its great strength is its flexibility, she asserts that if researchers do not 

define their understanding of narrative, it will lead to its indiscriminate use, 

resulting in findings that are meaningless.  Further she argues because of its 

flexibility, it is important to set boundaries to recognise the limitations of narrative 

research, although she stresses these should be ‘permeable, not rigid’ (Chase, 
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2018, p. 557).  This study uses personal oral narrative interviews to identify 

overarching themes which are used as a frame to elicit event-centred and 

experience-centred narratives of learners’ experiences and their associated 

feelings of successfully engaging in work integrated learning in order to identify 

and explore the influencers of their vitality and learning that enable them to 

thrive.  The understanding of narrative in this context therefore fits with the 

following definition by Chase. 

‘a distinct form of discourse: as meaning making through the 

shaping or ordering of experience, a way of understanding one’s 

own or others’ actions, of organizing events and objects into a 

meaningful whole, of connecting and seeing consequences of 

actions and events over time.’ (Chase, 2011, p. 421) 

This definition also encompasses Squire’s (2013) assertion that narratives display 

the following characteristics: they follow some sort of meaningful order; they are 

recounted from the perspective of self; they present an account of an individual’s 

experience and they include some aspect of transformation or change. 

As narratives can emerge at different points during an interview and may even 

contradict one another, in order to make sense of them it is often necessary to 

expand the contexts being explored.  For this reason, Squire (2013) argues an 

interview approach focusing on experiences is likely to be more appropriate than one 

just focusing on events because it offers more flexibility and scope for exploration.  

Like many other highly qualitative approaches, narrative research typically 

involves a small sample or selection of research participants (Riessman, 2003) 

which can lead to questions regarding the generalisability of subsequent findings 

(Chase, 2018; M. Freeman, 2018).  However, Riessman (2008) argues that in-

depth analyses of a small number of narratives can generate important 

conceptual inferences regarding particular phenomena which may have the 

potential to bring about social change.  She claims this is the ‘ultimate test’ 

(Riessman, 2008, p. 13) which validates narrative inquiry as a rigorous research 

method.  The value of narrative inquiry to facilitate social change is also raised 

by Chase (2011) although she laments most research concentrates on negative 
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phenomena.  She asserts one of the greatest potential contributions narrative 

inquiry can make is to gain deeper insights into individuals’ positive experiences 

and wellbeing.  The emphasis Chase (2011) places on the contribution narrative 

research can make with respect to exploring positive experiences in order to 

develop deeper understandings of how to facilitate them provides further 

justification regarding its use for this study. 

Research aim, questions and objectives 

This study aims to explore part-time adult learners’ experiences of successfully 

engaging in work integrated learning in order to develop a deeper understanding of 

the positive influencers on their vitality and learning which enable them to thrive. 

The study specifically aims to answer the following research questions: 

• What positively influences adult learners’ vitality and learning that enable them to 

thrive when engaged in work integrated learning? 

• What (if any) role does HE play in positively influencing adult learners’ vitality 

and learning which enable them to thrive on work integrated learning 

programmes? 

• In what ways can HE constructively shape adult learners’ levels of vitality and 

learning to enable them to thrive on work integrated learning programmes?  

The research objectives are: 

• To identify and explore the positive influencers of adult learners’ vitality and 

learning that enable them to thrive when engaged in work integrated learning. 

• To explore how HE can positively influence adult learners’ vitality and learning to 

enable them to thrive on work integrated learning programmes. 

• To identify implications regarding how HE can constructively shape adult 

learners’ vitality and learning to enable them to thrive on work integrated learning 

programmes. 
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Pilot Study 

Prior to the main study, the researcher conducted a small pilot study with two 

colleagues who met the basic selection criteria (see Sample (Selection) Strategy 

below) as both were over 30 and were either undertaking or had recently completed 

a part-time post graduate programme of study.  The purpose of the pilot study was to 

enable the researcher to practice her technique of conducting open-ended interviews 

as well as test out the interview questions for the main study.  Once the interviews 

were completed, transcripts were produced which were then partially coded.   

The pilot study proved very useful for this purpose as it enabled the researcher to 

develop her qualitative interviewing and transcribing skills.  However, it also raised 

potential new insights which were not identified within the thriving at work literature.  

Specifically, that an individual’s background and early experiences of learning may 

influence their attitude and approach towards work integrated learning as an adult.  

As a result, the researcher revisited the literature to explore this phenomenon. 

Sample (Selection) Strategy 

The main study used a combined purposeful and self-selecting strategy to gain 

access to potential research participants who met the following basic criteria: 

• aged 30 and over, and 

• close to (in their final module), or recently completed a work integrated 

learning programme of study (this was originally set at 6 months, but 

subsequently extended to 12 months to widen the research pool). 

Given the social constructivist nature of the study, it was important those who took 

part not only met the criteria given above, but viewed their experience of work 

integrated learning as a successful one.  For this reason, the researcher did not 

directly approach anyone in the first instance, but drew on her network of academic 

and administrative colleagues in her home institution to forward a generic email 

request to their work integrated learning students who met the basic criteria asking if 

they would be interested in taking part in a study exploring students’ success stories 

of studying and working.  Attached to the generic invite was the participation 
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information document and consent form setting out the nature and purpose of the 

study (see Appendix). 

As stated above, this narrative research focuses on how language is used to 

construct experiences, it therefore does not lend itself to conducting and analysing 

several interviews (Riessman, 2003), but can be very useful for detailed exploration 

of a few (Riessman, 2008).  According to Clarke, Braun, and Hayfield (2015), whilst it 

can be difficult determining how many interviews to undertake, where the data is rich 

and highly detailed, as in the case of personal oral narrative interviews, around six to 

15 interviews may be conducted as a minimum for a practitioner doctoral study.  In 

addition, they argue that small-scale, exploratory studies need to consist of research 

participants who are homogenous as a group so that the themes identified are 

relevant and meaningful.  Finally, both Riessman (2003) and (Clarke et al., 2015) 

state it is crucial that the transcripts produced from these interviews are as complete 

and thorough as possible, and they may include inflections.  

In line with this guidance, the original intention was to conduct 15 interviews, 

however the first invite elicited just 11 responses, of which two did not match the 

criteria set (one responder was 28 and another had graduated nine months 

previously).  A third responder (Yves) expressed interest, however was unavailable 

to take part at the time as he was recovering from an operation.   

It should be noted that the initial invite was circulated towards the end of the first 

lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic.  Although it cannot be determined whether 

or not this contributed to the low response, ongoing difficulties in accessing suitable 

research participants meant the researcher had to revise her original criteria to 

include those who had graduated up to twelve months beforehand.  This meant the 

responder who had graduated nine months previously (Greg) could now be included.  

However, although considered, it was decided not to reduce the age criteria to 

include the responder who was below 30 as the wider literature specified 30 or 

above to demarcate this important but under-researched student group from the rest 

of the student population.  Finally, as everyone who had initially responded were 

either on or had just completed a post graduate work integrated learning programme, 

it was determined the study would focus solely on post graduate learners.   
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Each of the nine available respondents who met the revised criteria were emailed 

during June to organise a mutually convenient time to conduct interviews.  As this 

coincided with government guidance that everyone other than key workers should 

work from home, all interviews were conducted remotely using Microsoft (MS) 

Teams.  These took place during the last week of June 2020 and the first week of 

July, 2020.  Unfortunately, despite further generic invites to students appearing on 

completion lists for both the June and September 2020 post graduate assessment 

boards, no further respondents came forward to take part in the study.   

For this reason, the researcher’s main supervisor approached his wider network of 

academic colleagues involved in work integrated learning to forward the invite to 

their adult learners.  This elicited one further response from a doctoral student who 

was close to submitting their thesis.  Finally, the researcher emailed the respondent 

(Yves) who had expressed an interest but was unable to take part in June due to 

illness, who agreed to be interviewed in September.  This meant a total of eleven 

participants were interviewed for this research (see Table 1 on next page). 
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Table 1: Overview of research participant sample (selection) criteria  

No. Pseudonym Interview 
Date 

Age WIL 
Programme  

Exit 
Award 

Status when 
interviewed 

Gender 

RP1 Harriet 18/06/2020 39 SLMDA MBA Final Project F 

RP2 Joseph 23/06/2020 34 PGNEL MA Final Project M 

RP3 Philip 25/06/2020 64 PGNEL MA Completed 
15/04/2020 

M 

RP4 Alison 25/06/2020 43 PGNEL MA Completed 
15/04/2020 

F 

RP5 David 29/06/2020 55 PGNEL MA Final Project M 

RP6 Fred 29/06/2020 42 SLMDA MBA Final Project M 

RP7 Greg 30/06/2020 40 PGNEL MBA Completed 
12/09/2019 

M 

RP8 Steve 03/07/2020 47 SLMDA MA Final Project M 

RP9 Claire 08/07/2020 44 SLMDA MA Final Project F 

RP10 Julie 08/09/2020 67 PGNEL DProf Post Viva: 
minor mods 

F 

RP11 Yves 25/09/2020 34 PGNEL MA Final Project M 

Legend: 

DProf Doctorate in Professional Studies  
MA Master of Arts 
MBA Master Business Administration 
PGNEL Post Graduate Negotiated Experiential Learning Programme 
RP Research Participant  
SLMDA Senior Leaders and Managers Degree Apprenticeship 
WIL Work Integrated Learning 

Method for data (knowledge) collection 

Like most narrative research this study uses interviews as its sole method for 

obtaining data, although it should be noted it is not the only one that can be used in 

narrative inquiry (Andrews et al., 2013; Chase, 2018; Gubrium, Holstein, Marvasti, & 

McKinney, 2012).  According to Gubrium et al. (2012) the interview is actually more 

than just a technique to collect data as it consists of both context and process 
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involving co-construction between the researcher and the research participant which 

combined leads to the production of knowledge. 

Whilst generally accepted as being a valid and rigorous method (Brinkmann & Kvale, 

2015), the ubiquitousness of the interview has led to criticisms.  These include the 

over-reliance on interviews to educe knowledge about individuals’ experiences 

(Hammersley, 2003; Rostron, 2014).  In addition, criticisms have been levied that 

researchers’ interpretations of data can be forced (Silverman, 2020) and interviews, 

by their very nature, involve a power-relationship because the researcher controls all 

aspects of the interview process including how information is produced and 

communicated (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, 2018; Kvale, 2006).   

However, according to Rostron (2014) research interviews are no more contrived 

than other forms of social communication as it is human nature to alter our outward 

personas to adapt to the context in which we find ourselves.  In addition, Silverman 

(2017) asserts individuals’ view of past experiences are shaped by their current 

context and psychological state so to assume data produced from interviews 

equates with fact is grossly naïve.  So long as this is understood, interviews offer a 

valuable means of obtaining information that can help researchers reach a deeper 

level of understanding regarding people’s experiences and the associated feelings 

which these generate (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2018; Rostron, 2014). 

According to L. Patterson (2008) unlike other approaches which utilise interviews as 

a method for data collection, narrative research typically requires a more qualitative 

style interview technique where the researcher is more a translator than a driver of 

the interview.  Monette, DeJong, and Sullivan (2011) agree, claiming the aim of the 

interview is to elicit a detailed account of an individual’s experience in order to gain 

an in-depth understanding of part or all of their life through their own words.  The 

main strength of these types of interview are that they allow people to speak in 

their own voices, however this means they are highly subjective as they rely on 

memory and selective recall (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018; Monette et al., 2011). 

Personal Oral Narrative Interviews 

The interview technique adopted here is the personal oral narrative, a form of 

biographic narrative constructed by the storyteller (W. Patterson, 2013).  
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According to W. Patterson (2013) personal oral narratives are designed to elicit 

narratives about experiences from the storyteller’s past, present or future, and 

even possibly their imagination!  As such, it a good fit for this study as it offers a 

means of obtaining deeper insights into a learner’s experience of successfully 

engaging in work integrated learning by exploring possible associations and their 

meanings within their story (Riessman, 2008).  However, in order to encourage rich, 

detailed biographic narratives a broad, highly qualitative style of semi-structured 

interview technique needs to be employed (W. Patterson, 2013). The lack of 

structure means interviews can last up to a couple of hours, therefore it is not 

uncommon for this type of study to consist of just a small number of interviews 

(Squire, 2013).  Finally, Riessman (2008) claims the actual wording of questions is 

far less important than actively listening and engaging with the interviewee, although 

she acknowledges that questions which open up topics are likely to elicit far richer 

narrative opportunities because they enable interviewees to construct how they 

answer the question in a way that is more meaningful for them (Squire, 2013). 

Data Collection Process 

Personal oral narrative interviews were conducted with eleven adult part-time 

learners aged over 30 who were either in the final stages, or had just completed 

(within 12 months), a work integrated learning programme of study (see Table 1 on 

pg59).  Ten research participants had studied at the researcher’s home university on 

a Master’s programme; six on negotiated learning pathways and four on one of two 

Senior Leaders and Managers Degree Apprenticeship schemes (MBA and MA/MSc).  

The eleventh research participant had just completed a professional doctorate at 

another university with a well-established and internationally recognised academic 

department dedicated to work integrated learning programmes at all HE levels.  The 

research sample consisted of seven men and four women who ranged in age from 

34 to 67. 

As previously outlined, all research participants self-selected themselves in response 

to a blanket email invite sent out by the researcher’s colleagues to their tutees.  The 

invite stated the nature and purpose of the interview with an attached digital copy of 

the participant information document and consent form.  To ensure prospective 

research participants felt under no pressure to participate, nobody was approached 
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directly by the researcher in the first instance as she felt it was imperative their 

involvement in the study was of their own volition; they perceived their experience of 

engaging in work integrated learning experience as a successful one, and they were 

comfortable about telling their story (Bell & Bryman, 2007). 

All communication prior to the interviews was via email.  Once a research participant 

had made contact, the researcher entered into an email correspondence ostensibly 

to confirm they were still willing to take part in the study as well as answer any 

questions they might have.  It was also at this point that a mutually convenient time 

to conduct the interview was agreed.  Where necessary, the researcher also resent 

the participant information document and consent form and asked the research 

participant to sign and return the latter prior to their interview, which was done. 

Because of on-going restrictions regarding face-to-face contact due to the Covid-19 

pandemic, all interviews were held remotely using MS Teams.  This proved 

extremely opportune as it enabled research participants who were geographically 

distanced from the researcher to take part in the study. 

The majority of interviews took place between 19th June, 2020 and 8th July, 2020 

with two further interviews held in September, 2020.  At the commencement of each 

interview, the researcher explained the purpose of the interview and checked with 

the research participant that they were still comfortable and willing to take part and 

for their interview to be video recorded.  Once their agreement to take part had been 

confirmed, the researcher started the video recording.  The duration of the interviews 

ranged from approximately 35 minutes to one and a half hours.  When completed, 

the video recordings were uploaded to MS Stream. 

As the aim and purpose of the interview was to enable research participants to tell 

their story of successfully engaging in work integrated learning a fixed set of semi-

structured questions was not used (W. Patterson, 2013).  Instead although a set of 

guiding questions was referred to (see Table 2 on next page) to help steer the 

interview forward, the researcher’s questions were ostensibly led by the research 

participant’s responses in order to encourage them to open up and talk about their 

experiences and associated feelings (Riessman, 2008).  In addition, she deliberately 

did not refer to ‘vitality’ or ‘thriving’ in order to try not to lead research participants 
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down a contrived route, but instead used the terms ‘energy’ and ‘successful’ which 

are more frequently used in general conversation. 

Table 2: Guiding set of interview questions 

1. Tell me a little bit about yourself, your background and your previous 

experiences of learning? 

2. What made you initially decide to enrol on this work integrated learning 

programme? 

3. Have your motivations for studying changed whilst on the programme? 

4. Why has this has been a successful learning experience for you? 

5. Studying and working is a big commitment; where have you drawn your 

energy and determination from to keep moving forward with your 

studies whilst also working?  

6. What has been most challenging for you studying and working? 

7. Has this influenced your experience in any way?   

8. Is there anything or anyone that stands out (now and/or in the past) as 

a key influencer to your attitude and approach to learning? 

9. Can you give me any example(s) to illustrate this? 

Once the video recordings were uploaded into MS Stream, the researcher reset the 

video language to English before selecting ‘Show transcript’ in order to produce a 

rough text version of the interview conversation.  The interview transcript was then 

downloaded as a .vtt file then uploaded to a freeware, MS Stream transcript VTT file 

cleaner, https://amsglob0cdnstream13.azureedge.net/vttcleaner/CleanVTT.html 

which converted it into plain text.  The text file was then copied into MS Word.   

The process enabled the researcher to start with a rough version of the interview 

transcript which was then edited carefully against the video recording in order to 

produce an accurate and complete transcript of the interview.  The downloaded 

version was a single block of text; it therefore required the researcher to separate out 

and differentiate the dialogue of the research participants from herself.  This was 

achieved by creating paragraphs and changing the font characteristics of the 

https://amsglob0cdnstream13.azureedge.net/vttcleaner/CleanVTT.html
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researcher’s words so they could be easily distinguished from the research 

participant.  Once completed, the transcript was forwarded via email to the 

respective research participant asking them to confirm they were comfortable for it to 

be used as part of the research and if they had any further comments or wanted any 

amendments made to their transcript. 

The researcher then went through each transcript at least twice more, making further 

edits whilst actively listening and partially watching the related video recording.  

Given the purpose of conducting interviews was to elicit from each research 

participant why they saw their experience of engaging in work integrated learning as 

a successful one in order to develop deeper insights into the influencers of their 

vitality and learning, it was essential the final transcripts reflected as closely as 

possible not only what was said, but also how it was said.  For this reason, the 

researcher created the following set of nomenclature which has been adapted from 

part of an evaluative phonological device by William Labov (W. Patterson, 2013) to 

incorporate verbal intonations and inflections such as pauses, emphases on words 

etc., which would otherwise be lost in written form.  The purpose for including these 

was to act as an aid during the analysis stage with regard to which narratives were 

used and how they were interpreted. 

(.) Clear discernible pause 

(…) Very long pause 

Underlining emphasis 

Italics elevation 

In addition, time stamps were added at the start of each paragraph where the 

research participant was talking to aid quick relocation of notable narratives.  Finally, 

in accordance with the ethical considerations this study adheres to, each research 

participant was allocated a pseudonym and a research participant (RP) number to 

anonymise them (see Table 1).  In addition, the names of anyone who could 

potentially be identified, such as tutors, were also generalised and shown in square 

brackets (eg [the tutor]) to signal they had been altered (CABS, 2015). 
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Methods for data analysis 

The process of analysing narratives is by virtue of its nature, messy and subjective, 

therefore searching for a valid interpretive framework to analyse interviews is 

complex (Chase, 2018; Squire, 2013).  For this reason, and as advised by Riessman 

(2003) and Squire (2013) no single approach has been used.  Instead the research 

uses three data analysis techniques to create a form of triangulation aimed at 

obtaining a deeper, more informed insight into the influencers of learners’ successful 

engagement with work integrated learning (Andrews et al., 2013). The three 

approaches used are: thematic analysis, structural or event-centric narrative analysis 

and experience-centric narrative analysis; each of which is discussed below. 

Thematic Analysis: Experientially Oriented Approach 

According to Squire (2013), a simple starting point is identification of obvious themes 

using a form of thematic analysis (Terry, Hayfield, Clarke, & Braun, 2017).  As its 

name suggests, thematic analysis identifies patterns or themes (Braun & Clarke, 

2006) and is widely accepted within Social and Human Sciences as a flexible 

and rigorous method (Clarke et al., 2015; Nowell, Norris, White, & Moules, 2017; 

Riessman, 2008).  Part of its appeal is that thematic analysis is not tied to a 

particular theoretical framework or methodology so can be used in a range of 

qualitative approaches including narrative analysis (L. Freeman & Sullivan, 

2019).  It is also fairly user friendly, requiring a basic set of research skills (Braun 

& Clarke, 2014; L. Freeman & Sullivan, 2019; Riessman, 2003).   

Terry et al. (2017) assert thematic analysis can be conducted in several ways so 

it is important to be clear which approach is being adopted and why.  They 

identify two broad categories; experientially oriented which is highly qualitative 

(Mishler, 1995; Westlund, 2015); and critically oriented which aligns with a more 

positivist stance (Boyatzis, 2009; Clarke et al., 2015).  The nature and ethos of 

this research lends itself to a thematic analysis that is experientially oriented 

(Braun & Clarke, 2014; Creswell & Poth, 2018; Polkinghorne, 2005) because of 

their philosophical and theoretical alignment in that both assume the way we use 

language to construct our realities is a reflection of our worldview (Chase, 2018; 

Nowell et al., 2017; Terry et al., 2017). 
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This form of thematic analysis is inductive with the process of coding occurring 

organically (L. Freeman & Sullivan, 2019; Riessman, 2008).  It is also iterative 

requiring the researcher to go between the interviews and themes in order to build 

and interrogate their theoretical explanations of the stories (Squire, 2013).  The 

generation of themes is therefore an outcome not a starting point (Andrews et al., 

2013).  Further, unlike other forms of thematic analysis which often rely on 

decontextualised soundbites, Riessman (2008) asserts that in the context of 

narrative research, narrative accounts should be examined as complete units if 

they are to provide deeper insights into a research participant’s feelings and 

behaviour.  She refers to these complete units as overarching concepts. 

The assumption is that coding goes from the obvious to deeper, more subliminal 

themes as the researcher immerses themselves in the data (Terry et al., 2017).  

Unlike more critically oriented techniques, the focus is on the sequencing and 

progression of themes.  It is concerned with how themes transform and resolve 

themselves, so elevating their narrative aspects (Andrews et al., 2013). Whilst 

quality is crucial, the emphasis is on encouraging reflexions that inform a 

systematic and robust approach leading towards deeper engagement with the 

data rather than accuracy of coding (Nowell et al., 2017; Terry et al., 2017). 

However, Riessman (2008) argues that thematic analysis only focuses on what is 

being said, so ignores other important criteria such as who the story is aimed at, 

how it is being told and for what purpose (Chase, 2018).  There is also an 

underlying assumption that narratives clustered under a specific theme will have 

the same meaning (Butler-Kisber, 2010).  For these reasons, Chase (2018) 

argues that on its own, thematic analysis may not provide deeper insights at an 

individual or social level. 

According to Riessman (2008) narrative analysis focuses not only on the story being 

told, but also how it is developed, so will produce different, more nuanced findings 

than thematic analysis.  She argues using narrative analysis alongside thematic 

analysis as a form of triangulation results in a deeper, more holistic 

understanding of the phenomena under investigation.(Riessman, 2008). 
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Narrative Analysis: Event-Centric (Structured) Approach 

Narrative analysis focuses on the intention behind the story and how language is 

used to communicate this (Kim, 2016).  It places emphasis on exploring how and 

why the storyteller recounts their story in a certain way, and the potential impact 

this may have on the listener.  As context and detail are so crucial (Riessman, 

2008) narrative analysis lends itself to studies requiring in-depth interrogation of a 

limited number of qualitative interviews (Riessman, 2003).  There are two common 

approaches for analysing personal oral narratives: event-centric (also known as 

structured) narrative analysis and experience-centric (or hermeneutic) narrative 

analysis (Andrews et al., 2013). 

Structured or event-centric narrative analysis is primarily concerned with the 

construction of a narrative (Butler-Kisber, 2010).  The focus is on how a 

particular set of events are presented in sequence in order to form a story rather 

than the experiences of the storyteller, or the context in which they occur  (W. 

Patterson, 2013; Riessman, 2008).  Within the narrative research community 

Labov and Waletzky are considered to be the pioneers of structured or event-

centric narrative analysis (Elliott, 2005; Ingraham, 2017; Mishler, 1995; W. 

Patterson, 2013) and Labov’s model of personal experience narratives, the 

‘touchstone for narrative inquiry’ (Riessman, 2008, p. 81). 

The Labovian approach requires a narrative to consist of at least two sections 

presented in chronological order.  The narrative is then broken down and each 

part assigned to one of six elements: an abstract (A) explaining what the story is 

about; the orientation (O) which describes the who, when and where; the 

complicating action (CA) which sets out what happened, the evaluation (E) 

explaining why it is important, the result (R) which sets out what the outcome 

was and finally the coda (C) which acts as the end point so is posed as a 

statement rather than a question (W. Patterson, 2013; Terry et al., 2017).  The 

work of Labov and Waletzky, and Labov’s model has provenance and is widely 

accepted amongst narrative researchers as being academically rigorous (Butler-

Kisber, 2010; Ingraham, 2017; Mertova & Webster, 2020).  It is therefore seen as 

the logical point at which to start for those new to narrative inquiry (Elliott, 2005; 

W. Patterson, 2013). 
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However, critics of the Labovian approach argue its focus on event order may 

overlook the fact storytellers often use creative licence when recounting their 

personal experiences (Ingraham, 2017; Squire, 2013).  Ingraham (2017) also 

questions the underlying assumption of both thematic analysis and event-centred 

narrative analysis that ‘personal’ in oral narratives is that autonomous, given 

individuals’ experiences are influenced both socially and contextually (Chase, 

2018; M. Freeman, 2018).  Finally, not all narratives align that easily to the 

model’s six elements so if it is followed too rigidly, some narratives could be 

regarded as having lesser value so may be lost (Kim, 2016; W. Patterson, 2013).  

As such W. Patterson (2013) suggests an approach focusing on experiences 

may prove easier to align with many narratives as well as provide richer, more 

comprehensive analyses of individuals’ personal oral narratives (Chase, 2018). 

Narrative Analysis: Experience-centric (Hermeneutic) Approach 

Squire (2013) agrees, arguing that as narrative inquiry is intrinsically social, it makes 

sense to analyse individuals’ narratives by focusing on their experiences of events, 

rather than the events themselves.  She claims an experience-centric approach is 

based on the phenomenological assumption that by recounting our experiences they 

become part of our consciousness.  As such, it takes a hermeneutic perspective 

(Kearney, 1996; Ricoeur, 1996) enabling the researcher to gain deeper insights into 

how individuals interpret the world around them (Westlund, 2015).  The assumption 

is that a personal narrative is any story that has meaning for the storyteller and, in 

addition, involves some sort of movement, progression or sequence, often in respect 

to temporality (Chase, 2018).  Therefore, an experience-centric approach is 

conceptual in orientation (Squire, 2013) so does not use a methodological framework 

or model which characterises the Labovian approach (Mertova & Webster, 2020).  

The growing popularity of experience-centric narrative research within Social and 

Human Sciences has resulted in it now being the dominant analytical approach used 

in narrative inquiry (Chase, 2018; Squire, 2013). 

According to Squire (2013) recounting an event or phenomenon not only brings it 

into our consciousness, it allows us externalise our feelings and thoughts about 

the event (Mertova & Webster, 2020; Westlund, 2015).  Essentially, it gives us an 

opportunity to tell ‘our’ story from our perspective, which may be very different to 
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someone else’s (Westlund, 2015).  Experience-centred narrative analysis also 

recognises that our recollections of what happened will probably vary over time 

and that when telling a story, we are likely to amend or revise parts to suit the 

context or audience (Chase, 2018).  As such, there could be several different 

versions of the same phenomenon, even when the originator of these accounts is 

the same person (Andrews et al., 2013; Rostron, 2014). 

However, its hermeneutic position means experience-centred narrative research 

has come under criticism as it allows researchers to make forceful, predictive 

assumptions based upon their own worldview.  These can then influence what 

they perceive as being ‘good’ narratives and making associations between them 

and successful life transformations (Kim, 2016; Squire, 2013).  Further, partial, 

disjointed or contradictory narratives may be dismissed as not truly representing 

experience (Bochner & Riggs, 2014).  Squire (2013) argues this is short-sighted 

as it is impossible to dictate what a personal oral narrative should or should not 

contain, or how it should be told.  Finally, the prioritisation of experience using a 

set of constructed interpretations, all of which are potentially equally valid, may 

make it difficult for the researcher to know where to stop or how to judge 

between them, as all may have a truth depending on context (Squire, 2013).  

As previously stated, the study utilises all three approaches to analyse the data.  

As an inexperienced researcher, the decision to start with a basic thematic 

analysis seemed a natural one and was supported through the literature 

(Riessman, 2008; Squire, 2013).  The inclusion of event-centric narrative 

analysis was two-fold: firstly, the literature alludes to its provenance and rigour 

as a methodological approach and secondly, it is identified as the most obvious 

starting point to analyse personal oral narratives (Elliott, 2005; Ingraham, 2017; 

Mertova & Webster, 2020; W. Patterson, 2013).   

Further, based on insights gained from her pilot study and wider reading, the 

researcher was keen to identify narratives which focused on childhood and early 

adulthood experiences in order to explore how these might influence a research 

respondent’s attitude and approach towards work integrated learning as an adult 

(Bugental, 2004).  On examination, it became clear that many of these narratives 
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involved a sequence of events (Riessman, 2008) so lent themselves to being 

analysed using the Labov model (Butler-Kisber, 2010; W. Patterson, 2013).   

However, as identified by Squire (2013) and W. Patterson (2013) whilst the 

Labov model provided a valuable means of eliciting rich information regarding 

specific events; it did not always provide a full account of why they were so 

important or how they influenced a research participant’s subsequent attitude 

and approach to learning as an adult (Chase, 2018).  The addition of experience-

centric narrative analysis helped address this, as it enabled the researcher to 

explore the wider context enabling her to conduct a deeper, richer level of 

analysis (Squire, 2013).  Finally, as the research focuses on learners’ 

experiences of successfully engaging in work integrated learning, many of the 

most informative narratives were experientially not event oriented and/or they did 

not fit naturally with the six requisite elements which are stipulated by the Labov 

model (Terry et al., 2017).  As such it was important that experience-centric 

narrative analysis was also conducted (Squire, 2013; Westlund, 2015). 

Data Analysis Process 

The table below is adapted from Braun & Clarke’s (2006) 6-phases of thematic 

approach for narrative analysis.  It sets out the order of steps which were generally 

followed when conducting the data analysis for this study.  However, it should be 

noted the actual analytical process was extremely messy with certain steps being 

repeated a number of times, sometimes concurrently with other steps, in order for 

the researcher to familiarise herself sufficiently with the nuances contained within 

each of the transcripts to enable her to gain deeper insights into the data. 

As part of the data analysis process, care was taken over the wording of the 

overarching themes and narratives chosen to ensure they related back to the 

research aims and objectives, research questions and the SEM adapted conceptual 

model at the end of Chapter 2. 
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Table 3: Data Analysis Process 

Steps/Phases Description 

Step 1:  

Familiarisation 

with the data 

• Each transcript was read through carefully at least a couple of 

times whilst also watching the associated video for visual as 

well as verbal signals.  The purpose was to identify obvious, 

prescriptive themes as well as gain an initial layer of emphasis 

from transcripts in relation to the research (Riessman, 2008; 

Terry et al., 2017).   

• Hand written notes of initial thoughts were made for each RP 

regarding prescriptive themes (overarching concepts) which 

were presenting to the researcher. 

• A rough hand-drawn version of a type of one-to-many graph 

was created to identify and link prescriptive themes, sub-

themes etc. relating to each RP in order to get a rough pictorial 

overview of key themes across sample for reference and 

inform thinking. 

Step 2: 

organic 

generation of 

themes 

• Each transcript was uploaded into NVivo 12, and reread.  

Referring to the handwritten notes and one-to-many graph 

from Step 1, themes were identified and labelled using the 

NVivo code facility during the rereading process (Bazeley & 

Jackson, 2019).  Attention was given to capturing and coding a 

complete narrative for further exploration at the narrative 

analysis stage (Kim, 2016).  Where this was not possible, text 

was still coded in case a narrative presented itself at a later 

point. 

• Coding labels typically consisted of short word strings or 

phrases to represent theme content, associations etc., to aid 

recall and understanding (Riessman, 2003). 
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• Although themes produced at Step 1 informed thinking, the 

generation of themes using the coding facility in NVivo came 

from the data, therefore the process was organic (L. Freeman 

& Sullivan, 2019). 

• Once a transcript was coded, the next transcript was uploaded 

and the process repeated.   

• When all transcripts had been coded up, themes were grouped 

under overarching themes using the addition of a key word at 

start of the word string (e.g. learning, work).  In addition, some 

tidying up of codes was undertaken.  

Step 3: 

Review 

themes in 

preparation for 

narrative 

analysis 

• Using various features in NVivo (including the query and order 

facility) the data was interrogated to explore: 

• themes appearing across most transcripts; 

• themes which appeared to be most common; 

• themes specific to certain research participants. 

• These were then compared against the handwritten notes and 

one-to-many diagram to identify overarching themes and 

associated narratives for the narrative analysis stage. 

Step 4: 

Identification 

and refinement 

of narratives  

• Narratives were selected for analysis based on their impact on 

the researcher at the time of the interview and during the 

transcribing and thematic analysis stages in terms of the 

intention behind them and the language used to communicate 

this (Kim, 2016).   

• Once located, an account was checked to ensure it met the 

requisite criteria for a narrative or story and, where 

appropriate, amended so it consisted of a ‘beginning-middle-

end’ (Kim, 2016).  

• It was then reviewed again to assess not only its relevance 

and impact in terms of the research, but also which over-
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arching theme it would be best placed under before being 

copied from Nvivo into the thesis. 

Step 5: 

Conduct 

Narrative 

analysis  

• Each narrative chosen for inclusion was assessed to 

determine whether its emphasis was towards a specific event 

or experience before conducting the relevant narrative analysis 

technique (Andrews et al., 2013; Chase, 2018). 

• Event-centric narratives were analysed using the Labov model 

(see example below): 

A Oh yes!  Um (.) sadly but inevitably not all are still with us, um,  
A but a primary school teacher called Mrs. Whitehead um,  
A and she did have beautiful white hair as well, so it was perfect,  
A at that learning level (grinning),  
A that Mrs. Whitehead has white hair (.) glorious, glorious!   
O Um, so she (.) she was a very early um, influence (.)  
CA that she seamlessly went from helping me write to helping me 

play netball (.)  
CA and she would, she’d be our guide throughout the day, through 

everything,  
E which obviously is (.) primary school teaching, by definition, 

um. 
O So, she was very much (.)  
CA and she was the teacher that told my parents, or my m, (.)  
O/E I can’t remember who was sitting there,  
E whether it was mum, or mum and dad (.) um  
R “She’s university material”,  
C and I remember her saying that,  
C I was about seven!   

• A stanza format was used to analyse experience-centric 

narratives (Kearney, 1996).  It was chosen to enable the 

organisation of related elements within a narrative in order to 

show how it progressed (Byrne, 2017). The use of stanzas 

also encouraged a deeper level of analysis of the experience 

as it helped bring attention to interesting language within the 

narrative that could develop a deeper understanding in relation 

to the research questions and adapted conceptual map. 

I do, I think I do like going to the library  
or researching and finding out,  
but I do have to stop myself  
because I go off on a tangent and find;  
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I start looking and then I'm like,  
‘ooh, try looking to see what other articles they've written’,  
then I'm looking to see what (.)  
who they are, what they are, their background.   
 
So I do go off on a tangent;  
I just do like finding out what's out there,  
I do, like that side of it. 

• Where appropriate, further narrative(s) from the same 

transcript were added to provide information regarding the 

wider context in order to facilitate a deeper level of analysis 

(W. Patterson, 2013). 

• Each overarching theme included narratives from at least two 

RPs as representations of good illustrative examples.  The 

purpose of including two narrative examples was to not only 

emphasise its contribution to developing a general 

understanding of learners’ experiences of successful 

engagement in work integrated learning and the influencers of 

their vitality and learning, but also illustrate how narrative 

analysis enables deeper, more informed insights into the 

variances and nuances within and between transcripts 

(Riessman, 2002). 

• Each narrative was introduced and contextualised in terms of 

both the theme and the RP it related to.  It was followed up 

with an explanation of the key learnings drawn from the it and 

how this contributed to the wider context. 

Step 6: 

Write up report 

• The findings of the narrative analysis were then related back to 

the wider literature in order to address the research aims and 

objectives and inform the SEM adapted conceptual map. 

• The decision to include the Labov model codes and stanzas in 

the report is deliberate as it shows which analysis technique 

was used, it also helps explain the inferences made with 

regard to the findings and how these have been interpreted. 
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Ethical considerations 

According to Greenwood (2016) ethical considerations are both necessary and 

integral to research, regardless of subject matter or focus.  This study adheres to the 

British Academy of Management and Chartered Association of Business Schools 

(2015) Ethics Guide and the University of Chester’s policy on researchers’ ethical 

responsibilities.  It follows 10 guiding principles listed below by Bell and Bryman 

(2007) based on their meta-analysis of nine professional associations. 

• Ensuring no harm comes to participants 

• Respecting the dignity of research subjects 

• Ensuring a fully informed consent of research participants 

• Protecting the privacy of research participants 

• Ensuring the confidentiality of research data 

• Protecting the anonymity of individuals or organisations 

• Avoiding deception about the nature or aims of the research 

• Declaration of affiliations, funding sources and conflicts of interest 

• Honesty transparency in communicating about the research 

• Avoidance of any misleading or false reporting of research findings 

(cited in Easterby-Smith et al., 2012, p. 95) 

The researcher has taken all necessary steps to ensure she has provided a duty of 

care to all those who took part in her study and the actions she has taken are 

ethically and morally sound.  The nature and purpose of her research and how it 

relates to her practice were clearly stated, and all permissions obtained prior to 

commencing her field research (see Appendix).   

To ensure prospective participants felt under no pressure or coercion to take part, 

nobody was approached directly but self-selected themselves via email to the 

researcher.  To enable an informed decision, initial contact took the form of a blanket 

cover email with an attached participant information document (PID) setting out the 

nature and purpose of the study, the role of the research participant within it, and 
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how their data would be used and kept secure (see Appendix).  Further, all research 

participants submitted a signed consent form prior to being interviewed (see 

Appendix).  Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, all interviews were conducted remotely 

and video recorded using Teams after participants had given their verbal consent.  

Once completed, a full transcript of each interview was produced from the video 

recording and returned to the respective research participant for comment and to 

confirm it was an accurate and complete record of their interview.  At each point in 

the process, participants were given the opportunity to ask for further information or 

withdraw. 

All data and information produced from the field research has been stored in a safe 

and secure way, and any data held in digital form kept on a password protected 

device.  Steps have been taken to anonymise all data which could potentially be 

used to identify participants or any other identifying features or individuals, and all 

participants have been given pseudonyms to ensure as far as possible, their 

identities remain confidential. 

Chapter summary and conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter is to identify and justify the philosophical, ontological and 

epistemological positioning and assumptions which inform the methodological 

approach taken and methods used for data collection and analysis in this exploratory 

study (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018; Silverman, 2017).  The choice to adopt narrative 

inquiry as a socially constructed approach aligns with the focus and purpose of the 

research to explore through the use of storytelling (Chase, 2018), learners’ 

experiences of their successful engagement in work integrated learning in order to 

gain deeper insights surrounding the influencers of their vitality and learning which 

enabled them to thrive.  It also goes some way towards addressing Butcher’s (2015) 

concerns of the pressing need for HE to conduct research that focuses on listening 

to adult part-time learners if it is to support them effectively. 

After stating the research aim, questions and objectives (Gubrium et al., 2012) the 

chapter introduces the methods used for data collection and analysis.  In each case 

a justification and explanation precede an overview of the research process 

undertaken to evidence it was conducted in a rigorous and transparent manner 
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which adheres to the ethical considerations set out in the report and listed within the 

associated ethical approval form.  The chapter concludes by providing a rationale for 

using a purposeful, self-selection strategy for identifying research participants and an 

overview of the ethical considerations (see Table 4 below for a summarised view of 

the philosophical and methodological approach and strategy adopted). 

Table 4: Summary of philosophy, approach and strategy towards research 

Cogitation Chosen Approach Justification/Explanation  
Paradigm Qualitative inquiry Research is inductive in nature as explores 

adult learners’ experiences of successfully 
engaging in work integrated learning to 
develop deeper insights into the influencers 
of their vitality and learning which facilitate 
their ability to thrive (Polkinghorne, 2005). 

Philosophical 
perspective 

Interpretivism Perspective is a learner’s understanding of 
successful engagement in WIL is formed 
through personal subjectivity and bias 
shaped by group norms and consensus 
(Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). 

Ontological 
assumption 

Constructivist Assumes how a learner constructs the 
world around them determines what they 
perceive as successful engagement in WIL 
(Squire, 2013) 

Epistemological 
stance 

Social 
Constructivism 

Focuses on how a learner constructs 
meaning from their experiences shaped by 
their social interactions (both present and 
past) and how this positively influences their 
attitude and behaviour towards WIL 
(Creswell, 2013) 

Choice of 
research 
approach 

Narrative Inquiry Narratives used to explore adult learners’ 
experiences and associated feelings of 
successfully engaging in WIL (Mertova & 
Webster, 2020) 

Strategy for 
data collection 

Purposeful self-
selected sample 

RPs meeting criteria self-select by emailing 
researcher to take part (Silverman, 2017).  

Method of Data 
Collection 

Semi-structured 
personal oral 
narrative 
interviews 

In-depth qualitative semi-structured 
interviews conducted which were framed 
through the set of guiding questions 
(Riessman, 2008).  

Method of Data 
Analysis 

Initial basic 
thematic narrative 
analysis followed 
by experience and 
event-centric 
narrative analysis  

Broad themes relating to research 
questions and adapted conceptual model 
identified to provide general parameters for 
guiding the subsequent event-centric and 
experience-centric narrative analysis.  
(Squire, 2013) 
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Chapter 4 - Data Analysis and Findings 

Building on from the Methodology, this chapter sets out the research findings derived 

from a comprehensive analysis of the interview data from eleven research 

participants who were close to or had just completed a post graduate work integrated 

learning programme of study, and who perceived their learning experience as 

successful.  The data analysis commenced with a basic thematic analysis to identify 

prescriptive overarching themes relating to the focus and purpose of the study as 

well as identify prospective narratives which could be used for the subsequent 

narrative analysis.  The narrative analysis phase used a combination of an event-

centric (structured) approach using Labov’s model and an experience (hermeneutic) 

centric approach, the latter of which incorporated stanzas to analyse stories and 

narratives identified during the earlier phase of the analysis process.  The choice of 

which narratives to include was developed through an organic process as the 

researcher familiarised herself with the data which in turn illuminated her thinking 

regarding how her findings addressed the research questions and adapted SEM 

(see end of Chapter 2), namely developing a deeper insight into adult learners’ 

vitality and learning when successfully engaging in work integrated learning which 

enabled them to thrive, and the influencers of this. 

The findings are presented under the following overarching themes.  However, these 

should not be regarded as distinct from one another as there are several overlaps 

and associations between them, and many sub themes which are characterised 

within a particular narrative are also present elsewhere.  For this reason, the stories 

and narratives included within this analysis almost invariably illustrate more than one 

overarching theme.  Whilst this makes the presentation of the data analysis appear 

rather disjointed and messy, and it could be argued that a narrative might be better 

placed under a different theme; it is the overlaps and associations between them that 

have been critical in helping the researcher gain deeper insights into the underlying 

influencers and motivators of these adult learners’ vitality and learning which enable 

them to successfully engage in work integrated learning and thrive in this context. 
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Overarching themes used to frame analysis 

Each of the following eight overarching themes are taken in turn to present the 

findings from the analysis using narratives to illuminate understanding of adult 

learners’ vitality and learning when successfully engaged in work integrated learning. 

1. Attitude towards work integrated learning 

2. Attitude towards work 

3. Attitude towards learning 

4. Impact of early experiences of education 

5. Impact of other early influencers on attitude towards learning and work 

6. Attitude towards learning as a shared experience 

7. Attitude towards the challenges of learning and working 

8. Attitude towards the tutors and the university 

Attitude towards work integrated learning 

As would be expected, a consistent and powerful theme running through the data 

was the importance research participants placed on their work integrated learning 

experience being relevant to their work and adding potential value, not just for them 

in terms of professional development, but also for their organisation and in some 

cases their wider professional community.  In all cases, that the academic 

programme used their work to situate and contextualise their academic learning 

experience and they could then apply this back to their work, was a key influence for 

them applying in the first place.  One of the most powerful illustrative examples of 

this comes from Joseph (RP2) when he explains why he decided to enrol on his 

programme and how positively he felt about his learning experience whilst studying. 

And I said, ‘alright let me see what’s out there’,  
and as soon as I saw it, I could immediately relate to it,  
and I said ‘now this is, this is it, this is what I want to do’,  
so I could relate immediately.   
 
Um, and the fact that you can (.) utilise your own, experience um  
and, and expertise that you would be building year after year at work (.)  
and can actually do something with it.   
I could immediately connect and relate with, with (.) with what was written.  
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In fact, whereas normally for me to take a decision,  
I stop and ponder and think and (.) nothing of that!   
I saw it; I said, ‘now this is it’, and I just immediately started to fill in the, the 
application (.)  
the decision taken like there and then, and I started (.)  
and the more, modules I was doing, the more (.) the happier I was.   
 
Um, I’m, I’m not saying it’s not stressful, because it is (.)  
but (.) it’s uh it is an enjoyable journey. 
And the fact that um, I can relate with what I’m reading and in fact,  
I can make sense out of, of the material, it is very (.) sorry [slight laugh] (.)  
 
Even, the, the, if I’m given some material, or I’m reading an article,  
even if it is a completely new concept for me (.)  
I can immediately start understanding what the author means (.) by it;  
I can immediately start linking it with, with what I’m doing.  
 
It’s not like something, super theoretical up there,  
there’s still the theory, there’s still a lot of literature that you need to refer to.  
But somehow, (.) my experience so far (.) the fact that I’m a trained social worker  
and the course was that way oriented, that it’s very practical and uh,  
 
it is expected of you that, you argue and that you reflect,  
and I found this is like another stepping stone  
so that I can continue to build on, on (.) on that.   
I could immediately, I could immediately pick it up from the, course description; 
‘cause, like this is now the, this is the course for me!’  

What immediately comes across is just how enthusiastic and energised Joseph is 

when describing his learning experience, evidenced by the emphasis he places on 

certain words such as ‘relate’ and ‘immediately’ and the inclusion of phrases such as 

‘now this is it’, and ‘this is the course for me’!  The importance he places on learning 

being relevant to his work is so enthusiastically articulated, with references to being 

able to use his professional knowledge and capabilities as a social worker to 

underpin his learning.  Further, as his work provides the basis and purpose for 

researching the wider literature, it explains why he feels so strongly that he can 

relate with his learning experience and being able to associate and apply the 

academic knowledge gained back to his professional practice enhances this further.  

The interconnections between his academic studies and his professional knowledge 

acts as a mechanism enabling him to develop a deeper level of knowledge and 

understanding in both contexts which in turn serves as an energiser encouraging 

Joseph to want to engage further thus creating a deeper level of learning in a form of 

virtuous circle.  For Joseph, this has made his academic learning experience far 
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more meaningful and enjoyable for him than other educational learning experiences 

he has had. 

That his academic learning experience was relevant and could be applied to explore 

work issues and challenges is also a key factor for Yves (RP11) deciding to enrol on 

his work integrated learning programme. 

Yeah, well, um because first I wanted really a,  
a space where I feel like I have all the resources;  
where I can really go back and forth to it,  
and I wanted something easy.   
I don't want like the hassle of, of like exams,  
 
I felt like I want really someone talking to professionals.   
All the others, other, other universities other um modules;  
it’s talking more of, giving you feeling of student,  
you just finished undergrad. and you’re straight to your Masters.   
 
There was no this feeling, but when I start reading about the [work integrated 
learning] um, and, and the programme.   
It was great in the way that they were talking about the programme,  
‘we want to engage with the professionals who may have a gap’  
so, it was perfectly fitting my mindset and talking to me!  
 
I'm traveling around the world and I'm doing a lot, here and there.   
And, the best of the best was that I can um, study at the same time, um,  
like what I’m, I’m gaining from academic knowledge, I can implement it into my 
workplace and the issues I'm facing every day so, it's related  
so that I felt like, ‘Oh, that will put, work perfectly’, with um.   
 
And then, also the, the flexibility in terms of like, err  
designing your, your, your err, your Master’s degree,  
or the journey that you're going to take (.) within these three, three to four years  
was, was also err, something really good.   
 
Um, so I was sort of, put the bits and pieces I really need,  
and every module and everything that I want to do  
I will, I will choose it myself,  
so that was um, a very good take. 

The impression is that Yves is extremely busy with several commitments and a 

hectic work schedule which involves international travel.  As such, he is not 

interested in engaging with scholarly activity that cannot be fitted around and 

accommodate his lifestyle and work commitments.  It is also clear that Yves’ work is 

an incredibly important part of his life so it is unlikely he would consider engaging 

with any form of academic study which does not relate to his work, or draws him 

away from it for significant periods of time.  It is not surprising therefore that work 
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integrated learning was far more appealing to Yves than more classical, discipline-

based HE programmes. 

However, another important influencer for Yves was that he was treated as a 

professional by the academic establishment and given the same regard and respect 

he would receive in other professional contexts.  The language in the second and 

third stanzas are illuminating.  In the second stanza he refers to ‘giving you feeling of 

student’ and ‘finished undergrad … and you’re straight to your masters’, in relation to 

his encounters with other universities.  The impression left of his HE experiences up 

to this point is not particularly positive, and certainly it has not encouraged him to 

reengage with his previous universities.  The underlying issues are not just around 

the rigidity of the programmes’ offering or delivery, but the attitude of university staff 

towards him as an adult part-time learner.  He uses the term ‘student’ almost 

disparagingly, implying university staff view students almost like children with lesser 

standing than themselves, and further, that they are a homogenous group with 

similar needs and expectations as those characterised by full time undergraduates. 

The third stanza stands in contrast and explains why he chose to enrol on his work 

integrated learning programme.  He articulates how just through asking what he 

wanted to achieve from his studies positively influenced how he felt towards the 

tutors and the programme ‘no this feeling … we want to engage with the 

professionals who may have a gap’ and ‘it was perfectly fitting my mindset and 

talking to me’.  This is important to Yves as it not only signals that his tutors were 

interested and wanted to help him achieve his goals, they also saw him as a busy 

professional who had made a conscious decision to engage with academic learning.  

In addition, it indicates his need for the learner-tutor relationship to shift away from 

the traditional student-teacher position towards a learner-facilitator/mentor where, as 

the learner, he is given greater control and flexibility over his learning.  There is even 

an implication Yves believes the power should sit with him as the client, and that the 

learning should be dictated by his needs.  For Yves, this meant work integrated 

learning as a concept was a far better psychological fit for him as it addressed not 

just his goals but also his expectations and needs as an adult learner. 
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For several research participants including Alison (RP4) this was their latest 

experience of work integrated learning as an adult, as they had been involved in 

various forms of work-related academic study throughout most of their working lives. 

A Yeah, yeah, sure um, I mean, I was, due to go to University.   
A Erm, funnily enough, my first choice was [plate glass university], and my 

second choice was always the, [local college], as it was at the time, um,  
A which is where I ended up working funnily enough so I guess I was always 

destined to be there in some capacity.   
O Um, but yeah, we um, I got to the end of my A levels  
CA/E and I was like, ‘d’yunno, I've had enough with this, sitting in a classroom’,  
CA and I just wanted to get out and see what the world had to offer.   
E But, I just didn't fancy, the whole University thing.   
CA Um, so I got a job doing, four days a week and a day release to, [post 92 

university] doing an HNC.   
CA/E And I think because my first full-time role; one day a week I was in a 

classroom learning anyway;  
E I feel it's possibly something that's just always been part of my daily working, 

life without you know,  
E and it's just a pattern that I've got into,  
E I don’t know what I’m gonna do actually after this, anyway (laughing).   
CA Um, so yeah, I did that for a couple of years, finished that;  
CA then I moved on, did a few little jobs between working there;  
CA it was a two-year contract I’d had at [local employer] (.) um,  
CA and that had then meant; when that came to an end, I was looking for another 

job;  
E didn't know what I wanted to do;  
CA fell into doing some reception work; fell into something else;  
CA/O till I finally got into the um [local college] in August 2000, so (.) and I started in 

Registry there (.)  
CA and I’ve basically just worked my way up from there;  
R I’m the manager now for the [college] Registry Office, so um.   
C But obviously alongside that in my personal life, I've got married, I've had 

kids, we’ve moved house; we’ve got cats, we’ve got (slight laugh), you know, 
we've done all of that as well, you know,  

C so it’s err yeah, I look at my time at the [university] and, and obviously just 
before we merged, when it was the [college], and it's like (.) I, I've (.) 

E everything important that's happened in my life, happened during that time.   
C So, it's been a good backdrop to have, really.   
C And all through that, the, the study has been always on the, the background 

with it; 
C it’s something I've always dipped in and out of so. 

Earlier, Alison had described how she had completed a degree, then a PG Diploma 

before completing her Masters, all directly relating to her work.   

I think it was um, in the last seven (.) six, seven years (.) something like that.   
With getting to the position I got to (.)  
um, of being at management level (.) 
I just felt that (.) I needed to have that back-up.   
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Um, you know, it's all very well saying you do a job day-to-day, but (.) 
when you've got this piece of paper that proves that you, you can do it academically 
as well;  
I think it was just (.) I, I just felt it put me in better stead for (.) I suppose (.) it's kind of 
‘well, yes, I can do this job because I've got, I've got something that backs it up, that 
says I can do this, you know.   
 
So, I know, I know you do it daily anyway, and you know, your actions, and the fact 
that you’re doing the job.   
But um I just, (.) I, I felt it was important to have (.) a relevant qualification for the 
level of work I was, I was doing so (.) 
Pushing you, it’s part of your self-development, isn’t it you know.   
Um, if I’d gone outside of the university to do it, it’d have cost me a fortune so  
a little, mini pay rise (laughs)! 

Whilst Alison explains her decision to engage with so much academic study as an 

adult has been partly influenced by the fact she works in HE and her studies were 

paid for by her employer, such a long and sustained engagement shows both a very 

high degree of commitment towards professional learning and also an immense 

degree of stamina and resilience. 

For Alison to commit such a large part of her personal time and energy studying 

highlights the importance she places on developing herself professionally.  That she 

has worked for the same employer for such a prolonged period of time (she has 20 

years’ service) indicates that she also has a strong loyalty and commitment to her 

organisation.  Whilst in itself, the length of service does not necessarily equate to 

loyalty, this impression is strengthened when Alison associates her organisation and 

her sustained engagement with adult learning with some of the most positive events 

of her personal life such as getting married, having children etc., which is further 

enhanced when she refers to her employer paying her fees as ‘a little mini pay rise’. 

Although clearly having her fees paid is welcome (something also identified by 

others as an influencing factor of their choice of programme) the impression Alison 

gives is even if this was not the case she would still have wanted to engage with 

some form of academic study because she enjoys the challenge of learning. 

However, another important influencer for Alison wanting to engage in work 

integrated learning is to address her concerns regarding her ability to undertake her 

role as manager effectively.  Although Alison’s conscientious attitude and loyalty has 

been rewarded through promotion, it has also resulted in feelings of anxiety 

regarding whether she has sufficient knowledge and skills to work at the level she 
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has reached.  This is exacerbated by the fact she is now managing a team she used 

to be part of, and many of her team are also her friends so she feels they may be 

judging her.  Although Alison knows at a cognitive level she is more than capable, at 

an affective level it is crucially important to her that she can validate her professional 

position through an academic qualification not just to those around her, but perhaps 

more importantly to herself.  Whilst it is unclear whether her lack of confidence can 

also be linked back to her decision not to go to university, for her it is incredibly 

important she can show from an academic perspective that she has the relevant 

knowledge and skill set to be a manager. 

What is interesting though is that despite Alison now being academically qualified 

beyond where she would be expected to get to for her current role, so addressing 

any issues of confidence, she is considering continuing her studies further. 

I don't know.  It's been mentioned a few times that I should carry on, but we'll see.  
I'm having a break at the moment (.) 
and every time I have a break from studying (.) 
I always feel there’s something missing.  
 
Which is hence why I've always done something so.   
But obviously the next level’s really scary so (laughs),  
I'm not so sure I could do (.) 
whether I'm ready for it, for doctorate level,  
but you know, we'll, we'll see.  

This illustrates Alison’s engagement with academic study goes beyond purely a 

pragmatic decision to develop herself professionally.  It is now something that comes 

from within and which she positively identifies with and is energised by.  For Alison, 

academic study is challenging and scary, but this makes it also exciting and 

rewarding for her, and something she misses when it’s not there. 

Attitude towards work 

Alison’s long association with work integrated learning is not uncommon, Claire 

(RP9) too has a history of studying and working.   

O Ok, oh I’m trying to think now what I have done; I've done quite a lot! 
O Um (.) I've done right, quite a lot of modules over the years from Ethics 

modules, Clinical Examination, Diagnostic modules,  
O they’re postgrad um qualifications!   
CA Um, and I was due to finish a postgrad certificate,  
CA but my mum became very poorly about 10 years ago,  
CA so unfortunately didn't finish that off.   
CA Um, I've done (.) I’ve become a Queens nurse,  
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CA um I had to apply for that, I've got the title of Queens nurse, but um,  
CA and I did a Leadership course with the Leadership Academy,  
O and that was a residential course,  
O probably about, nine years ago now,  
E so that was interesting!   
R Uh, so I have done quite a lot of modules (.) at university, in different 

universities, as well.   
C Obviously, [University], it tends to be [University], um that I have done,  
C but I have done some things with the err, Leadership Academy,  
C and some with Aqua as well! 

The number of courses she has completed evidences not only Claire’s determination 

and commitment to professional development, but also that she sees studying as an 

important means to achieve this.  Listening and watching her interview emphasises 

this as she is so highly animated and energised when describing what she has done.  

Claire is clearly extremely proud of her academic achievements and attributes them 

to contributing towards her elevation of standing within her profession (e.g. ‘I’ve 

become a Queens Nurse’, and ‘I did a Leadership course with the Leadership 

Academy’).  This recognition of her professional expertise is hugely significant for 

Claire because throughout her interview she emphasises she wants to be the best 

community nurse she can, as well as be a role model for others.  

However, Claire’s personal commitments and responsibilities (e.g. her mother 

becoming ill 10 years ago) have had an adverse impact on her ability to engage with 

academic learning at certain points in her life, and there is an implication this has 

reduced her confidence to study at this level. 

Notwithstanding such hindrance stressors, her ongoing drive, enthusiasm and 

energy to enhance her knowledge and skills as a community nurse illustrates that 

Claire sees her work as more than just a career.  The following story is separated out 

into two narratives: 

So, um (.) because we,  
there's been a lot of work that I've been involved with um,  
with secondary care, 
and there initially were lots of issues,  
 
I thought, ‘no, right, let’s get community nursing on the map’  
that has been my mission,  
I've got to say, for the last couple years (.)  
because it, um, to get community nursing on the map.  
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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A Because secondary care and hospital nurses get a lot of um, credit, quite 
rightly,  

A but um, I think community nursing can be the lost profession sometimes.   
O So that, just getting us out there to say the range of skills,  
O we don't just go and have a cup of tea err, with people,  
E we really, really don't,  
E we've got so, so many skills um (.) as community nurses (.) um,  
E more so very often than some of the staff on the wards.   
O Um, we’re generalists, but we've got lots of specialist skills, as well.   
CA Um, we had Sky News as well come,  
CA I put our names forward for (slight laugh),  
CA I had Sky to get community nursing on the map as well so,  
CA there was a little bit of um, there was an article on Sky News that they did as 

well of me and um [colleague] 
O who's one of the team leaders who's doing this [work integrated programme],  
E so (.) I think it's just given us a bit of a boost and, that confidence that,  
R ‘you know what, we are doing an ok job out there, so’,  
C but we want to share that, as well, with other people  
C and, encourage other students to come into community nursing  
C rather than, automatically thinking straight about hospital,  
C I think that's important. 

The emphasis Claire places on certain phrases such as ‘that has been my mission’; 

‘we don’t just go and have a cup of tea … we really, really don’t!’ and ‘we’ve got so, 

so many skills’, highlights the strength of feeling Claire has towards championing 

community nursing.  Further the use of ‘we’ indicates Claire has a real sense of 

belonging towards her profession.  Her proactiveness in raising its profile within the 

wider nursing sector through her Sky News interview and co-authorship of an article 

(identified elsewhere in her interview) illustrates further just how passionate she 

feels.  All of this serves to illustrate that for Claire, community nursing is far more 

than a profession, it is a vocation she identifies with and studying to develop herself 

professionally is a crucial part of this.  

Like Claire, from the outset Steve (RP8) signals his work is something he was 

destined to do and, like Alison, he is extremely loyal to the organisation he works for, 

seeing it almost as his professional home. 

A Um, I’d done (.) after leaving University  
O I’d done voluntary, um seasonal work at [organisation] 
O (.) so I knew the [organisation] anyway (.)  
CA 'cause I was there delivering ice creams and things (.) so I'd go there; do a bit 

of work;  
CA go away and do some volunteering [associated with professional field]; come 

back again to earn my pocket money and then go off again.   
CA Um (.) and then I got offered a full-time job there um, working in the stores 

again; the catering bit and I, whilst I was doing that  
CA (.) in the evenings I did my MSc in [Science Discipline].   
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CA/O Um, and then shortly after that, this [technical] assistant job came up;  
E and I knew the [organisation], I knew the people, I had the MSc (.) and I had a 

good bit of work experience behind me as well, and a fairly nicely padded out 
CV,  

R so everything just fell into place.  Um, yeah and that was 2001.  
C And then from there it's just been, a sort of career progression I think;  
C from [technical] assistant I went to (.) [technical] officer,  
C and then as the team grew we went (.) when I first started, it was three people 

and now we're a team of, of 10  
C so it's just, just grown and I've grown within, within the team, yeah. 

Steve’s strong sense of purpose, focus and energy throughout his life has ensured 

he has acquired a very specific knowledge and skillset that has made him highly 

proficient in his chosen professional field, as well as attractive as an employee for his 

organisation.  His strong and ongoing affiliation with his organisation has resulted in 

him seeing himself and his organisation almost as a single entity so his professional 

development benefits not just him but also his team and the organisation. 

I think the motivation for me,  
like I say I had (.) it wasn't for the qualification for me, it was (.) I had an MSc.,  
it was never really to get letters after my name,  
that was not the motivation. 
 
It was to do my job (.) better.   
It was, it was really; the motivation was (.) 
and once you take on a project you want to do a good job as well,  
I wanted to finish it  
 
But it was to actually do a piece of work that was going to be very useful (.) 
for the [organisation], and I think also (.)  
useful for the wider [professional] community as well;  
I saw a real value in it.   
Yeah (nods head), I think that, that was the motivation!   

Steve’s emphasising his motivation for studying was to develop his knowledge and 

understanding to do his job better, not gain another qualification, illustrates the 

importance he places on his work.  That it involved some form of applied research 

that would have practical benefits for his organisation and wider professional 

community of practice also emphasises his commitment to both. 

However, although he claims the qualification is unimportant, when asked why this 

has been a successful learning experience, Steve explains how his studies have 

helped develop his confidence regarding his managerial knowledge and skills.  

I think (.) there's a few aspects to it (.) I guess,  
I guess there's a confidence aspect um. 
I, I always thought I was a fairly (slight laugh) competent management and leader  
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but it's nice actually (.) to have a bit of theory and, and to have (.)  
almost the reassurance that you were approaching things in the right way.   
 
I s’pose professionally as well (.) it helps in conversations with, with people  
and when you're in situations to (.) to actually have a bit of theory and background to 
back up the way you approach things.  
So you actually, ‘no, actually I'm, I'm going about this the right way’;  
so you probably question yourself a little bit less.   
 

Although Steve has rationalised to himself that the qualification is unimportant as he 

already has a Master’s in a scientific discipline, his managerial knowledge and skills 

have largely been developed ‘on the job’.  In the same way as Alison, although he 

recognises at a cognitive level he is a highly capable manager, at an affective level it 

appears he does place importance on the formal qualification to evidence this. 

Notwithstanding, for Steve the most important driver for him to engage in work 

integrated learning is its emphasis on applying academic knowledge to inform and 

develop his practice.  In addition, that it enables him to conduct applied research 

which has the potential to benefit not just his organisation, but his wider community 

of practice means he is highly focused, purposeful and energised about his studies. 

So, I think that's probably the biggest value for me; just it was (.) it was all very 
practical (.) everything I learnt, everything I read. 
There was sort of a light bulb moment of (.) ‘yes, I can use that here; I can, I can 
apply that here’.   
Um, and so yeah, it was just the whole thing was, was, was useful  
and then really came together, with that final project, yeah!     

Attitude towards learning 

Like others, her positive associations of how learning and work can act like a 

virtuous circle have meant Claire has a highly positive attitude towards learning. 

I think I enjoy it [learning].   
I do like learning new things and reading the literature, what’s out there and (.) 
I just think it, I just feel (.) I’ve not blossomed, but I just like to get (.) I crave 
knowledge really (.) um. 
 
And I haven't got the best memory since my um [operation] but I just enjoy learning! 
And I think (.) because of, of nursing (.)  
I just like anything to do with nursing and,  
anything behind that, leadership and I do, I do enjoy it, I do.   
 
Um, and I kind of (.) I love being at University  
(.) my four years at University, it was tough, but yeah, I really enjoyed it, so (.) 
I think it's made me remember what I was missing really, so (.)  
no, I've enjoyed it! 
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------------------------------------ 
 
I do, I think I do like going to the library or  
researching and finding out,  
but I do have to stop myself  
because I go off on a tangent and find;  
 
I start looking and then I'm like,  
‘ooh, try looking to see what other articles they've written’,  
then I'm looking to see what (.)  
who they are, what they are, their background.   
So I do go off on a tangent;  
I just do like finding out what's out there,  
I do, like that side of it. 

Whilst the main reason Claire has invested so much time and energy studying is 

professionally oriented, her strong assertion that she loves learning and gaining 

knowledge ‘I enjoy it [learning]’; ‘I just enjoy learning!’; ‘I crave knowledge’, is 

evidenced by the fact that she goes beyond the pragmatic requirements set by her 

programme, ‘researching and finding out’.  Similar to Joseph, her academic learning 

has not only increased her knowledge and confidence, it has also helped consolidate 

her self-identification as an expert in community nursing.  This has served to 

enhance her feelings of positivity towards not only the process of academic learning 

but also the physical context which it is most closely associated with, ‘I love being at 

University!’; ‘I do like going to the library’.  Whilst she acknowledges academic study 

is challenging for her, like Alison she views this as something that is positive; ‘it 

[studying] was tough, but yeah, I enjoyed it’, and that being in a university 

environment is something she enjoys, ‘it’s made me remember what I was missing 

really’.  Although she does not use the word specifically, and in fact if taken literally is 

saying the opposite, the overall impression is Claire views her learning experience 

as one where she has thrived, ‘I just feel (.) I’ve not blossomed, but I just like to get 

(.) I crave knowledge really’.  

Like others, David (RP5) acknowledges his experience of work integrated learning 

has made him rethink his attitude towards academic learning, bringing it to his 

consciousness that he does, in fact, love learning that is academically oriented 

(David’s poor experience of school are analysed under the next theme).  

Yes, to a certain extent they have um (.) in that (.)  
um, probably previous motivations for doing the postgraduate;  
various postgraduate courses  
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was work related. 
 
Whereas I've realised that um (.)  
I actually really enjoy um (.) the learning process. 
Um, so (.) I'll allow myself the time to really dig deep into (.)  
um, currently Leadership theories. 
 
Um and also, I find it fascinating (.)  
throwing that, that research net wider,  
literally wider in terms of the world I've been (.)  
um, um as I've thrown this leadership web across,  
 
I've looked at um German choirs, the Chinese Communist Party and err (slight laugh) 
education in Mexico 
Um, so I guess, yes (.) um, I, I always knew I loved learning new things um (.) 
but I guess I reflect on the Masters, it is about  
(.) partly learning for learning’s sake.  

David’s claim that his previous engagements with academic study as an adult 

learner were solely for professional development (David is an academic tutor) 

implies he saw these learning experiences as unremarkable and, to some extent, 

was going through the motions to obtain the qualification.  Although he provides no 

detail, the assumption is these programmes followed a classic class-room based 

model where most of learning was decontextualised and the tutor retained control so 

mirroring his poor childhood experiences of formal education in Wales (discussed 

later on). 

His experience of work integrated learning has been far more positive, and has 

resulted in David acknowledging that in the right context, he is enthused and 

energised by academic study.  In the same way as Steve, Dave enjoys engaging in 

applied research to inform his practice.  However, it also provides him with an 

excuse to research obtuse strands within the literature which may appear only 

peripherally related to the focus and purpose of his assessments but offer him an 

opportunity to gain greater breadth and depth of knowledge around overarching 

themes which interest him such as leadership.  His reference to allowing himself ‘the 

time to really dig deep’ implies he sees research not only as an opportunity to 

develop his knowledge and challenge him intellectually which he clearly relishes, but 

almost as an indulgence or luxury that should be savoured and enjoyed.  What is 

also interesting is that through telling and reflecting on his experience of successfully 

engaging in work integrated learning, he is admitting to himself he has always loved 
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the process of academic learning, it seems what prevented him from fully engaging 

with it previously were negative external influencers. 

As a facilitator of learning both as an academic, and in other contexts, David clearly 

places great value on learning to develop and grow, likening it to a vocation. 

I think my vocation has always been (.)  
instructor, trainer, coach whatever, err 
whatever kind of um label you want to attach to me,  
who facilitates learning in others.   
 
And, I guess one of the (.) the great things about the outdoors,  
unless you're on Helvellyn in hellish weather [slight laugh],  
is um that most people are enthusiastic about being there and wanting to learn. 
Um, and that, that's really nice. 
 
Mmm, yeh, um (.) and in fact (.) probably it's one of my biggest drivers, in life,  
um that if somebody (.) simply can't be bothered, um (.) 
and it's not part of my role to make them bothered [laughs];  
uh whether as a leader or as an instructor or lecturer, 
um (.) then I'll find somebody who is bothered.   
 
Um, yeah, it's a (.) time, our life time is precious (.) every day is precious,  
and for me it's about um, you know,  
extracting some form of joy or learning from each day;  
so, it's quite philosophical!   

Despite this, he situates responsibility for learning squarely with the learner claiming 

it is not his role as facilitator to make learners engage.  Whilst this may on the 

surface seem harsh, and even appear to contradict other stories within his interview, 

it emphasises his belief that learners must take responsibility for their own learning 

and the tutor’s role is to facilitate this through enthusiasm, support and guidance.  It 

also reflects his early experiences and associated feelings of academic learning in 

Libya, where he was energised and engaged to reach a far deeper level of learning.  

The idea that work integrated learning and applied research is a luxury or an 

indulgence that should be savoured was also identified by others including Alison. 

It's (.) um, it's [research project] because it's been based on what I do (.) it was (.) 
in fact, it’s quite indulgent as well at times because (.)  
some of the topics we were writing about was obviously about leadership and 
management;  
and so I got to spend a lot of time just looking within myself, and think  
‘and how do I react, do I react that way, or do I do it?’, you know.   
 
We, we take so much of what we do on a daily basis for granted and, and our 
reactions to things as well (.)  
so to, to have that opportunity to, sit and ponder on, on these things and (.) 
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and taking other people's points of view as well (.) it was um (.)  
 
well I don’t think it would ever (.)  
I don't think reading all these things or doing these studies would ever change who 
you are (.) within  
(.) your reaction to something is always going to be your reaction to something. 
 
But, understanding why you have that reaction is uh, it’s, it's good.   
And, and I think it did give me that time to step back,  
‘cause as I said earlier, with me, going from being part of the team to managing the 
same people that I’d worked with for years (.)  
it gave me the opportunity to work through that. 
 
Because that was, that was tough for, for me, 
in the fact that I didn't want them to think that,  
all of a sudden, I wasn't their friend anymore, you know.   
 
We had; the dynamics of our relationships changed,  
but I didn't want the, the personal side to change  
and, so it was very good for me to have time out to,  
to sit and indulge myself, just thinking about me, so it was quite good. 

For Alison, work integrated learning has offered a means for her to reflect on, and 

reconcile, several conflicting emotions, particularly her relationship with her team.  

By studying different aspects of management, she has been able to psychologically 

‘step out’ of her role to critically assess and reflect on how being promoted to 

manager has changed her relationship with her team, and the impact of this on both 

them and her.  As such, the learning she has gained about herself is far deeper than 

just her academic studies, and it clearly has supported her psychological growth and 

wellbeing. 

Although Fred (RP6) is unsure if he has a love of learning, he recognises its role and 

importance in achieving goals and he wants to be a role model for his children. 

I don't know, if I’ve got a love of learning,  
but I've, but I do, I do think that we should,  
and I'm trying to get it into me kids that, you know,  
you should learn all the time in whatever you do. 
 
I mean, um, me little lad, he, he plays football at a really high level.  
And um, when, when we talk about these coaches and stuff like that,  
it's about learning all the time, it’s about learning in every session,  
it’s about learning not just from them, but about himself.   
 
Um, that he can push himself, what his attitude’s like,  
and I think I feel like I've got a little bit of responsibility to them,  
to, learn a little bit about things like this, well, I s’pose especially him,  
because he's doing something that I know a little bit about um, and (.) something that 
I want him to succeed in. 
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And you know, show him a little bit about motivation maybe,  
little bit about um, mindset and things like that  
so, it's, it's up to me I suppose to learn a little bit about those things.   
So yeah, that's (.) I like, I like getting knowledge I suppose. 

Fred is very proud of his son’s football achievements and is keen to see him go as 

far as possible.  However, there is also an implication he is concerned his son does 

not recognise the amount of learning required if he is to achieve his goal of 

becoming a professional footballer.  Some of Fred’s concerns over how his son’s 

attitude may impact on his future aspirations may reflect how his own attitude 

towards formal education as a teenager/young adult resulted in him dropping out of 

university twice (discussed later).  Therefore, as well as wanting to be a positive role 

model for his son, a powerful influence for Fred to successfully achieve an MBA is to 

validate himself and his standing as a professional.  

Impact of early experience of classical (pedagogic) education 

Although most research participants identified learning as an important part of their 

physical and psychological development and growth, and many claimed they loved 

learning, attitudes towards their experiences of pedagogic learning at school and 

college were mixed, with only Harriet (RP1) and Philip (RP3) claiming they enjoyed 

school.   

In the case of Harriet, it is very apparent that her positive attitude and vitality towards 

educational learning stems from her inherent love of performing and writing: 

I’ve loved it [learning] as long as I can remember. 
Um I (.) I, I suppose I, had particularly good success with two areas which was the 
performing side,  
which I didn’t necessarily equate with learning in this [educational] context,  
why would I (.) at aged seven of or whatever it is, um?  
 
But, also the, the writing, the storytelling, um (.) that kind of side,  
and obviously that (.) that’s infinite in its learning potential, um, so (.) and  
obviously, that’s a core, very much a core um activity in learning throughout our lives, 
so,  
or at least it should be.   
 
So (.) I think that (.) it, it wasn’t so much that there was a light bulb moment,  
it was that (.) I was already, very interested in it;  
so, I was probably, getting very good at it (.) because I kept doing it so much (slight 
laugh) 
um, and then I was getting good feedback from that!   
I don’t think it’s, I don’t think it’s much more complicated than, than that really. 
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As a child, Harriet’s inherent interest and capabilities in respect to both performing 

and writing proved to be a very powerful positive motivating force for her wanting to 

focus her time and energy into learning how to do both better.  That her efforts were 

recognised and rewarded through positive feedback reinforced this was not only 

something she was good at, but it was worth investing in, so encouraging her to 

continue thus creating a virtuous circle.  Whilst this all seems fairly obvious what is 

unclear is why Harriet wanted to perform and write in the first place and who 

encouraged her.  When asked, Harriet is clear it was her teachers: 

Oh it’s, it’s err, it’s teachers (.) 
it’s always about teachers,  
it, its teachers, all, all the time!   
Um (.) it’s, it’s right through from primary school, all the way through, um! 

Unlike almost all the other research participants except Philip, Harriet’s earliest 

memories of school are extremely positive, and it has influenced her attitude towards 

academic learning from that point.  In the short narrative above she repeats and 

emphasises the word ‘teachers’ three times, claiming her love of learning stems from 

them going back to her earliest memories of school.  When asked if she can give an 

example, Harriet identifies a couple of particularly influential teachers; one of these 

was Mrs. Whitehead. 

A Oh yes!  Um (.) sadly but inevitably not all are still with us, um, 
O but a primary school teacher called Mrs. Whitehead um,  
O and she did have beautiful white hair as well,  
E so it was perfect, at that learning level (grinning),  
O/E that Mrs. Whitehead has white hair (.) glorious, glorious!   
O Um, so she (.) she was a very early um, influence (.)  
CA that she seamlessly went from helping me write to helping me play netball (.)  
O/CA and she would, she’d be our guide throughout the day, through everything,  
E which obviously is (.) primary school teaching, by definition, um.   
O So, she was very much (.)  
CA and she was the teacher that told my parents, or my m, (.)  
CA/E I can’t remember who was sitting there,  
O whether it was mum, or mum and dad (.) um  
R “She’s university material”,  
C and I remember her saying that,  
C I was about seven!   

Harriet’s account of how this teacher positively influenced her attitude towards 

learning is not just in terms of what she did as a teacher, but also her looks.  She 

goes into great detail describing Mrs. Whitehead as having ‘beautiful white hair’ 

matching her name; and Harriet thinking this was ‘perfect’ and ‘glorious, glorious’ as 

a child at the start of her academic learning journey.  The positive adjectives she 
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uses serve to highlight just how much love and respect she still has for Mrs. 

Whitehead and how influential she has been.  When describing her interactions with 

Mrs. Whitehead, Harriet uses phrases such as ‘helping me to write’, ‘helping me to 

play’, ‘she’d be our guide … through everything’, however nowhere does she use the 

word ‘teach’.  This signals she had a very close bond with Mrs. Whitehead, seeing 

her as someone who had a deep interest and cared about her, and who she could 

turn to for anything. 

However, what stands out in this narrative is Harriet’s recounting of presumably 

some form of parent-teacher event where she remembers Mrs. Whitehead telling her 

parents ‘she’s university material’.  Her memory is of a teacher showing so much 

confidence in both her intellectual capabilities and her conscientiousness as a 

student that she was prepared to go out of her way to champion this to her parents, 

and further to tell them, they should encourage her to go to university.  This was 

crucial as no one in Harriet’s family had studied at HE level.  For Harriet, this not only 

boosted her confidence in herself, it also planted in her mind that university was 

achievable and something to aspire towards.  In addition, it gave her family 

permission to see their daughter going to university and encourage her with her 

studies.  This gave her at an early age, the determination and energy to study.  Mrs. 

Whitehead’s intervention at this formative stage was a huge positive influence on 

Harriet and her parents, and it has provided a foundation on which Harriet has been 

able to develop a lifelong openness, enthusiasm and vitality towards learning. 

Philip (RP3) is also very assertive that his love for learning stems from an early age, 

although there is a feeling his insistence is more about convincing the listener, as it 

is for him.  For Philip, this love of learning distinguishes him from others. 

Right from the earliest time I can remember,  
I have had a very strong intrinsic, motivation to learn (.) um,  
I, I just lapped things up, um just err (.)  
being so inquisitive right through childhood, uh.   
And I think in primary school, I didn't realise, just how unusual that was, um.    
 
I had a particular friend, um  
who, I got on very well with,  
and we used to spend a lot of time together in the holidays, um  
doing all sorts of things.um. 
 
We went to different secondary schools,  
but then we went to the same, university, err  
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and I think, motivated in the same way, err,  
by a very strong intrinsic, desire for learning, and um,  
knowledge and um, just findings things out! 

Philip’s use of phrases such as, ‘I lapped things up’, ‘so inquisitive’, and ‘I didn’t 

realise just how unusual that was’ as well as him virtually repeating himself, ‘very 

strong intrinsic, motivation to learn’; ‘very strong intrinsic, desire for learning’ shows 

just how strongly he wants the listener to know that he identifies very closely with 

learning.  What is interesting is his inference that his feelings of excitement and 

enthusiasm when learning something new was not something other children 

experienced and that somehow this makes him special. 

What also becomes clear is that whilst Philip states his love of learning is inherent, 

the early learning experiences he describes are ones shared with a school friend.  

His description of how fond he was of his friend, that they went to the same primary 

school and had similar interests and hobbies sets the scene they probably had very 

similar backgrounds, personalities and outlook.  That he was able to experiment and 

explore the world around him with someone who was like minded and with whom he 

could connect closely with, has made his learning experiences enjoyable and 

exciting.  The importance he places on being able to connect with someone to share 

his learning experiences with is strengthened when considered that most of the 

second and third stanzas relate to times when he was in contact with this person 

(primary school and university), yet he skims over the period in between.  

What is also striking is that only Harriet and Philip claim their experience of school 

was positive.  When asked to describe their previous experiences of learning most of 

the other research participants did not go that far back unless they were prompted, 

and then their accounts tended to go from ambivalence to strong negativity.  One 

exception was Julie (RP10) who was very negative about her school experience at 

the outset. 

A OK (.) well my experience of learning at school was diabolical;  
A I hated school with a passion.   
O Um, I found it very boring and, um, didn't work very hard um;   
O my parents (.) I'm an only child (.)  
CA my parents weren't particularly pushy (.)  
E and in a way that was a shame;  
E I think they could have given me the proverbial kick (.) and I might have 

responded. 
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O Um, both parents were quite academic (.) my father was a scientist; um my 
mother was a teacher (.)  

O my father’s passed away now, years ago, but my mother’s still alive (.) um 
O and very into continuous learning.  
CA So (.) my father was always at night school (.) doing something or other. 
O He was fluent in three languages and (.) you know,  
O very big influence in that way.   
O Um, so there was this great interest in, in academic learning and (.) and 

learning (.) any learning really (.); 
CA I just didn't seem to be able to apply it to school!  
E My theory is, that if I didn't work and then failed,  
E I could say that I’d failed 'cause I hadn't worked,  
O not because I wasn't clever;  
CA/E 'cause I desperately wanted to be clever!  
E That's my analysis as a Psychologist or Psychology graduate (.) um; 
O just because you know, we have to do that reflection for our work integrated 

learning, and (.) that's what came out of it  
E and its sort of surprised me really.   
O Um (.) and so since leaving school I’ve constantly (.) or uni, anyway  
CA/E where I got a fairly mediocre degree (.) 'cause I didn't work there either.    
CA Um, but I have (.) done one thing after another. 
CA So, I’ve got um a Diploma in [language]; um I started some (.) I can’t 

remember what else I started (.) something else, but didn't (.) finish.   
CA Um, I obviously did my Psychology degree (.) um later.   
CA I (.) and all the way through it was out (.) and I did that as distance learning (.) 

I did that with the Open University;  
CA so (.) and I was working full time then (.)  
E so I'm, I'm well used to working and studying.   
CA/E Um, I (.) after that I did (.) oh no, after that I thought, ‘I know, I’ll do a 

doctorate.   
R And uh, and here I am! 
C So I've actually got to the stage now where I feel fairly confident that I am 

probably quite clever (slight laugh) (.) um, without being boastful. 

Julie describes how her relationship with learning and specifically academic learning 

has changed throughout her life.  What stands out is the negativity towards school 

compared to her attitude and approach to academic learning as an adult.   

As Julie admits, ‘my experience of learning at school was diabolical’, ‘I hated school 

with a passion’ and ‘I found it boring’.  The underlying message is she saw little 

relevance and had little interest in the formal learning she was introduced to at 

school.  Given her subsequent academic achievements (she has just been awarded 

a doctorate), it would appear that either or both the teaching approach adopted and 

material covered were not creative or stimulating enough to capture her imagination 

or stretch her intellectually.  This negatively impacted on her enthusiasm and energy 

to engage with school and then university in any meaningful or productive way.  

Julie’s description of her negative experiences of class-based, pedagogic learning 
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seem all too familiar as other research participants also describe having similar 

attitudes and behaviours in relation to school and university, with similar results! 

What also comes through is how her attitude and behaviour towards school appears 

to have been heavily influenced by her parents in terms of their attitude towards their 

own learning and their attitude towards hers.  Whilst her parents placed great 

importance and energy in developing themselves ‘very into continuous learning’; ‘my 

father was always at night school (.) doing something or other’, their intervention in 

encouraging her to engage with school seems minimal ‘my parents weren’t 

particularly pushy’ and to an extent she blames them for this, ‘they could have given 

me the proverbial kick (.) and I might have responded’. 

Whilst it is unclear why they were so passive; the impression Julie gives is that she 

felt this meant they lacked confidence in her intellectual capabilities.  There is also 

an implication they were more interested in developing themselves than her.  

Whatever the reasons, it appears to have acted as a psychological barrier preventing 

Julie from wanting to engage with learning especially if it held no interest for her as 

she ‘desperately wanted to be clever’ and her parents, particularly her father, to 

recognise this and be proud of her: ‘He was fluent in three languages … very big 

influence.  Her desire to be clever meant she put herself under great pressure in 

case she failed.  This combined with Julie being an only child appears to have only 

amplified her conflicted feelings so providing her with the excuse to justify to herself 

why she should not try at all.  In a self-fulfilling prophecy, Julie confirms she left 

school and college with fairly mediocre qualifications. 

Similar to others, since that point Julie has regularly engaged in different forms and 

levels of HE learning most of which, although not all, relating back to her work as a 

coach including her recent professional doctorate, and she is used to working and 

studying at the same time.  Throughout, one of the most important underlying 

influencers was to prove to herself she is clever! 

Although there are some parallels between Julie’s and David’s (RP5) stories, as both 

felt disengaged from school, partially influenced unwittingly by their parents, David’s 

story is particularly interesting in that it is a tale of two halves. 

A I was in um, the, local school system up until the age of 10 and 11  
A in err, in [Welsh county] in [north welsh town] (.)  
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A and an unremarkable student um.   
O I then spent three years in Libya, or four years really in Libya  
CA/E in terms of academic (.) um where I really embraced,  
O and it was an Oil Company school,  
CA/E I really embraced the International school system.   
CA Um, I was suddenly being, surrounded by um, (.)  
CA/O well 64 different nationalities um (.)  
CA taught by predominantly professors;  
O and this is at secondary school level um (.)  
E and I loved it !   
E Um, and it was sun shiny,  
E and it was a lovely learning experience,  
CA and then I came back to Britain (slight laugh),  
CA probably (laughing) hated my parents for five years (.)  
CA because I had no friends  
E and was in a, a place that just rained err,  
E from my perspective (laughing) at 13, forever!   
CA Um, so (.) um, and I think at 21, 22 I’d finally  
R (.) when I joined the army  
E I suddenly realized that actually, um  
C this whole education stuff was again,  
C err a little bit more exciting and interesting.   

David’s description of his childhood educational experience and associated feelings 

in Libya and Wales could not be more contrasting, with the former as something ‘I 

really embraced’ and, ‘I loved it’, showing how energised and enthusiastic he was 

and the latter as having ‘no friends’, and ‘hated my parents’, implying how miserable 

and lonely he felt.  David’s use of weather imagery is particularly evocative as his 

description of Libya as ‘sun shiny’ signalling warmth and comfort and Wales as ‘a 

place that just rained’ ‘signalling cold and discomfort emphasises his feelings of joy 

of learning in one context and misery in the other.  

What comes through is just how influential his teachers and peer group in Libya were 

in determining David’s positive attitude and approach to his learning experience and 

it is in stark comparison to Wales.  His description of his teachers as ‘predominately 

professors’ signals how high his regard and respect for them was as educationalists, 

and he clearly relished the opportunity to mix with other children from different 

backgrounds and nationalities.  Yet in this narrative, he makes no mention of either 

in the UK.  Further he claims it is after joining the army at 21 that he starts to engage 

again with academic learning. When asked, David explains why his experiences at 

school impacted so negatively on his engagement with learning: 

Not being in a brick, in a Victorian brick building with (.) 
teachers who were not particularly enthusiastic,  
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and being with a bunch of people who were definitely not (.)  
fellow students who were definitely not enthusiastic!   
 
Um (.), and I think, um (.) yeah, I think it was a mix of the environment um,  
and reflecting back on it, it was a mix of the environment,  
both the school and the actual physical (.) layout of the place.   
 
Um, probably a bit of a lack of knowledge from parents about,  
‘oh, you just need to work hard.’ um, and (.) but it's difficult if (.) um,  
because my parents didn't really know the school system at all, um.   
 
And also, um a lack of err, certainly initially,  
a lack of a err, coherent social group um ‘cause I'd been away (.)  
uh, I had no friends in the school,  
when I came back.   
 
And in the army, what happened was that (.) it was a completely non-school 
environment;  
it was similar to cadets which I’d done previously (.) so I was used to wearing a 
uniform um,  
I knew a lot about the military system already and I had kind of ready-made friends, 
so I think probably a mix of those things. 

There appear to be several contributory factors influencing David’s disengagement 

from school in Wales.  The first is the physical environment, as in just a few words, 

he creates an image of an environment more akin to a prison than a school ‘a brick, 

in a Victorian brick building’.  The second is the lack of any positive external 

influence as neither the teachers nor, perhaps more crucially, his fellow students 

showed any interest in connecting with him or enthusiasm towards learning.  David’s 

experience of a deep loneliness and disconnectedness from his peer group at this 

point in his life is quite palpable and is further emphasised when considered in light 

of his highly positive experience when he was in Libya.   

A Yeah, absolutely so, um (.) he, and this is in the; this is probably 1975, 1976 
so, um; 

O and it was the 6th grade, which is quite a pivotal grade in the American (.) 
Education system err, you’re kind of, I guess it's that whole moving from, we 
would call primary to secondary, you get your, I think you're in junior high 
school I think.   

O Um (.) so an, an example in the classroom was that um,  
CA in the morning um, he would split the class into a couple of different activities 

um  
CA he only (.) ever briefly talked direct input um (.) sage on the stage (.) um,  
CA the rest of the morning might be in small group work,  
CA and then over lunch time um, we had to,  
O as a whole group,  
CA change the whole classroom layout so it was a cabaret style,  
CA it turned 90 degrees um (.) we turned it into a theatre and we did this most 

days;  
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CA so we, as children, were in charge of making the theatre.   
CA And then in the afternoon we'd spend an hour and a half, um (.) either looking 

at history or at, classical, classical music um (.) 
E and there there's a whole theatre feel to it,  
CA and we all had parts in it,  
E and it was just quite magical um (.) 
CA and his ability to, switch styles um (.)   
CA and we were constantly talking and in discussion, um  
R so yeah, that, that's the kind of an example.   
C Oh he was (.) outstanding! Yeh! 

What is striking is how engaged David becomes when describing his teacher in 

Libya, illustrating just how immensely powerful an impression he has been left with.  

From the start, David emphasises how his teacher acted more as a facilitator than a 

director of his learning, even during the more formal elements of the class ‘he only (.) 

ever briefly talked direct input um (.) sage on the stage’, and he and his classmates 

were encouraged to take ownership and control over their learning ‘small group 

work’.  Further, because the learning was not just focused on transference of 

knowledge but incorporated aspects that required both physical and cognitive 

creativity, ‘so we, as children, were in charge of making the theatre’, it captured 

David’s imagination making it far more exciting, enjoyable and relatable for him.  

Finally, a major contributory influence for David was that this was a shared learning 

experience where he was actively encouraged to contribute, discuss and debate with 

his peers so it gave him a sense of belonging where his thoughts and opinions were 

important and valued.  For David, it made this experience of learning ‘quite magical’, 

and his view of this teacher ‘outstanding’. 

Impact of other influencers on attitude towards learning and work 

The analysis shows that early influencers of research respondents’ attitude towards 

learning was not limited just to educational contexts, but also came through positive 

role models within the wider environment.  For example, Claire’s strong positive 

associations with Nursing which has been the driving force for her engagement in 

learning can be traced back to a lady who looked after her when she was a child.  

The following two narratives are part of the same story. 

A Yeah, I think there's a couple of people, um (.) from when I was small.  
A This is very strange; I don't know (laughs) if this is relevant; 
O there was a lady who used to be um,  
O in one of the caravans close to where we lived,  
O/E and she was tiny and she was called; we used to call her Mrs Pip  
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E 'cause she was so small (.)  
O and she was a nurse; she was a nurse in the war and she always (.) 
O 'cause I was; I'm the youngest of three girls (.)  
CA and she used to take me for hot chocolates whilst my sisters went pony 

trekking, 
CA 'cause I was too small (.)  
CA/E and I just always remember her talking about nursing, and what she did (.)  
CA/E and um, how she loved it and she gave me a (.) like a, it’s uh (.)  
R so I think it's from that, that got me into nursing and she was always positive 

about it. 
 
--------------------------------- 
 
But, then I have had a practice mentor (.) my practice mentor; when I was a district 
nurse (.) was amazing (.) 
and she still keep, keeps in touch now (.) [name] (.)  
I think she was so bubbly; positive (.) um, everyone really loved her, the patients 
loved her (.)  
and, nursing was her life (.) um.   
 
She had family and everything,  
but you could just see she really, really enjoyed nursing,  
and she was such a positive role model (.) and always wanted to do things properly 
(.) and she was um, 
she was always one, learning and doing extra courses  
And I thought, ‘you know what, yeah, that's how (.) I would like to be like her’! 

These two people have had a hugely positive influence on Claire and have been 

instigative in shaping her attitude towards her career and her life.  Her positive 

associations of Mrs. Pip looking after her, because Claire was ‘too small’ to go horse 

riding, giving her hot chocolate and reminiscing fondly of her time as a nurse in the 

war has created a very strong positive image of nursing being worthwhile and 

special.  In the same way as Harriet did with Mrs. Whitehead, she fondly describes 

the reason she called this lady Mrs. Pip was because she was tiny.  Claire attributes 

her decision to enter nursing is probably due to this relationship. 

However, an even more important positive influence has been Claire’s practice 

mentor.  Listening to Claire, there are several parallels between Mrs. Pip and her 

practice mentor as both were highly committed and highly enthusiastic nurses who 

were also very bubbly and caring.  Claire’s opportunity to shadow her mentor early in 

her career enabled her to witness how her mentor’s enthusiasm, energy and 

professionalism impacted so positively on those around her including Claire ‘she was 

so bubbly; positive (.) um, everyone really loved her … nursing was her life’.  That 

she refers to her mentor as ‘her role model’ and that ‘I would like to be like her’ 
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signals just how much Claire looked up to and wanted to emulate this lady.  That 

learning and professional development was so important to her mentor ‘she was 

always one, learning and doing extra courses’ has also clearly influenced Claire to 

be proactive in engaging with academic study to develop herself as a community 

nurse. 

Like others, Greg (RP7) has had a long association with academic learning, however 

he does not claim this is because he strongly connects with either work or learning.  

Instead, throughout his interview Greg stresses the importance of making himself as 

employable and financially secure as possible, and his willingness to personally 

invest in developing himself professionally through academic programmes.  As can 

be seen below, Greg’s (RP7) attitude and motivation to engage with lifelong learning 

to ‘better myself’ was set down when he was a child. 

I think it is; it’s probably just a, a personal desire to try and like, better myself.   
Um, I think yeah, you could see; I, I’d had friends who didn't really seem to try  
and did exceptionally well at things; ace’d all the exams, that kind of stuff,  
I’ve always had to work, as I feel, relatively hard, to get that bit down.   
 
Um, I felt I was probably more, like practical on, on certain elements um, but (.) 
but yeah, I think it, it just kind of um, come to me as,  
if I wanted to do something a bit more with my life  
perhaps at that stage and, and get a reasonable job, um,  
now is the time to take the opportunity of it and, as well  
 
I’d got like yeah, grandparents and parents saying  
‘your school days are the best days of your life, make the most of it’,  
and I thought, yeah I could either just muddle through the next sort of four years or, 
actually really start making the most of it and looking at all this stuff that I can do here 
and, and that was that really (.)  
 
I suppose it's that, kind of um, moment in my youth that I just [laughing]  
realized, ‘yeah, hang on, I do (.) I do want to make the most of it,  
there’s no point just ticking the boxes here and, doing the bare minimum’.   

Although Greg clearly did not find academic study easy, claiming he had to work 

much harder than his friends, it appears to have been ingrained into him that 

investing time and energy into learning would give him the best chance of being 

professionally and financially successful.  What is most interesting though is that this 

desire was set down so early in life. 

Yeah, I think um, that there was a, a relative of mine,  
who’s done exceptionally well for themselves.   
Um, they were also involved in the martial arts classes as well,  
they got me into it;  
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Um, a kind of success.   
Uh, and they were, and the, the kind of money  
and things like that I s’pose at the time when I was a kid that was sort of my main,  
‘Oh, that looks good; he’s got a really nice car, he’s done this that and the other’,  
 
Um, and yeah, his advice was always well, yeah,  
‘get educated and do this, that and the other’  
and I think that kind of would have had an influence on me at the time.   
Um, but yeah, I mean things, things obviously change as you get older [slight laugh], 
move on.   
 
But uh, yeah he just seemed very driven; very, very focused on his stuff  
and I thought, ‘well that, that’s kind of, that seems some thing’s worthwhile then on 
that; um I wanna experience that too’.   
So, yeah, um that, that probably had a bit of an influence on me as a, as a kid (slight 
laugh).   

Greg’s relationship with his relative is very illuminating regarding his aspirations and 

motivations to study as an adult.  That his relative appeared so successful and had 

material possessions has been a huge influence on Greg.  It can be partly accounted 

for because he showed an interest in Greg when he was about twelve, introducing 

him to martial arts and driving him around in his car.  In the same way as Claire, 

Greg’s love and respect for his older cousin because he’d shown an interest in him, 

meant he wanted to emulate him.  As his cousin was so financially driven meant this 

became Greg’s goal too.  Greg’s conversations with his cousin emphasised to him of 

the importance of education in helping him to achieve this, and it has been a main 

driving force since as Greg has funded much of his own work integrated learning. 

Attitude towards learning as a shared experience 

The value David and Philip attribute to their academic learning experience being one 

that is shared is also identified by others including Julie who describes how her initial 

experience when starting her doctorate changed when she had a change of 

supervisor and was introduced to a student peer group. 

So, in the beginning, um (.) 
First of all, I was very enthusiastic (.) then I didn't really (.)  
I felt as though I didn't really know what was going on (.)  
 
And I've done a lot of feedback to [University],  
'cause several of us felt the same (.) 
and I felt very alone (.) there was no strong (.)  
 
I was so used to the structure of the Open University (.) 
which is incredible (.)  
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'cause they've been doing it for years (.) 
 
and it was, I'd get invited to things [at the University] and I'd go,  
but everybody else was much further along than me (.)  
they weren't in their first (.) um, the first third of the, of the work 

Although Julie started her doctorate with very positive feelings, very quickly these 

changed to loneliness and isolation, closely mirroring emotions expressed by David 

when he was at school in Wales.  The limited and confused information coming from 

her university, including her tutor who worked at a different university, together with 

workshop invites not aimed at her meant it was difficult for her to connect or relate to 

her programme and she had no sense that anyone was really that interested in 

helping her feel as if she belonged.  Because she was not part of a cohort, she had 

no student network to turn to for support and this negatively impacted on her 

enthusiasm and energy to want to engage with the learning process.  Her 

comparisons between this university and the Open University, shows how it fell short 

in providing her with the appropriate guidance and support she needed as an adult 

learner. 

Luckily many of Julie’s issues appear to have been resolved when she was given a 

new supervisor who was far more available and enthusiastic, and who introduced 

her to other research students at a similar stage in their doctorates. 

I was lucky enough to have a change of supervisor  
after I’d been to my um (.) PAP, my Project Approval Panel (.) um  
and I moved to; I had [tutor] after that and they’re a very enthusiastic,  
you know, lively [person] (.)  
 
and [they] had a group of us (.) 
and got us meeting together as a group (.) 
and we were all [profession];  
we were all much at the same point (.) and that really helped (.)  
 
because whenever my motivation dipped;  
there was somebody I could phone and say: 
‘you know what? I'm not doing this (deflation);  
I can't do this anymore’! 
 
And the rest of the group said,  
‘No, no, and if you're not going to do that research, I want to do it because I like it 
better’, (.) 
and all that sort of camaraderie was absolutely amazing (.) 
it really was. 
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The combination of her new supervisor’s positive attitude, encouragement and 

interest in her, as well as introducing her to a support group of peers with similar 

backgrounds and interests has had an enormous impact in helping to rejuvenate 

Julie’s enthusiasm, motivation and energy levels to engage with her studies.  It is 

also evident that their ongoing pastoral support and critical friendship has given Julie 

the determination and energy to continue and complete her studies. 

Unlike more traditional HE programmes many work integrated learning programmes 

do not consist of stable student cohorts.  Certainly, most research participants either 

made no mention, or just a passing comment on their student peer group indicating 

this was not a core part of their support network.  Instead, research participants 

tended to look towards their family, friends and work colleagues for support and 

sharing of thoughts and opinions.  In Steve’s case, a key member of his support 

group, and someone he shared ideas with, was his director: 

Erm (.) I suppose a lot of it is, he [Steve’s director] had a genuine interest (.)  
which I see as a level of support (.) so, so he had a genuine interest,  
because he had a genuine stake in it as well (.)  
so he was always there to bounce ideas (.) off. 
 
He, he would spend time to look over things I’d produced.   
Um, when I first designed the final project as well (.) 
he was very happy to look over it and give me suggestions which led to some 
changes as well (.). 
 
'Cause it was obviously (.) the product was something that I wanted,  
but it had to meet his needs as well which pretty much were aligned (.) 
But there was some subtle differences that,  
that he wanted as a director out of this project as well.   
 
Um, so yes, it was just that constant (.) constant interest.   
He could have just said (.)  
I mean I'm, I'm quite happy just to plough on, and do things on my own um (.) 
and he could have done that, he could’ve left me to it (.) 
 
But there was the constant interest there and asking,  
‘how's it going; where’re we up to, what’s the next stage?’ 
and, and that feedback as well.   
It's (.) it was good.   
It made me understand the value of, of the research (.) 
so I think it, it underlined the need for this.   

The support and advice from his director are clearly important to Steve.  His interest 

in Steve’s project as well as his knowledge and understanding around its focus, 

purpose and context is crucial in helping Steve move forward with his project in a 
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focused and purposeful way.  It is also evident that Steve’s director is interested in 

him and wants to help him develop himself professionally.  The positive and 

productive relationship he has with his director together with their willingness to 

facilitate his learning is important in positively influencing Steve’s enthusiasm and 

engagement with his research. 

Others like David identified specific friends with similar interests and backgrounds 

and who were interested and could relate to their research: 

Um, I think because it, um, um (.) 
the [research project] module allows you to, to, along with your, your mentor (.) 
allows you to craft your own programme (.) which has been very useful.   
Um, and also, it's allowed me to tap into my network of (.) um of contacts um, (.) 
several of whom happened to be quite, quite close friends, um. 
 
So, it allows kind of (.) and I guess both with, with [tutor] at the University,  
but also with my, the contacts that um, in the [branch of armed forces] (.) 
'cause that's where my dissertation is aimed at (.) um,  
I'm able to get quite hard, critical feedback so (.) very honest feedback um,  
which I really savour to be honest.   
 
Um, I think sometimes feedback is not (.) um sufficiently direct,  
to help people progress  
and what I found with this [work integrated learning] programme; and also the 
PGCTHE at, at [university], um, 
both had people who were quite direct, which I, which I like.   

David gives the following example to illustrate this:   

(…) Um, yes, so when I um, for my (.) for this programme I'm on um (.) 
[tutor] was, um (.)  
gave some excellent, constructive feedback about the questionnaire, um (.)  
and that was useful.   
 
Um my, my friend, [forename], [full name].   
Um, um how would we say um,  
he's a development officer for one of the local health boards um (.) 
 
he went into it with a fine-tooth comb  
and there, there was some, um (.) 
some quite big questions and quite direct err quotations (slight laugh),  
um not; in a very kind, professional manner, but it was very direct!   
 
Uh, you know, ‘What are you going - what is this question about?’, um (.)  
that type of question,  
‘this doesn't, um this could generate this type of bias, um (.) from your, um the 
population you’re aiming the questionnaire at’, um,  
so very direct questions um (.) 
which were very helpful.   
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As would be expected, several research participants identified their partner as part of 

their support network, however whilst for some this was general encouragement and 

removing family tasks etc., to free up space and time to study (e.g. Claire, Alison) for 

others like Harriet, their partner’s support was much more academically oriented and 

in-depth. 

Um, well (.) I’m not the only one with some muscle memory of doing a Master’s 
degree; um  
semi stealth (slight laugh) (.) at small hours in the morning (.)  
so, my husband’s been a great um, person to look to (.) 
one because he went through it once before um (.) with me.  
 
But also (.) he knows me from the former life (.) so he,  
we have the shorthand of saying,  
‘oh but that’s like when we produced that piece’,  
or, or whatever it is, and that was the same business problem.   
 
So, it’s very specific um but (.)  
but he’s been uh a great uh (.) 
a great sort of beacon of (.) 
yes, lot, lots of shorthand (laughing) involved with that um. 

Harriet is not alone in expressing how being able to discuss her research with her 

partner was incredibly important in helping her to progress in a positive and 

productive way.  Both David and Steve also emphasise the value of sharing their 

learning experience with their partner: 

Uh, yeah, I think that's, that's my, my wife [forename].   
I think that um (.) she always inspires me and supports me.   
Um, she's a nurse and she's been going through um  
an awful lot of education herself (.) um,  
with words I can't pronounce at all (laughs) in the medical dictionary.   
 
Um, and I guess um (.) that’s very inspirational as well, because it’s a kind of (.)  
then it’s a partnership of learning, so to speak,  
even though the two subjects are (.) um quite different.   
And I think it’s, it’s (.) for me, it’s really important for me to be in a,  
in a household that is um, has a focus on learning. 

(David RP5) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Um, and then my wife actually was quite good as well (.) 
she, she would proofread things (.) 
she doesn't have, the background in [discipline A] but um, (.) 
she studied [discipline B] and things (.) 
but she just proof-read things  
 
and as someone outside of the topic;  
she could read it and say, ‘that makes no sense to me whatsoever (.) 
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you’ve assumed too much there’, and (laughing) (.) 
and things like that which,  
which had value as well, yeah. 

(Steve RP8) 

These narratives show the value research participants place in being able to share 

their research with specific individuals within their support network who they trust 

and respect at an academic and professional level and who they view as a critical 

friend from whom they can obtain constructive feedback.  

Attitude towards challenges faced of learning and working 

As would be expected everyone identified the main challenge of working and 

studying was finding the time and energy in order to get assignments in on time, and 

issues around trying to balance their academic commitments alongside their other 

personal and professional commitments as illustrated by Steve. 

I think finding the time and the motivation was probably the biggest,  
probably the biggest challenge, yeah.   
I mean, you get home from a long day at work, you have your tea,  
the last thing you want to do is sit down for another two or three hours in front of the 
computer.   
Um, so that was (.) that was hard,  
finding the time and the motivation.  

The feelings Steve expresses here of his difficulty in finding the energy to engage 

with studying after a busy day at work was almost universal.  For others such as 

Claire, as well as the pressures of work, she was also trying to balance family 

commitments as her mother was ill. 

Yeah, I think, family has been really important, um.   
In regard to, work wise,  
I have had to drop a lot of um, this whilst work, things were going on  
'cause obviously we've been working weekends, and long hours,  
and (.) there's less of us than there were and, lots of things going on so,  
I have had to put a little bit of a hold.   
 
But I'm back to it (.) I, I'd say,  
I'm probably not quite where I wanted to be,  
but it, it's just I'm getting what I can done.   
 
Uh, but it is, it is difficult to do, I'm not gonna lie,  
and I think the added pressure of my, mum being poorly and,  
showering her every day and everything;  
that's been, that's been really, really difficult,  
trying to manage work life balance.  
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Like the rest of the nursing profession, Claire has been working extremely long hours 

during the Covid-19 Pandemic and she is also the primary carer for her elderly sick 

mother.  Claire admits that both these influencers have negatively impacted on her 

ability to progress with her studies in the way she would like.  For many learners, 

such hindrance stressors would be enough to make them withdraw, however this 

does not appear to be something Claire has even considered.  Her optimism and 

enthusiasm ‘I’m back to it’, illustrates just how positively she views her learning 

experience even though her professional and personal commitments have made this 

very difficult. 

Many adult learners who have had a long engagement with different forms of 

academic study including David and Alison have found technical strategies which 

help them to manage their time and work-life balance. 

Um, possibly in a [slight sigh] yes, it,  
but probably in a more positive way I think that  
um (.) good time management,  
 
I found is (.) and this is probably  
when I've reflected on my learning of (.)  
of many things, whether it's outdoor education theory or,  
or becoming an instructor of various disciplines;  
 
I think, for me personally that, um  
(.) um, focus on time slots um, seems to work.   
I know, I know that we learn um (.) often by osmosis and unconsciously um,  
however, I think dedicated slots, seems to work quite nicely for me.   

(David RP5) 
----------------------------------------------------- 
 
One of the things I did with my um, with my final project was  
I did um, I did a journal. 
Um, and every, every Sunday evening,  
before I went out, you know, before the working week starts (.) 
I'd make a little list of,  
‘right ok, so this is what I've done this week, this is what I found and (slight pause) 
this is my thinking’,  
you know 'cause you have these thoughts as you going through it;  
and then I'd make a list of, ‘this is what I need to get done this week!’, ‘This is what I'd 
like to get done’.  
And you know, so (.) and then every week I could have it,  
mentally ticking it off and,  
and it kept me pushing forward. 

(Alison RP4) 

Although they focus on different things, for David it is blocking out time and Alison 

making lists of tasks, both are very organised with regard to how they approach 
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managing their studies.  In addition, Alison explains how she used her system of lists 

to keep psychologically focused and energised as by ‘mentally ticking it [tasks] off’, 

she could see how well she was progressing which ‘kept pushing me forward’.  

Notwithstanding, neither underestimated the effort involved in studying and working, 

and how this impacted on their energy and motivation levels.  They also stated when 

these were low, they looked to their support network for encouragement to continue.  

I think keeping that motivation going is difficult (.) definitely (.)  
um, I mean, don't get me wrong there were days I was in that office  
and I know for a fact I said ‘oh, I'm not doing it anymore’, can't be bothered with this 
and I'm jacking it in; why am I bothering; I don't need to do it’,  
 
But then, you calm down, and you think (.)  
‘well, actually no, carry-on, it's fine’,  
or a work colleague going, ‘you’ve got this; you do know what you doing; chill out; 
take 5 minutes and you'll be OK’  
you know so (.).  
 
And it's having a good support network (.) 
I mean obviously 'cause I had that, within my team at work, you know (.)  
if I ever did have a bit of a wobble,  
they were there to pick me straight up  
 
And it was the same at home, you know.   
It was, ‘I don't think I've got time to’,  
‘no you have got time to do this; what do you need me to do?’,  
you know and, and so I had that support round me that (.)  
freed me up to go and do that.   
 
So yeah, I think, but definitely that's ‘cause;  
that self-motivation is what, what drives you (.) definitely (.)  
I mean, you know you, people can help you all the time (.) they can free your time up 
to, you know, give you a week’s worth,  
but if you’ve not got the motivation to actually do something with that week it’s; 
there's no point doing it, so.   
 
Yeah, that's definitely the hardest thing (.)  
remembering why you want to get to where you want to get to,  
and keeping yourself going, forward so. (Alison RP4) 

In the narrative above, Alison describes how she relies heavily on both her support 

group at work and also at home.  In terms of work, the support tends to take the form 

of bolstering her confidence about her capabilities and stamina to continue with her 

studies whereas at home, although this is also implied, the emphasis is more about 

freeing up her time so she can focus on her studies.  However, Alison stresses that 

regardless of this support, ultimately the responsibility is hers to find the motivation 
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and energy to engage with her learning experience.  She therefore constantly 

reminds herself about what she wants to achieve and that it is never supposed to be 

easy, to ensure she keeps progressing forward in a purposeful way.   

I guess I came back to (.) the reasons why I wanted to do it,  
and the fact that it was a challenge and I kept reminding myself,  
‘This is a challenge; this was never meant to be easy’ (.) you know,  
and just kept reminding myself how great it would be when you got to the end point. 

For Alison, engaging in work integrated learning is so important because it does 

challenge her.  Her long association with adult learning means she knows and 

accepts the logistics of studying and working are tiring and that she will face external 

pressures which are likely to pull her away from her studies and may make her 

consider withdrawing.  However, her overriding positive feelings when progressing 

forward with her studies and achieving her goals more than compensates, and it is 

the reason she keeps re-engaging. 

Attitude towards tutors and the university 

Like others, the relevance and applicability of her programme to her work, attached 

to an apprenticeship scheme, was the main motivating force for Harriet to apply: 

A Mm, so (.) even though, I suppose a parallel could be drawn,  
A between running a company (.) between that and heading up a business unit I 

suppose in a, public sector institution;  
A um, it’s not an easy mapping. 
O Um, so, I (.) when I was looking at the Apprenticeship framework  
O as it was emerging, and cohorts were being signed up, um,  
O prior to me gaining this role (.)  
CA I thought ‘that, that actually really does look like what it says it is’,  
CA um, in that it’s an apprenticeship to be a senior leader.   
CA/E So I’d observed (.) with interest,  
E because I love learning,  
O it happening, the cohorts prior to mine,  
CA but then, the role I’m in now,  
O the Head of the [XXXX] (.) I’ll revert to the acronym,  
E because we love those don’t we (.) um (.) 
O when I, when I gained that role (.)  
CA it, it’s a brand new, it was a brand role (.)  
CA so I’m the first person to hold it (.)  
CA/E and it is the most senior role in [XXXX] has ever been in the [organisation]. 
O So, putting those together,  
R I put the proposal forward that,  
E I haven’t, I personally hadn’t been in this position, in this structure (.)  
E neither has the [organisation] been in the position to have someone in that 

role.   
C So, between those two, um  
C I think there’s a business case  
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C for being a Senior Leader Apprenticeship um,  
C with the [work integrated learning programme] alongside it, within it! 

What is interesting is not just the level of detail Harriet provides regarding the 

research she undertook to ensure this programme met her needs but also the 

energy and effort she exerted securing a place, describing how she presented a 

business case on how it would benefit both her and her organisation. 

That Harriet felt she had to provide this explanation may seem odd given universities 

are keen to encourage adult learners and she already had a wealth of experience 

running her own company (prior to joining her current organisation).  However, it is 

partially explained later on when she recounts her conversation with a work 

integrated learning tutor at an early stage in her application process: 

The, just for um, the spirit of doing it, I suppose um (.) one of the most motivational 
and, inspiring conversations I had early on (.)  
and I’ve gone back to it several times since (.)  
was actually with um, one of your colleagues [tutor’s name].   
 
Um, and I’ve told [them] several times since that, that motivated me (.)  
especially in the early stages  
when you, you’re not sure quite where you’re landing um (.)  
because [they] was um (.) [they] championed that I could be on the [work integrated 
learning programme] in the first place.   
 
At first, it was thought that I don’t have (.) didn’t have enough experience (.)  
but it was only looking at my [sector] work.   
So, I had a conversation with [them] about actually I’d reached a more senior level, 
but just not in this career!   
Um, so I, I’ve checked in with [them] a few times actually … um, for that. 

Harriet’s references to her conversation with this tutor as being ‘one of the most 

motivational and, inspiring conversations I had’, makes it evident she saw their 

supportiveness and encouragement at this early point in her application as pivotal in 

giving her the confidence and motivation to apply.  That this tutor then went on to 

champion her application with her employer mirrors her childhood experience of Mrs. 

Whitehead who told her parents she was university material, and it has resulted in a 

similar positive impact on Harriet.  The positive influence of this tutor’s intervention 

and subsequent positive interest in her has had a profound effect on Harriet in terms 

of motivating and energising her to engage purposefully with the programme. 

His interactions with specific tutors at the start of his programme has also had a 

profound positive influence over Fred (RP6). 
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I think the lecturers have been fantastic,  
um, particularly [tutor 1] and [tutor 2].   
Um, I think they've, really helped. 
 
Um funnily enough they were the two,  
I first spoke to [tutor 1], so [tutor 1] helped me sort of (.) with the decision on whether 
I should apply or not; um (.)  
and sort of talked me through it.   
 
Um, and secondly, [tutor 2] and [tutor 1], I met on the first day when I went there to 
register  
or, I don't know if it was to have a look, I'm not too sure,  
but I met those two and I think  
um, those have been really positive for me. 

When asked to elaborate, Fred explains: 

I think [tutor 1], because,  
well both of them now, sorry,  
I shouldn't say [tutor 1], I should say um (.)  
Doctor, um, so they’re both Doctors,  
 
Doctors is that the right (slight laugh) yeah ok?   
So, they’ve both achieved their doctorates um,  
and they were both really sort of friendly, down to earth people,  
and I think that's what I needed.   
 
Uh, I think sometimes academics can be um,  
a little bit academic um,  
and I don't think they were, um, either of them,  
I think they're both really down to earth.   
 
And, I think that most, you know, most of the lecturers as well,  
uh [tutor 3], [tutor 3] um, as well, [they], you know,  
I like [tutor 3] because [tutor 3]’s been in uh business previously.   
Um [he/she] was actually, [they] actually owned a [sector] business for a little, a little 
um, length of time I think um.   
 
So, just being able to speak to those sort of people  
and sort of learn a little bit more about their experience;  
[tutor 3] especially in you know, in [sector], um,  
and [tutor 2] as a, you know, his doctorate was in [XXXX] or the business of [XXXX] 
which was um, a real big interest of mine.   
 
Um, and [tutor 1] just 'cause I thought [he/she] was really quite an inspirational 
[person], so quite like them.   
Yeah not, not that everybody else is not lovely as well you know, I don't mean that,  
I just mean that those, those, those two in particular, and um, I thought were really 
good;  
[tutor 2] and [tutor 1] have been fantastic. 

In contrast to Yves who wanted to be treated as a professional of equal standing, 

Fred is slightly in awe and intimidated by the academic establishment, seeing the 
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tutors as his intellectual superior and inaccessible.  His tutors talking to Fred as an 

equal and wanting to find out more about him, together with their candidness in 

describing their own postgraduate experiences helped break down this important 

psychological barrier for Fred.  It enabled him to recognise them as ordinary people 

who just happened to have reached an academic level he aspired to.  This was 

crucial for Fred given his earlier experiences of HE. 

A OK, um, so I, did go to, I did have experience of Higher Education um as; 
when I was younger, um. 

A It’s (slight laugh) a funny, journey, actually I suppose, um.  
O I left school, um,  
O not doing particularly well in exams, um  
O and started a college course, um engineering college course.   
CA Unfortunately, after the second year of that um,  
CA they decided they were no longer going to do that course um,  
O and it was only by chance really, that one of the lecturers, had a friend who 

ran a, um ‘Access to Higher Education’, um engineering course, um.   
O And he’d sort of gone to, gone to him and said, ‘ok, you know, he might be 

able to do ok’.   
O So anyway, I went to do that, it was a Foundation degree, I think it was called 

at the time, um. 
O And it was a one-year, sort of access course into Higher Education; it was at 

the [new university] still, um.   
O So I did that; completed that;   
O started on the, Electrical Engineering um degree, um.   
E Decided I wanted to live there,  
E and I wanted to, have the University lifestyle, um. 
CA Unfortunately I met a, a girl um,  
CA or fortunately (slight laugh), who’s now me wife, um,  
E and we didn't do a lot of studying that year (laughs) um.   
O So, actually what I did then was uh, I transferred course um, to do uh 

multimedia, a multimedia course ‘Broadcast, Multimedia & Technology’, um,  
O so I completed two years of that,  
CA and then decided to move with that girl, down to the Wirral, um,  
R so never actually completed the degree, um.  
C Started working obviously as soon as I got here at [organisation] and, I've 

been there ever since. 

Fred’s description of a highly fragmented FE/HE learning experience resulting in him 

dropping out of two undergraduate programmes has negatively impacted on his 

confidence to study at HE level.  However, it has also proved to be a powerful 

motivator, as he makes six references to ‘cap and gown’, and a further ten to 

wanting an MBA because of its ubiquitous standing in business. 

It was always something that I wanted to do,  
it was always something that I felt like I hadn't succeeded in,  
because I didn't get the cap and gown, um. 
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I suppose at the time, at that time in me life, it was more, about the University lifestyle 
(slight laugh)  
rather than actually, achieving anything there;  
I felt like I had forever, um!  
 
So I decided that, that was the reason I wanted to, to do the MBA,  
I wanted the cap and gown,  
I’ve always, wanted an MBA for whatever reason,  
I'm not sure why, but I've always wanted one, um. 
 
I've always felt like the people that I've dealt with in business who’ve had an MBA 
have been, um,  
have achieved something;  
and I've always thought that I could,  
but never actually believed in it.’ 

Fred not finishing his degree is something he clearly regrets and wants to address.  

However, like others including Alison and Claire, whilst he knows at a cognitive level 

he is capable, at an affective level there is a lack of confidence that he can complete.  

As part owner of the organisation he works for, Fred is adamant he wants an MBA 

as this will validate him both academically and professionally.  Receiving such a 

powerful message from his tutors at the beginning of his Master’s programme that 

they had confidence in him and they would support him through the process has 

made what seemed impossible now something that is within his reach. 

Whilst Harriet and Fred enthused about their tutors’ support at the start of their 

programme, the lack of any meaningful presence from the tutors was evident 

elsewhere.  Whilst other research participants mentioned specific tutors in relation to 

particular assignments or talked about how generally supportive they were, in most 

cases it was little more than a passing comment.  Further, neither Alison nor Greg 

mentioned their tutors at all in terms of support, although Alison did identify friends 

and colleagues.  This would indicate that these research participants did not 

necessarily view their tutors as an important member of their support network even 

though most tutors would consider it to be an important element of their professional 

role and some, like the researcher, pride themselves on their pastoral care. 

There are a couple of exceptions.  One is Joseph who felt he had a deep rapport 

with his tutor and who he asserts has been integral in him developing a love for 

learning. 

But it’s changed, to tell you the truth, it’s changed into a love for learning (laughs)  
since I joined this university (laughing) (.) 
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and, like I said, I mean [tutor] has been instrumental in, in, in, in, in this change. 

When asked in what way, Joseph goes on to say: 

(…) In the way that I don’t see it, like as a chore (.) that has to be done.   
Um, but like I said, the pressure will always be there,  
and because at the end of the day you still have to, to perform.   
But, (.) I’ve started to see much, much more value (.) in the learning.   
 
Apart from the fact that the end of the process, um,  
hopefully I’ll (slight laugh) I’ll get the qualification.   
But even in the learning process itself and in, in the learning, um  
it’s not just the qualification which I can (.) use to apply for jobs or something, I mean 
that is part of it.  
 
But what’s changed (.) studying into (.) enjoying it, ah, it’s the whole experience!   
Um, ah hah, [tutor] was (.) the driving force behind it, um.  
But yeah, I’ve started to appreciate more the value of it and the more (.) 
the, the value of, of reflecting on things, researching things properly, um (.) writing 
better academic (.) um essays.  
But it has become, uh huh it did it did, it did become, enjoyable.   
 
Usually I’ve never, neither in my BA or in my post grad, (.)  
I never really (.) had the, the, the opportunity to say that I’ve actually enjoyed (.) the 
studying because like (slight laugh);  
you know at university I used to enjoy, but I used to enjoy going to university to meet 
my friends and whatnot;  
now I’m talking about the actual learning process that I’m, I’m, I’m enjoying. 

Like others Joseph did not enjoy academic learning, likening his previous 

experiences to a chore which had to be done.  However, through his tutor he has 

been able to engage with a far deeper level of learning involving applied research 

and reflection.  Joseph’s admiration for his tutor almost borders on a form of hero 

worship.  It is clear he attributes his positive attitude and behaviour towards his 

academic studies to the interactions between him and his tutor, and how this has 

enabled him to critically analyse and reflect on his working practice.  There is a clear 

impression Joseph believes his tutor is not just interested but invested in his 

academic development and has taken the time to get to know him in order to find out 

what he needs to help him successfully achieve this.  As such, Joseph sees him 

more as a mentor helping him to work out and follow his own learning pathway, 

rather than as a teacher determining and directing his learning.  The result is Joseph 

has fully embraced his learning and has developed a strong purposeful energy to 

engage with this. 
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Another research participant who describes how valuable he found the input from his 

tutor is Yves. 

The one that, the whole, whole thing  
of like building what we need to build like,  
it’s also, it starts from everything  
from the title you choose,  
to the modules, to um also the, the essays that you get to do,  
 
so it’s all based on my conversation and, and my um,  
suggestion between me and my tutor so;  
it's really open, open field;  
do whatever you want to do. 

In the same way as Joseph, Yves enthuses about how his learning experience was 

enhanced by his interactions with his tutor.  For Yves, that he was given so much 

autonomy over his learning and that his tutor actively helped him to achieve this is 

really important, and it helps to strengthen his impression that this tutor perceives 

him as a professional equal. 

Only Julie spoke out negatively about any specific tutors 

Yeh, the one that stands out was [Name University]!   
And I went to one of their Masters Open Days, um to just get advice on (.) 
did I need to do a Masters, you know (.)? 
I've got two undergrad degrees and (.) now my doctorate. 
 
Looking back, I probably should have done a Master's  
(.) it would have helped me. 
Whereas I had to run to catch up, I think (.)  
in that way of study.   
 
Um, but they said to me (.) the people I spoke to at the Open Day said,  
‘no, no, no, you should go straight onto a Doctorate course; this is who to speak to’ 
and I tried to contact the person several times by email and by phone (.) 
and I just got an email back saying ‘oh I'm sorry I'm really busy’, (.) 
and so I sent an email back saying ‘I'm sorry, so am I’! 

Julie’s experience when researching where to study for her doctorate is in stark 

contrast to Harriet and Fred, and it resulted in her choosing to go to a different 

university from her original choice.  The initial university she approached strongly 

encouraged her to apply for a doctoral programme ignoring her concerns regarding 

whether she had sufficient academic knowledge and skills to study at that level.  It 

then did not follow up her enquiry, but left it up to her to contact a tutor who initially 

ignored her, then responded by stating they were really busy.  The impression Julie 
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was left with was they had little interest in her studying with them and their time was 

more important than hers.  The outcome of this experience was she went elsewhere.  

Although he is careful not to criticise his tutors or the department, Philip does talk 

about his problems with the university systems in the following two narratives. 

This is not at all a reflection on [name] who is my tutor, or um,  
anybody else um around the department but um, I,  
I think that, most departments when undergraduates, and probably most postgrads 
arrive, err  
have a very well worked out induction, into how things work, and where to find um, 
information you need and, the library, and so on.   
 
Um, err it might have been my slightly unusual circumstances in how I got into this 
that I didn't get that so, uh,  
I got lost several times trying to find information on um, err Moodle and other bits and 
pieces.  
 
 
A And one, one thing does stick in my mind uh,  
O which was the first time I used Turnitin,  
O which was for this first [research project].   
CA And err, I had so many conversations on the phone with um,  
O people in [department] trying to sort me out.   
CA Eventually, um I got put onto [technical department],  
CA and it turned out there was a very simple um, err detail  
CA which nobody had told me about and lots of people didn't know,  
CA because I’d um, logged in on my computer with my staff identity,  
CA uh, and then at some point during the day, in the office,  
CA/E I felt ‘right, I'm ready to submit this now’,  
CA so got to Turnitin, err, changed user on my computer into my student 

persona, got onto Turnitin,  
CA err and the thing went haywire!   
CA Um, and eventually err once I got into the right person in LIS,  
R it was dead simple.   
C Um, the fact is that if you swap user on your, computer,  
C the computer still knows you are a member of staff, err, it thinks pretending to 

be a student;  
C and in order to make things like Turnitin work, you have to close the computer 

down, and then start it up again with your student persona.   
C Um, and that was a frustrating half a morning sorting that out. 

Some of Philip’s problems as a student specifically relate to him being a member of 

staff in the university.  However, the fact he wasted so much time and energy trying 

to do what should have been a simple task of uploading an assignment to Turnitin, 

and that nobody initially seemed to be able to help, is illustrative of the sorts of issue 

other adult part-time learners have raised regarding their interactions with the 

university. 
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Perhaps even more illuminating is that despite being a member of university staff, 

Phil appears to have struggled to use the online learning resources (e.g. Moodle).  

That he is so careful not to attribute blame to his tutor or the department is probably 

because he is a colleague who is on good terms with them, and there is a degree of 

professional loyalty.  However, he is clear he needed more instruction and support 

on how to access the student teaching, learning and support systems at the start of 

his programme, and there is an inference this should have come from the 

department.  He specifically mentions he received no form of student induction to 

help orient him as a student; something he identifies as being a common and 

expected part of any full-time student’s introduction to university.  The implication is 

that this has created a lot of additional and unnecessary work for him as a student, 

which is frustrating especially given he is also working. 

Finally, despite his early impressions of his tutors being extremely positive, Fred 

laments the lack of access to both his tutors and cohort during the programme itself. 

I think the, the lack of contact um,  
with uh, with lecturers in the uni.,  
and then the University in general.   
And I think that, in an ideal world, um,  
 
I don't know whether you know, but we do (.) um, generally two days or, one and a 
half days, every eight weeks, um, there or thereabouts, um. 
And I just didn't feel, I think I could have,  
it would have kept me on track a little bit more if there hadn't been such a gap.   
 
Um, I think I might have felt a little bit more part of the University  
or part of a (.) group, or it might have been good for the group that we’re in um,  
had we had a little bit more time together,  
um even if that was just, I dunno, a seminar every, two weeks or three or, you know. 
 
It doesn't, I'm not saying it has to be all the time,  
I understand everybody's got, commitments,  
but for me personally, I think that, had there been a little bit more time there,  
I think that would have been, that would have been better! 

Fred describes his learning experience as quite an isolated one involving little 

contact with his tutors, the university or his peers and this is why he is struggling to 

progress with his studies in the way he had envisaged.  The limited attendance 

requirements and lack of regular contact with tutors and his cohort have left him 

feeling somehow disconnected from the university.  Further, they have also acted as 

excuse for him to prioritise other commitments before his studies, so he has not 
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progressed as quickly has he had intended to.  For Fred, this is potentially highly 

problematic given his previous experiences of HE resulting in him withdrawing from 

university twice before.  It is further amplified as he did not identify anyone 

specifically he turned to for support.  

Chapter summary and conclusion 

The findings are derived from an in-depth narrative analysis of interview transcripts 

from 11 adult learners who were close to, or just completed, a post graduate work 

integrated learning programme and who perceived themselves as having 

successfully engaged with their work integrated learning experience.  The analysis 

focused on addressing the research questions as well as exploring the verisimilitude 

of the adapted SEM model (see end of Chapter 2).  

In particular, the analysis explored two areas identified in the wider thriving and OB 

literature as influencers of thriving but which are either rejected or do not feature in 

the current body of thriving at work research.  The first is thriving requires some form 

of adversity or challenge to be present, and the second that adversity experienced 

early in life may increase an individual’s resilience, openness and adaptability to 

change, so enhancing their ability to thrive as an adult. 

In relation to adversity, the findings showed that as well as being relatable and 

applicable to their work, research participants expected their learning experience to 

be difficult.  Further, because they saw academic learning as being challenging, it 

was valuable so worth investing time and energy in.  Consequently, successfully 

engaging in work integrated learning generated enhanced feelings of positivity, self-

efficacy and purposeful energy or vitality encouraging learners to extend their 

research and engage in deeper forms of learning, so creating a virtuous circle.  As 

such, the findings not only contradict the claim thriving does not require challenge to 

be present; they actually raise its profile and importance as a positive influencer in 

generating and sustaining learners’ vitality and agentic behaviours. 

The findings also identified that early experiences of formal education do influence a 

learner’s feelings, attitude and approach to academic learning and work integrated 

learning as an adult.  As expected, positive childhood experiences of school and 

college encouraged a positive outlook towards academic learning as an adult.  
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However, even where this was not the case, research participants were still open 

and engaged towards their work integrated learning experience.  Their openness 

and enthusiasm to engage in this form of HE study is not only because it relates to 

and can be applied to their work, it also may provide an opportunity to validate 

themselves academically as well as professionally.  As such it supports the wider 

literature both in terms of what motivates adult learners to engage in work integrated 

learning as well as their specific needs and concerns.  However, it also raises that 

the purposeful energy which they draw on which enables them to successfully 

engage with the learning process is a form of resilience which has been developed 

as a result of their need to address their previous failures to effectively engage in 

formal learning.  Although thriving as an outcome of difficulties in childhood is 

touched on within the wider literature, it is fairly thin and there is no consideration of 

this phenomenon within the thriving at work literature. 

The following chapter takes the key learnings stated here, developing and expanding 

on these to produce a critically informed discussion to explain how they relate to, 

align with and build on the current ‘thriving at work’ and wider ‘thriving’ literature.   
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Chapter 5 - Discussion 

The following chapter provides a critical discussion of the main insights gained from 

the findings from this study.  The discussion has been framed using the researcher’s 

adapted SEM model (see end of Chapter2 ) to explore its veracity in light of her 

findings. 

Current external (contextual) influencers: 

Virtually all participants identified the importance of having a support network of 

family, friends and colleagues in order to successfully engage in work integrated 

learning (Spreitzer et al., 2005).  As would be expected, much of this took a fairly 

conventional form such as freeing up of time and making encouraging and 

supportive statements.  This confirms the concept put forward by Carmeli and Russo 

(2016) that even the smallest supportive actions and behaviours from those around 

us can positively influence our attitude and approach to work integrated learning. 

However, beyond this typical support, several participants emphasised the value of 

being able to share their academic study and research in a heedful way with 

someone they trusted and whose opinion they respected (Adams, 2006; Spreitzer et 

al., 2005).  Examples included spouses with experience of adult HE learning 

(Tomlinson et al., 2016), friends and student peers who were familiar and interested 

in the participant’s research, and managers whose interest was professional 

(Paterson et al., 2014).  The opportunity to discuss their academic work and receive 

constructive feedback (Carmeli & Russo, 2016) appears to act as a powerful positive 

influence in enhancing learners’ enthusiasm and vitality towards studying leading to 

deeper forms of analytical and reflective learning (Tomlinson et al., 2016). 

Interestingly, the majority of participants hardly mentioned their tutors except at the 

most basic student-tutor level and a couple described how the lack of contact with 

their tutor, learner peers and the University impacted on their enthusiasm and 

motivation to engage with their studies.  The findings therefore indicate that adult 

learners with strong, established support network are less reliant on their tutors to 

provide heedful support.  However, if this is not in place, the need for positive input 

and support from the tutor takes on far greater significance for the learner (Jiang et 

al., 2020). 
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Where specific tutors were identified, they made a huge positive impact on the 

learner’s HE experience.  Participants described how their tutor’s enthusiasm and 

interest in them as an individual, and what they wanted to achieve as a professional 

learner not only positively influenced their attitude towards the university, it also 

boosted their confidence, enthusiasm and vitality to engage in academic study 

(Nunez & Leon, 2016).  Further, participants described how their learning experience 

was greatly enhanced by their tutor actively encouraging and facilitating them to take 

ownership and authorship of their academic journey (Adams, 2006).  The 

combination of enthusiasm and encouragement, as well as being a mentor and 

guide rather than teacher, appears to act as a very powerful positive influence in 

raising learners’ motivation and vitality to study in a purposeful and agentic way 

(Raelin & Trehan, 2015).  What is striking is the actions and behaviours of these 

tutors and their positive impact on learners closely mirrors those identified by 

participants when describing motivational teachers from their childhood (see below). 

The findings from this study therefore support the concept that learning is enhanced 

when socially embedded.  Further, they identify that where the tutor is an active 

member of a learner’s support network, they can have a powerful positive influence 

in learners’ successful engagement in work integrated learning.  As such, the 

findings support both the Spreitzer et al. (2005) SEM model and the researcher’s 

adapted version. 

Background Influencers/Triggers 

Almost all participants stated they enjoyed learning if it involved something that 

interested them such as sport, however only two claimed to have always loved 

academic learning.  In contrast, several participants described ambivalent to highly 

negative experiences of school and college which had inhibited their interest and 

enthusiasm to engage.  This had resulted in some achieving fairly mediocre 

qualifications or dropping out, leaving them with confidence issues. 

Whilst this could have acted as an inhibiter stressor preventing learners from fully 

engaging, for those taking part in this study the reverse appears to be true.  The 

combination of focusing academic study towards work which they had a strong 

interest and investment in, together with the outcomes of their previous lack of 
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engagement, appears to have acted as a powerful incentive in making learners want 

to engage with work integrated learning now.  The HE qualification appears to take 

on particular significance as it not only affirms their level of professional knowledge 

and capabilities, it also helps validate them from an academic perspective.  Their 

open and positive attitude and approach towards work is widened to include work 

integrated learning (Billett, 2009).  The findings therefore support Bugental (2004) 

and Sarkar and Fletcher (2014) as it evidences that early adverse experiences of 

school and college can act as a positive influence in developing adult learners’ 

resilience and self-determination to successfully engage in work integrated learning. 

The findings also support Billett (2010) who argues that practice and learning are 

inextricably linked and Ferrández-Berrueco et al. (2016) who assert that learning 

must have relevance and value for learners to fully engage. 

There were two research participants who stated they’d always loved academic 

learning, however in both cases this could be traced back to relationships and/or 

events at a formative point in their childhood.  The first described how sharing his 

learning experiences with a close school friend made them far more interesting, 

exciting and memorable for him, and it has influenced his attitude towards learning 

since (Adams, 2006).  There are synergies between this learner’s heedful 

relationship with his childhood friend and adult learners sharing their scholarly work 

with others.  As such, it illustrates the importance and power of a shared learning 

experience regardless of age (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Spreitzer et al., 2005). 

The second singled out a primary school teacher who had encouraged her to explore 

and develop herself both artistically and educationally (Adams, 2006).  However, 

what stands out in this participant’s story is when her teacher advocated her 

university potential to her parents.  The positive impact of this appears to have been 

immense not just for the participant but also her family.  It helped embed within the 

learner the necessary confidence, motivation and energy to purposely engage with 

her education, and gave her parents permission to encourage her (Meizrow, 2003).  

There are clear synergies between the positive impact of this learner’s experience on 

her attitude and approach and adult learners whose tutors proactively support them. 

The most compelling illustration of the potential influence of teachers, both positively 

and negatively, was given by a third participant when comparing his memories of 
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school in Libya and Wales.  He describes his memories of school in Libya as sun 

shiny and a motivational as inspirational and outstanding.  Conversely, school in 

Wales was bleak as teachers showed little enthusiasm or energy and his peers were 

disinterested and unfriendly.  The impact of these contrasting experiences on this 

participant’s attitude and approach to academic learning is palpable.   

The findings show that an adult learner’s attitude and approach to academic learning 

does appear to be influenced by their early experiences of education at school and 

college (Bugental, 2004) so support its inclusion in the researcher’s adapted SEM 

model.  Further, they highlight that both teachers and tutors can have a powerful 

positive or negative influence over a learner’s vitality and enthusiasm to engage in 

academic learning Nunez and Leon (2016).  Finally, the findings emphasise the 

potential role of HE tutors in facilitating a learner’s motivation and vitality to 

successfully engage in work integrated learning. 

Internal/Psychological Influencers 

Regardless of their attitude towards academic learning generally, the study identified 

most adult learners chose work integrated learning for pragmatic reasons, viewing it 

as an educational means of developing and validating themselves professionally as 

well as potentially improving opportunities for career progression (Billett et al., 2018; 

Hubble & Bolton, 2018).  For this reason and as expected, learners placed great 

importance on being able to relate and apply academic study to their work (Billett, 

2014; Billett et al., 2018; Ferrández-Berrueco et al., 2016; K. W. Luthans et al., 

2016), and it was cited as a key reason for choosing work integrated learning over a 

more traditional HE programme (Billett, 2015). 

Despite this motivating force, virtually all participants stated they had experienced 

doubts over their capabilities and stamina to study at some point during their 

programme.  Whilst this lack of self-confidence could occur at any time, the study 

identified that it appears to be particularly acute around the start of the programme.  

As previously identified for many this can be attributed, at least in part, to their early 

experiences of school and college (Bugental, 2004).  However, participants also 

identified other reasons such as concerns about studying in a new academic field 

involving philosophical frameworks and methodological conventions they were 
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unfamiliar with or lack of sufficient professional knowledge and experience to meet 

the demands of their work integrated learning programme. 

The impact of this on a learner’s self-efficacy means their initial interactions with the 

university, particularly academic tutors, appears to be pivotal in influencing their 

feelings and attitude towards both their programme and the university (Adams, 

2006).  Several participants described how a tutor’s approachability, enthusiasm and 

interest in them and what they wanted to achieve at the start of their programme 

acted as a powerful positive influence in making them feel welcome and confident 

they would succeed.  In contrast, a couple of participants recounted how lack of 

access to tutors or guidance from the university left them feeling confused, isolated 

and frustrated.  The findings therefore help illuminate the importance of both tutors 

and the university proactively engaging with learners at this early point in the 

programme to ensure they feel welcome, supported and to help allay their fears.   

Whilst the issues associated with balancing the commitments of studying alongside 

other professional and personal commitments were more complex for some than 

others all raised this along with time management as the main inhibiter stressors to 

their progression.  Those who had a long history of studying and working tended to 

have strategies and techniques which enabled them to be study more effectively and 

efficiently than those who had not studied for a prolonged period of time (Lin et al., 

2020).  However, all participants appeared to recognise and accept this as 

something they had to manage in order to achieve their goals (Sarkar & Fletcher, 

2014; Wallace et al., 2016).  Further, learners identified that the flexibility of the work 

integrated learning model helped to ameliorate this to an extent (Billett & Choy, 

2014). 

Learners did raise other issues which negatively impacted on their motivation and 

energy.  Participants whose external support network did not include anyone they 

could develop a heedful relationship with struggled with the limited access to tutors 

and other students afforded by their programme.  Others talked about how the 

limited formal guidance or support on what was available meant they struggled to 

access many of the wider student-facing university systems. 

Interestingly, nobody cited the transition from physical to virtual workshops or the 

introduction of asynchronous teaching imposed on HE in March 2020 as an issue.  
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Although this may seem surprising, it is likely that it is due to the timings of the 

interviews (June to September 2020) as participants were either in the final stages or 

recently completed their academic programme.  This meant that the majority of their 

programme was unaffected by the pandemic.  In addition, certain learners had 

deliberately chosen work integrated learning over other HE programmes because it 

afforded them greater autonomy and flexibility in terms of both the content and also 

how and where they engaged with their programme (Billett, 2015).  Therefore, 

technological applications such as Teams which were introduced in response to 

Covid-19 are likely to have been seen by remote learners as facilitating their learning 

needs (Meyers, Billett, & Kelly, 2010). 

The vocational and contextual nature of work integrated learning requires learners to 

take ownership and authorship over the direction and content of their learning 

journey. The study identified that where learners embraced this (Raelin & Trehan, 

2015), the combination of vocation, context and control meant their learning 

experience became far more positive and meaningful for them (Billett, 2009; Illeris, 

2003).  This in turn energised and enthused them to engage in deeper, more critical 

forms of learning (Nunez & Leon, 2016; Raelin & Trehan, 2015) leading to 

psychological growth, development and thriving (Spreitzer & Porath, 2014; Spreitzer 

et al., 2005). The study’s findings therefore support Billett (2009) and Nunez and 

Leon (2016) who argue that integrating academic study with working practice 

positively influences a learner’s motivation and vitality to approach learning in an 

agentic way (K. W. Luthans et al., 2016; Nunez & Leon, 2016). 

All participants exhibited a high degree of self-determination, enthusiasm and 

positivity (Gagné & Deci, 2005; Jiang, 2017).  Indeed, many stated they expected the 

academic process to stretch them intellectually and philosophically and it was this 

which gave it added value for them (Sarkar & Fletcher, 2014).  The opportunity to 

tailor their research towards an aspect of their work to help inform their professional 

practice and potentially benefit their wider organisation further enhanced learners’ 

enthusiasm and vitality to engage with work integrated learning (Illeris, 2003).  As 

such it supports the addition of internal/psychological influences on the researcher’s 

adapted SEM model. 
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The study also revealed that the interconnections learners made between their 

academic learning, professional knowledge and practice appears to act as a 

powerful influence in motivating and energising them to widen their research and 

engage in deeper, more meaningful learning and understanding in both contexts.  

Essentially, a type of virtuous circle of work integrated learning is created where 

knowledge gained from academic inquiry is applied to analyse and reflect on aspects 

in the work context.  The knowledge created from this practice-based inquiry is then 

transferred back to fuel further academic inquiry, and so on.  The study identified that 

where this virtuous circle forms, learners are more likely to experience elevated 

feelings of energy, self-efficacy and enthusiasm.  Their inner vitality and confidence 

enables learners to be more proactive and open to learning opportunities in both 

contexts to broaden and deepen knowledge and understanding (Billett, 2014; Illeris, 

2014).  The potential presence of a virtuous circle of work integrated learning 

appeared to be most evident when participants were describing their final applied 

research project and it was also the part which they expressed they most enjoyed. 

The potential impact of experiencing a virtuous circle of learning appears to be 

significant in helping to transform long held, ingrained negative attitudes towards 

academic learning.  In every case, participants claimed their attitude had changed 

considerably as a result of their work integrated learning experience and the 

opportunities it presented.  In a few cases, participants even likened studying to a 

form of indulgence and something to be savoured as it gave them a legitimate 

excuse to put aside daily tasks and concentrate on researching areas that were 

important and had potential of providing real benefit for both them and their 

organisation (Spreitzer & Porath, 2014).  As a result, many now professed that they 

now loved academic learning for its own sake, and all recognised it as an essential 

part of developing and growing as a human being.   

Finally, the researcher noted how energised and enthusiastic participants were, not 

only by what they said and how they said it, but also through their facial expressions 

and body language (Ryan & Deci, 2008).  This is partially explained by the fact that 

all were in the final stages, or recently completed, their programme so were feeling a 

real sense of achievement.  However, as well as self-determination, self-regulation 

and resilience (Ryff, 2013) participants’ descriptions of their learning journey points 
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to them possessing a form of sustained inner positive energy that enabled them to 

approach academic learning in an agentic and purposeful way over a prolonged 

period of time (Nunez & Leon, 2016).  This view was further strengthened when 

several learners described having a long history of studying and working, and that 

they viewed it as an integral part of who they were and something they missed when 

it wasn’t there.  Many also stated this was not the end of their academic journey. 

As such, the findings support most of the researcher’s adapted SEM model including 

‘Childhood/Early Adulthood Influencers’ and the use of a double helix to illustrate the 

inter-connectedness and inter-dependence of vitality and learning as underlying 

constructs of thriving at work integrated learning.  The model presents the vitality 

helix depleting as learners engage in the academic study to achieve a deeper, more 

critical level of learning and understanding.  This aligns with both Ryan and 

Frederick’s (1997) definition of subjective vitality as a highly dynamic and volatile 

affective state and Spreitzer et al.’s (2005) description of vitality their 2005 

conceptual paper.  However, alongside this subjective vitality the study also 

identified that learners who successfully engage in work integrated learning also 

appear to possess an underlying, more sustainable form of enthusiasm and energy 

that is purposeful and focused in nature. 

Whilst learners’ subjective vitality fluctuates up and down, their underlying energy 

appears far more stable and can even grow as part of a virtuous circle of learning 

enabling them to become increasingly open, explorational and reflective.  In addition, 

although some of this energy may be in response to external influences such as 

positive feedback and encouragement, much of it appears to come from within the 

learner themselves, underpinning their self-determination, resilience and motivation 

to seek out and exploit learning opportunities. 

The findings therefore dispute the long-held assumption that vitality only exists as an 

affective, dynamic and transient state (Ryan & Frederick, 1997; Spreitzer et al., 

2005).  Although subjective vitality decreases during the process of studying, those 

who successfully engage in work integrated learning not only experience this form of 

vitality (Ryan & Deci, 2008), they also appear to experience another powerful 

underlying, enduring positive form of purposeful energy and enthusiasm which 

motivates them to proactively search out and engage in deeper, more critically 
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reflective forms of learning (Jiang, 2017).  That purposeful energy and enthusiasm 

are both present and result in proactive rather than reactive actions and behaviours, 

means its characteristics meet the descriptions set down by both Carver (1998) and 

Spreitzer et al. (2005) that this is a form of vitality.  However, its enduring nature 

which appears to strengthen over time as the learner engages more deeply with their 

learning means it exhibits more ‘trait-like’ than ‘state-like’ qualities as it is far more 

stable (Sweetman et al., 2011).  Further, the enduring nature of this vitality and its 

positive impact on motivating and energising learners to engage with their learning 

experience leads to psychological as well as cognitive growth and development, and 

this results in their health and wellbeing being elevated (Ryff, 2013).  

The researcher has termed this more ‘trait-like’ form of vitality as ‘enduring vitality’, 

and it is her assertion that it is the combination of this enduring vitality and deep 

learning which underpins an adult learner’s ability to thrive.  Based on these insights, 

the researcher presents a modified version of her adapted SEM model to more 

closely reflect the nature of this trait like enduring form of vitality below.   

Figure 4: Modified version of Adapted SEM model to reflect ‘trait like’ nature of 

enduring vitality 
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Research Questions 

The insights this discussion have informed how the researcher has approached 

answering each of the research questions posed in the methodology, and which are 

now presented listed below. 

What positively influences adult learner’s vitality and learning that enable them to 

thrive when engaged in work integrated learning? 

This study identifies that the ability for adult learners to successfully engage in work 

integrated learning directly relates back to their positive attitude and approach 

towards work (Spreitzer et al., 2005).  The proactive and agentic behaviours which 

enable them to engage in an energised, focused and purposeful manner in regard to 

their work (Jiang, 2017; Niessen et al., 2012) is an important indicator of what their 

attitude and approach will be towards work integrated learning which focuses on 

their professional development (Hubble & Bolton, 2018).  Although their underlying 

motivations will vary, those who place great emphasis and importance on work, 

seeing it as something which defines them professionally and possibly vocationally, 

are far more likely to be open and proactive in seeking out opportunities for HE 

learning (Billett, 2009) that support professional development, career advancement 

and can potentially benefit their organisation (Jiang et al., 2021; Paterson et al., 

2014; Porath et al., 2011).  Further their openness and adaptability towards work can 

also be applied to their academic learning (Wallace et al., 2016; Walumbwa et al., 

2018).  Adult learners who are proactive about developing themselves professionally 

are therefore likely to approach HE with a high degree of motivation, positive energy 

and self-determination (Hubble & Bolton, 2018; Swain & Hammond, 2011). 

The positive outcomes of applying knowledge gained from academic study to 

improve their professional practice as well as potential wider benefits for the 

organisation serve to further learners’ energy and enthusiasm to engage in work 

integrated learning (Nunez & Leon, 2016).  The interconnections and associations 

made between their academic and practice-based knowledge appear to create a 

virtuous circle where learning from each context informs and builds on the other.  

The outcome is the learner’s enthusiasm and purposeful energy (aka vitality) grows 
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and develops, motivating them to engage in further research which leads to deeper 

more critically informed knowledge and understanding (Nunez & Leon, 2016).   

There appear to be two forms of vitality which learners draw on in order to 

successfully engage in work integrated learning and thrive.  The first outlined by 

Spreitzer et al. (2005) in their conceptual paper is subjective vitality as defined by 

Ryan and Frederick (1997).  It is a highly volatile and dynamic form of vitality that is 

used up during the intellectual process of studying in the same way as food is burnt 

to produce energy for the body.  The second enduring ‘trait like’ form of vitality is far 

more stable strengthening over time as part of a virtuous circle energising, 

motivating and enthusing the learner to seek out new and more challenging learning 

opportunities that will stretch them intellectually and philosophically.  This results in 

their psychological growth and development which supports their health and 

wellbeing enabling them to thrive (Ryff, 2013). 

The findings also show that an adult learner’s attitude towards HE is heavily 

influenced by their early experiences of education and academic learning.  As 

asserted by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), adult learners whose memories 

of school were positive are typically open and receptive towards engaging with HE 

as an adult.  However, the findings also support Bugental’s (2004) work that where 

their experiences were negative, adult learners draw on an inner resilience and self-

determination (Ryff, 2013) together with their positive and proactive attitude towards 

work (Jiang, 2017), to successfully engage in work integrated learning.  Their internal 

resources, proactive and agentic attitudes and behaviours which enable them to be 

open and adaptive at work, are used to approach academic study as a challenge 

rather than as a threat (Carver, 1998; Jiang et al., 2021).  Influencers of adult 

learners’ attitudes towards education which emanate from when they were a child or 

young adult centre on the context and nature of the learning experience.  Issues 

identified by participants revolved around the formal classroom setting and the rigid, 

didactic and decontextualised nature of the learning experience which focused on 

information transfer (Billett, 2009; Ferrández-Berrueco et al., 2016).  This could be 

further compounded by the ambivalent attitude of teachers, and the lack of 

engagement by other students.  However, learners’ experiences of school were 

positively transformed when teachers showed interest, enthusiasm and 
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encouragement towards them and the subject matter (Patrick, Hisley, & Kempler, 

2000), and allowed them to take some ownership and authorship over their learning 

experience (Billett, 2016).  In addition, adult learners often experience a lack of 

confidence regarding their intellectual competence or ability to commit to their 

academic studies given their other personal and professional commitments, 

particularly if their previous experiences education were negative.  As such, the 

study highlights the role and importance of tutors to help address such concerns. 

Sharing their learning experience acts as a powerful positive influence in 

encouraging and maintaining a learner’s positive attitude and agentic behaviours 

towards work integrated learning (Nunez & Leon, 2016).  This supports the concept 

that thriving is a socially embedded construct (Carmeli & Russo, 2016) underpinning 

both Spreitzer et al.’s (2005) and the researcher’s adapted SEM model.  As well as 

looking to their network of family, friends and work colleagues for general support, 

learners also search out more heedful relationships to support their academic study 

and research.  The opportunity to share and debate theoretical concepts and 

academic research as well as receive constructive feedback regarding their 

academic work from one or more individuals whom they trust and respect acts as an 

energiser, elevating their level of subjective vitality as well as consolidating their 

enduring vitality (Nunez & Leon, 2016). 

Despite being highly motivated and committed, adult learners do struggle with the 

challenges of studying and working, and work-life balance (Callender & Thompson, 

2018).  Many learners with previous experience of HE part-time study have 

developed strategies and techniques, including diaries, ‘to-do’ lists and blocking out 

time in order to focus their energy productively towards their academic commitments.  

However, even where these techniques are not present, learners who successfully 

engage with work integrated learning have a strong set of positive internal 

psychological resources that they draw on.  All exhibit a strong sense of self-

determination, positivity, enthusiasm, energy and self-efficacy (Jiang et al., 2020) to 

take responsibility and ownership of their learning experience (Jiang, 2017; Ryan & 

Frederick, 1997).  This together with the positive and heedful relationships (Paterson 

et al., 2014) within their external support network enables them to be open, adaptive 
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and creative when dealing with challenges faced working and studying (Lin et al., 

2020; Prem et al., 2017) 

What (if any) role does HE play in positively influencing adult learners’ vitality and 

learning which enable them to thrive on work integrated learning programmes? 

An adult learner’s attitude and approach towards HE and work integrated learning is 

heavily influenced by their interactions and engagement with the university from the 

outset.  Previous experiences of education as a child and young adult are highly 

influential in learners’ construction of what HE involves and if they can fit in and be 

successful resulting in many entering HE with confidence issues (Bugental, 2004) .  

However even when this is not the case, adult learners are still concerned if their 

learning will require them to engage in philosophical domains they are unfamiliar with 

or they are studying at a higher level (Eraut, 2007; Meyers et al., 2010).   

Early interactions with academic tutors are therefore pivotal in influencing adult 

learners’ feelings towards both the university as an HE institution and their ability to 

engage with their programme successfully (Butcher, 2015).  Tutors who proactively 

engage and shows interest in the learner at a personal and professional level 

provide a positive initial and lasting impression of both themselves and the 

university.  This is further enhanced when tutors open up and talk about their own 

learning journey as this helps to break down potential psychological barriers that HE 

is unattainable for the learner as well as defining from the outset that their 

relationship with the tutor is more equal in terms of power (Raelin & Trehan, 2015).  

These combine to act as a powerful positive influence in making learners feel that 

they are being welcomed into a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) 

increasing their confidence and motivation to engage.  Conversely, tutors who 

remain distanced either physically and/or psychologically can reinforce confidence 

issues and, if this is prior to their enrolment, may result in adult learners choosing not 

to engage or go elsewhere (Butcher, 2015).   

For many learners it appears that after the initial introductions, tutors feature very 

little except in respect to module delivery and assessment and importantly they do 

not consider tutors to be part of their support network.  This is because ironically, the 

situated nature of work integrated learning (Lynch et al., 2006) means that typically 
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much of the academic input is either through individual tutorials or small workshops 

run over one or two days at periodic points during the programme.  Contact with the 

tutor and other learners can therefore often be fairly minimal which creates problems 

for adult learners whose support network does not include anyone they can form a 

heedful relationship and share their learning experience with (Shefer, Carmeli, & 

Cohen‐Meitar, 2018).  However, where a tutor proactively engages with the learner 

for a prolonged period of time or at a key stage in their programme, it can be highly 

influential.  Tutors who show genuine interest and enthusiasm and who treat the 

learner as a professional who they are there to support can become an important 

member of their support network.  Further, where a tutor adopts the role of mentor, 

guide and critical friend, encouraging the learner not only to be the owner but also 

the author of their learning experience, it can result in a very strong bond or heedful 

relationship developing.  This can significantly elevate and maintain a learner’s level 

of subjective and enduring vitality that to engage in work integrated learning in a 

purposeful and productive way (Carmeli & Spreitzer, 2009; Tomlinson et al., 2016). 

Finally, the HE policies, systems and processes are organised and managed 

towards supporting the needs and expectations of full-time 18-21 year old students 

which are typically very different to those of part-time adult learners who are 

balancing studying against external personal and professional commitments 

(Butcher, 2015).  This issue is further compounded where work integrated learning is 

individually negotiated between the learner and their tutor, as activities and events 

including student inductions where HE policies and systems are normally introduced 

and explained and which form an important element of most traditional HE 

programmes, may be omitted or only covered briefly.  The lack of information or 

guidance provided on HE policies and processes together with the inflexibility of 

many university systems means adult learners often feel lost, confused and 

frustrated. 

In what ways can HE constructively shape adult learners’ levels of vitality and 

learning to enable them to thrive on work integrated learning programmes? 

Tutors can constructively shape adult learners’ vitality and learning by recognising 

they are professionals in their own field who choose to engage in work integrated 

learning so expect and need to be treated as equals.  Also, whilst learners are 
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generally highly motivated and energised, they are also likely to have, in some cases 

quite severe, confidence issues regarding their ability to engage with academic 

learning at HE level, as well as preconceived ideas regarding the type of relationship 

they will have with their tutors and the institution.  Tutors can help break down 

potential psychological barriers which inhibit learners from successfully engaging 

with their studies by proactively engaging and connecting with them at a personal 

level as early as possible and preferably before the start of their programme.  This 

not only helps the learner feel welcomed and socialised into the university 

community, it also signals to them that the tutor is interested and wants to support 

them.  Further, by encouraging learners to talk about themselves and their work as 

well as their goals and aspirations, tutors will be better placed to facilitate the design 

of work integrated learning programmes which meet learners’ needs. 

Work integrated learning can be a lonely and isolated learning experience, 

particularly if it is individually negotiated, therefore the tutor-adult learner relationship 

can take on far greater significance than on more traditional cohort based HE 

programmes that require regular, frequent attendance.  Having regular contact with 

their tutor can act as a powerful support mechanism for learners as it provides them 

with an opportunity to develop a heedful relationship with to support their agentic 

behaviour which may otherwise be absent.  This can be further enhanced through 

the organisation of social and academic events to provide opportunities for the 

learner to connect with other learners which helps them to become socialised and 

feel part of the wider university community (Shefer et al., 2018).   

It is also important that the tutor adopts the role of facilitator and mentor, rather than 

lecturer, and that they encourage the learner to take greater ownership and 

authorship of their academic journey as this should help to energise and enthuse 

them to engage more deeply with their learning experience (Nunez & Leon, 2016).  

Further tutors who reach out, and who are supportive and non-judgemental towards 

learners who may be struggling or disengaged, are more likely to encourage them to 

reengage as well as identify how they can support them. 

Finally, universities can address concerns and anxieties that they are disinterested, 

distant and unwelcoming environments by adapting their central policies, systems 

and processes to make them more flexible and focused towards adult learners’ 
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needs and expectations (e.g. extended and weekend library hours, more electronic 

resources, negotiated submission deadlines etc.)  Further, by working together 

central, support and academic departments can ensure they provide the appropriate 

information via easily accessible channels and formats to ensure learners are clear 

about how to interact with the university’s systems and processes and where or who 

they need to approach if they need help. 
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Chapter 6 – Reflection, Implications & Conclusions 

This final chapter starts with a brief reflection of the research process including its 

limitations.  It then moves on to set out its key contributions to the thriving at work 

literature and the wider body of literature.  The implications of this research are then 

set out starting with the UK HE Sector, followed by the researcher’s home university 

and finally the researcher herself both professionally and personally.  Finally, the 

chapter ends with a brief conclusion which sets out how her research contributes to 

the wider body of knowledge as well as a short set of recommendations. 

Reflections and limitations of research process 

This was always intended to be an inductive, exploratory research study however the 

original plan was to conduct 15 interviews in three different universities including her 

own.  Due to issues with access to resources and timing, this was scaled down and 

the eventual study consisted of eleven adult learners who, apart from one, were all 

situated in the researcher’s own department studying at postgraduate level.  As 

such, the research could be open to criticism that, because of her position as a tutor, 

this influenced how research participants responded to her questions.  To try and 

address any ethical considerations which this presented, nobody was approached 

directly by the researcher, and all participants self-selected themselves.  Further, 

none of the research participants who responded were directly assessed by the 

researcher although some knew her professionally prior to their interview. 

The research approach was chosen because it not only addressed Butcher’s (2015) 

assertion that there was an urgent need for HE to listen to adult part-time learners to 

identify how best to support them, it also aligns with Chase’s (2011) assertion that 

narrative inquiry can provide a positive contribution in exploring positive experiences 

in order to gain a deeper understanding of them.   This produced very rich, highly 

contextualised and socially constructed data which helped generate conceptual 

inferences that enabled the researcher to gain a deeper insight into the positive 

influencers of adult learners’ vitality which enabled them to successfully engage in 

work integrated learning, and thrive.  However, due to the size of the sample and the 
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qualitative nature of the research, the data cannot be considered in any way as 

generalisable of the part-time adult learner population. 

As the field research took place during the Covid-19 pandemic, all interviews were 

conducted and recorded using MS Teams.  Whilst conducting research remotely 

could have created potential difficulties of rapport, particularly as in many cases it 

was the first and only time of meeting, because all those who took part had self-

selected themselves and were talking about something they were clearly very proud 

of and keen to tell their stories about, this proved not to be a problem.   

Although there were a couple of technical problems with the software freezing and 

some of the videos not being of the best quality, luckily the medium proved fairly 

stable so did not affect the researcher’s ability to transcribe the interview data, which 

was aided as she was able to download a rough version of the transcript from the 

video recording.  Further the opportunity to watch as well as listen to the videos 

afterwards was extremely helpful in developing the researcher’s thoughts and 

inferences regarding the data, enabling her through an iterative process, to gain far 

deeper insights into the influencers of the research participants’ experiences than 

might otherwise have been the case if she was just relying on audio recordings.  

Notwithstanding, the researcher recognises her interpretations of the data are highly 

influenced by her own constructions of what was said and how it was said, as well as 

her experiences as a mid-career lecturer working in the department where the 

majority of the research was carried out, and this has informed the way she has 

answered the research questions set out below. 

Implications 

This research study provides a deeper insight into the positive influencers of adult 

learners’ vitality which enable them to successfully engage in work integrated 

learning and thrive, and how HE can positively influence this.  From this, the 

researcher has identified the following implications for the HE Sector, the 

researcher’s home university and the researcher herself regarding how HE can 

constructively shape adult learners’ vitality to enable them to be successful and 

thrive when engaging in work integrated learning. 
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Implications for HE Sector 

• In order to attract and retain adult part-time learners who are studying and 

working, those determining the direction and content of the UK HE policy agenda 

need to have greater awareness of adult learners’ specific needs and 

expectations which differentiate them from the wider university population. 

• Urgent attention needs to be focused towards developing UK wide policies and 

procedures which actively encourage HE universities offering work integrated 

learning to develop institutional policies and procedures and associated systems 

and processes that support a more flexible delivery and assessment mode, and 

which have in place support systems that adequately meet the needs and 

expectations of all members of their student population, not just those who are 

studying on traditional full-time programmes. 

• Universities need to recognise that whilst adult learners are highly motivated and 

enthusiastic at the commencement of their programmes, many enter HE with 

issues around confidence regarding their capabilities and how they will be 

received as a member of the university.  How universities interact and 

communicate with learners at the start and throughout their programme can 

impact greatly on their ability to successfully engage.  Therefore, care needs to 

be taken to ensure that tutors and support staff who are involved in work 

integrated learning are sensitive and supportive and that they recognise their role 

is to facilitate not drive the learning process.  

Implications for Home University 

• Many of the implications for the sector also apply to the home university.  

University policies, systems and processes requiring student interaction and input 

need to be designed so that they are student rather than institutionally focused.  

Care should be taken to make them as intuitive and simple as possible as well as 

easy to access, and they need to be flexible enough to support all the student 

population including adult part-time learners. 

• Tutors need to have an awareness of how their interactions and communications 

with adult learners can have important implications regarding the latter’s feelings 

and associated actions and behaviours towards the tutors, the university and 
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their academic learning.  Crucially, tutors need to actively engage with learners, 

showing they are interested and enthusiastic about getting to know them both as 

individuals and professionals, as well as supporting them throughout their 

learning experience.  

• As many work integrated learners may struggle to form heedful relationships with 

other students, the role of the pastoral tutor takes on more significance than may 

otherwise be the case.  Tutors given pastoral roles therefore need to be 

inherently empathetic, supportive and caring to encourage the learner to want to 

engage with them at this level.  It is also important that the university affords them 

sufficient time to be able to foster a relationship of trust and respect with their 

tutees, so that over time learners view them as a critical friend and mentor, and 

someone they feel comfortable to approach if they need help or advice.   

Implications for the Researcher 

• Although the researcher prides herself on her pastoral skills and capabilities, 

many of the implications under the home university can also be applied to herself 

in terms of make herself more available, being more proactive in her engagement 

and support and being more open about herself to break down potential 

psychological barriers. 

• Also, she is particularly aware that because of her academic background as a 

business and management lecturer she can, inadvertently, find herself driving 

rather than facilitating the learning process.  Therefore, it is important that she 

learns to step back to allow the learner to take ownership and authorship of their 

learning experience. 

• As a researcher and a part-time adult learner on a work integrated professional 

doctoral programme, the researcher found those who took part in her research 

highly inspirational and motivating.  The excitement, enthusiasm and purposeful 

energy they all exhibited has resulted in her sitting back and reflecting on her own 

attitude and approach to her academic journey which she openly admits she has 

struggled with.  Like many of the research participants she has suffered from 

confidence issues both in terms of her capabilities to engage at this level but also 

in her stamina to complete her thesis.  Throughout, she has avoided seeking out 
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a support network or heedful relationships which would have provided her with 

the external support she actually needed to help raise and maintain both her 

subjective but perhaps more importantly her enduring vitality to be able to 

successfully engage with the process.  What she will take away is that she has 

been successful as she has submitted on time (just), but this would have been a 

much easier and more enjoyable and energising experience if she had been 

more open and receptive to offers of support from her peers and colleagues.  

Whilst she would not say she has exactly thrived during this process ultimately 

she has been successful in work integrated learning. 

Conclusions 

The research concludes by setting out its key contributions towards the wider body 

of scholarly knowledge.  

First, the research contributes towards the thriving at work literature as it has taken 

an inductive approach to provide a deeper insight into adult learners’ vitality and 

learning which enable them to thrive when successfully engaging in work integrated 

learning. 

Second, the study adds to the thriving at work concept and SEM model as it has 

identified that adult learners’ attitude and approach to work integrated learning can 

be heavily influenced by early year experiences of education. 

Third, the study provides a contribution not only towards HE educational research 

generally but also in helping to inform UK HE policy makers regarding the specific 

needs and expectations of adult, part-time learners, on work integrated learning 

programmes, in order to facilitate and enable them to thrive. 

Fourth, through the use of narrative inquiry and personal oral narratives the study 

provides an important contribution towards developing a deeper understanding of 

adult learners needs and expectations through actively listening to them. 

Finally, the research contributes towards the wider body of knowledge on vitality as a 

concept, by identifying that it can exhibit both ‘trait-like’ as well as ‘state-like’ qualities 

and it is this enduring form of vitality which enables students to engage in work 

integrated learning in a successful manner which results in them thriving. 
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Recommendations 

The following set of recommendations have been compiled based on the limitations 

and implications of her research. 

• Given the limited scope and scale of this study, it is recommended that the study 

be repeated in other HE institutions offering work integrated learning 

programmes. 

• Whilst the study did not highlight any issues which could be directly attributed to 

the impact of restrictions placed on HE teaching and learning as a result of the 

Covid-19 pandemic, this is likely to be due to when the research was conducted.  

Therefore, it is recommended that the study be repeated to determine how 

learners’ experiences of work integrated learning during Covid-19 may have 

impacted their vitality to successfully engage and thrive. 

• It is also recommended that the research is extended to include adult learners 

studying at other levels. 

• Finally, it is recommended that more research is conducted into developing a 

deeper, more critically informed understanding of enduring vitality as a concept, 

and its relationship with learning and thriving.  
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Appendix: Ethical Principles Agreement 
 

University of Chester - Faculty of Business and Management 
Ethical Principles Agreement 

Ethical principles you must adhere to from the start of your programme: 
• All students and staff will operate with as full a consideration as is reasonably practical for the 

consequences of their work for society at large and groups within it. All staff and students are 
expected to act in accordance with the Principles of Management Education (PRME) and the 
Prevent Agenda. 

• Students and staff will handle all confidential information with appropriate levels of discretion, 
compliance with the law and with due diligence as to the security of that data. As standard practice 
students and staff will normally seek to prevent the publication or use of information in any way 
that could compromise a participant’s confidentiality or identity. 

• Any material being prepared for submission will be produced in such a way as to reduce the 
possibility of breaches of confidentiality and / or identification.  

• All learning claimed for, and all work submitted for assessment, will be the student’s own, unless 
clearly stated otherwise. 

• Students and staff will try to avoid overburdening the participants in their research, causing them 
inconvenience or intruding into their private and personal domains. 

• Participants will be informed of the risk, purpose and nature of any inquiry in which they are being 
asked to participate. 

• Students and staff will avoid misleading research participants or withholding material facts about 
research of which they should be aware. 

• Where the research methodology allows for it, a research participant will be expected to be 
provided with a copy of this document along with a consent form which will also indicate a 
participant's right of referral and appeal to the relevant Programme Team. Where the research 
methodology suggests that a different kind of consent is the only one possible this will be made 
clear and participants will be referred to relevant departmental web pages or otherwise made 
aware of these principles by the researcher.  

• All students are required, before their work based projects and research projects begin, to complete 
a proposal with their tutor. Only after formal approval from their tutor (which may involve review by 
the Faculty Ethics Committee) will work normally be allowed to commence. Staff will need to seek 
approval from a Faculty’s Ethics Committee member before commencing their projects. 

• All members of staff and all students at all levels are required to read and agree to comply with 
these statements and to operate them in the full spirit in which they are written.  

• Failure to comply with these statements may be regarded as a matter of academic malpractice and 
will be dealt with according to the relevant University guidelines, regulations and procedures. 

• All work based learners, researchers and supervisory staff at all levels are required to indicate their 
acceptance of these Principles. 

• Data collected for the purposes of student projects must be kept for a period of five years by the 
researcher, and data for staff research projects are required to be held for at least 10 years (if not 
indefinitely). In either case, such timings may be subject to much shorter obligations depending on 
the nature of the research project.  

In signing below, I agree to the ethical principles outlined above, and any updates to these which 
may be made after signing (which will be posted on programme areas of the University’s portal): 
 
PRINT your name:  Your signature:  Date: 
Philippa J.W. Weston  

 
 19/12/2018 

http://www.unprme.org/about-prme/the-six-principles.php
http://ganymede.chester.ac.uk/index.php?page_id=1752063
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University of Chester 
Faculty of Business and Management 

Ethics Checklist & Approval Form 
(Please see guidance notes for help completing this form – please ensure you type into this document) 

 

Student / researcher name: Philippa J.W. Weston Student number: 1224932 

Lead supervisor name: Prof Tony Wall Module number: IS8005 

Programme name: DProf Site/partner: N/A 

Department: CWRS Anticipated end date: 31/08/2021 

Title of project: An investigation into learners’ experiences of vitality and learning during a HE 
WIL programme 
Brief description of project (between 200-400 words max): 
 
Overall aim of research:  
 
Through an investigation exploring adult learners’ experiences of vitality and learning in the context of 
HE WIL, this study aims to explore the extent to which they perceive this is shaped by HE which could 
then inform HE Policy and Guidance in relation to this student sub-group. 
 
Proposed research method(s): The study comes from an interpretive, social constructivist stance.  It 
will take the form of an ‘experience centred’ narrative inquiry, which involves in-depth qualitative face-to-
face dyadic interviews to elicit participants’ experiences of working and studying through their own words 
in a narrative account in the form of a story.  The intention is to interview a participant up to two times in 
order to elicit a rich and inclusive account of their experience as an adult learner.   
 
Method of respondent recruitment (if relevant):  Qualitative interviews will be conducted with twelve 
adult learners’ over the age of 30 who have been purposively selected from three HEIs (the researcher’s 
own and two other HEIs) who offer HE accredited programmes which are aimed at adult learners, and 
use learners’ work as the site and context for learning.  Participants will be selected from a participant 
pool that meet the following criteria (criterion sample): they will be aged over 30 and be either close to, 
or have just completed, their programme.  The researcher intends to use a snowball strategy in order to 
generate a sufficiently large participant pool to recruit 12 participants willing to take part in the study.  
This will require the researcher to approach gatekeepers in each HEI to explain the research study and 
then ask them to distribute the researcher’s invitation to the study. 
 
Part A: Ethics Checklist                          
 Yes/No 

Is it likely that the research 
will dis-benefit any of the 
following:  

Participants? No 
The researcher? No 
Other persons? No 

Equality of opportunities for individuals or communities? No 
The natural environment including other species? No 

The environment in terms of inappropriate use of natural resources? No 

Does the research involve 
contact with any of the 
following: 

Children or young people?                                                                           No 
Vulnerable groups or individuals? No 

Sensitive topics/questions? Yes 
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Extremist views or organisations (see Prevent Agenda)? No 
Sensitive commercial or industrial information? No 

Any dangerous substances? No 
Any potentially dangerous equipment? No 

Does the research involve the collection of audio, photographic or video materials?  Yes 
Could the research induce psychological/physiological stress or anxiety, cause harm or have 
negative consequences for the participants or the researcher (beyond the risks encountered in 
normal life)? 

No 

Will financial incentives be offered to participants?  No 
Will it be necessary for the participants to take part without their advance knowledge or 
consent?  No 

Might there be any other potential risks or hazards for the researcher or the participants?  No 
If you have replied YES to ANY of the questions above, please complete PART B. 
If you have ticked NO to all questions above, then complete PART C and submit with your proposal. 

Part B: Action Plan 
Please address each ‘yes’ ticked in part A by giving a brief description of the potential ethical issue and a relevant 
action that you will put in place to manage the situation. 
Potential Ethical Issue or Risk 
(e.g. You will record the voice of an 
interview participant) 

Action (e.g. You will design a consent form that informs the participants of the 
purpose of the research; their rights; the way you will handle/use the data, a CRB 
check will be conducted etc.) 

Sensitive topics/questions 
The nature of this study is 
positively oriented, however as 
participants’ will be asked to 
revisit their experiences of 
working and studying, this may 
result in them recounting 
experiences which they may find 
potentially sensitive or distressing. 

1. Only potential participants who respond to the researcher will take part in 
the study. 

2. The researcher will ask the respective HEI contact to email an invitation to 
a pool of potential participants who meet the study’s criteria.  The HEI will 
be provided with a brief overview of the study to forward to potential 
participants which includes details on how the potential participant can 
contact the researcher if they would like to take part. 

3. Once a response has been received from a student, the researcher will 
reply to the potential participant via e-mail with the attached Participant 
Information Document and Informed Consent Form.  The e-mail will set 
out why they have been chosen to take part, the main aims and purpose 
of the study and that the interview process could involve up to two 
interviews with them.  Finally, it will explain that any research papers 
produced from the study will include extracts from transcripts which will be 
anonymised. 

4. A Participant Information Document and Consent Form (see below) will be 
attached to the introductory e-mail.  Potential participants will be advised 
to read through both documents and, if they are willing to take part, sign 
and return the consent form via e-mail to the researcher.  Signatures can 
either be digital or a physical (on a pdf). 

5. Once agreement is received, a face-to-face or skype meeting will be 
arranged to make personal (as opposed to a virtual) contact.  This will 
also provide another opportunity to explain the purpose of the study and 
answer any questions. 

6. At the end of this initial meeting, arrangements will be made regarding 
when and where the first interview will take place.  

7. Participants may withdraw at any point during the study up to receiving 
their interview transcript(s), without providing a reason. 

Does the research involve the 
collection of audio, 
photographic or video 
materials? 
This is a narrative inquiry 
therefore there is a need to record 
the interviews.  This is likely to be 

1. Participants will be informed interviews will be recorded both in the 
Participant Information Document and also at the start of each interview; 

2. The Consent Form will clearly state all interviews are being digitally 
recorded.  In addition, it will confirm information about a specific 
participant will be kept strictly confidential and only the researcher will 
have access to this information. 

http://ganymede.chester.ac.uk/index.php?page_id=1752063
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using both an electronic 
recorder/dictaphone together with 
pen and paper. 

3. Participants will be given the opportunity to read through their own 
transcripts which they can add to and/or amend prior to it being analysed; 

4. Participants will be informed that data collected from the research study 
may be retained and published in an anonymised form.  They should also 
be informed that by agreeing to take part in the study, they are consenting 
to the retention and publication of this data. 

5. In line with the University of Chester Research Ethics Policy and 
Procedures (Sept 2016, V8.9.16), data collected for this study will be kept 
anonymously and securely for a minimum period of five years by the 
researcher for the purposes of publishing. 

Part C: Governance 
Please give details below of how you plan to deal with any unexpected issues or risks during your project (related 
to any ethical or other project risk issue). For example, name individuals who you may seek advice or who may be 
able to offer supporting in managing any issues as they arise. This may also include people who need to be 
informed of unexpected information related to the Prevent Agenda (see Prevent Agenda). 
 
The researcher can approach Prof. Tony Wall (DProf supervisor) and Dr. David Perrin (Department Head for 
CWRS) in the first instance.  Both are experienced researchers whom the researcher has regular contact with.  In 
addition, the researcher may approach Dr. Scott Foster (2nd supervisor). 
 
After examining the Prevent Duty Guidance and the HEFCE Guide on Monitoring, I do not believe there are any 
issues or risks with this research project that need to be considered in relation to these guidelines/strategy. 
 

Part D: Declaration and signature 
 

Organisational 
permission 
(please mark one 
box with an ‘x’) 

X I have permission to undertake this project, and have attached evidence 
(e.g. an email from a line manager) 

 I have not attached evidence of permission (but this is likely to be needed) 
(your project will typically not be approved without permission) 

 I do not need permission (e.g. you are self-employed) and have attached 
evidence where possible (e.g. an email from a line manager) 

 

Declaration: I believe the information I have given in this form is correct. I have read the attached 
guidelines and have consulted an appropriate research textbook/source to help me develop an 
appropriate action plan to address any relevant issues identified. I also confirm that all data/information 
will be handled and stored in line with the Data Protection Act. 
 
Signed by applicant:  Date: 19/12/2018 
 
Part E: Ethical approval outcome 
Module Tutor / Lead Supervisor Please select one of the following options (with an ‘x’): 
 
I have reviewed the detail of the application, and can confirm all relevant documents have been provided. 
 

X Option A Based on the information / conditions presented in this form the research can proceed 
(see edits) 

 Option B To be returned to the student for further consideration/development 

 Option C The project needs to be referred for further consideration to a second opinion  

 Option D To be referred for further consideration by the Faculty Ethics Committee 
 
Name of Lead Supervisor:  Professor Tony Wall 

Signature of Lead Supervisor:       Date: 19.12.18 
 

http://ganymede.chester.ac.uk/index.php?page_id=1752063
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When Option C is selected ONLY:  
 

 Please state outcome of discussion: A, B or D  
 
Name of staff providing second opinion:      
Signature of staff providing second opinion:     Date: 
 

  

OFFICE USE ONLY 
If ‘A’ is selected, then copies of this form are 
sent to:  
Student file (Programme Administrator) 
Recorded on “Ethics Approval Document” and 
forwarded to the RKTO 
 

If ‘B’ is selected, the Lead Supervisor will advise the student to further develop the proposal. 
If ‘C’ is selected, the Lead Supervisor will seek advice from the Module or Programme Leader (or where 
these are the same person, then the Deputy Dean or Executive Dean). 
If ‘D’ is selected, then this form is sent to the Faculty Ethics Committee Coordinator (Andy Lilley) to 
convene a Committee meeting. 

FACULTY ETHICS COMMITTEE USE ONLY 
 

DATE: **CONDITIONS/REQUIREMENTS: 
 
 
 
 
 

 PROCEED (A) 

 CONDITIONAL PROGRESSION** (B) 

 REJECT** (B) 
 

Committee member name: 
 
 
 

Committee member name: 
 
 
 

Committee member name: 
 
 
 

Signature:   
 
 
 

Signature:   
 
 
 

Signature:   
 
 
 

V 08.09.16 
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Participant Information Document 
 

Learners’ vitality and learning when working and studying at HE level 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research study.  Before you decide, it is important you understand why 
the research is being done and what it will involve.  Please take time to read the following information carefully 
and discuss it with others if you wish.  Please ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like 
more information.  Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part. Thank you for reading this. 
 
What is the purpose of the study? 
The purpose of this study is to explore adult learners’ experiences in relation to vitality and learning.  The study 
will focus on learners aged over 30 who are working and using their workplace to inform their academic learning. 
 
The aim of the study is to develop a deeper understanding of the experiences of working and studying of 
learners’ aged over 30 in order to ascertain the extent university study shapes this. 
 
A written report will be produced at the end of the study.  The findings from the study will be used to help HE 
better understand the experiences of learners’ aged over 30, that may help to inform future policies and 
guidance on how HE can effectively support this under-represented student group. 
 
Why have I been approached to take part in this study? 
You have been approached to take part because you are a learner aged over 30 who is working, and who has 
either just finished, or is coming to the end, of your current HE programme. 
 
Do I have to take part? 
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part.  If you decide to take part you will be given this information 
sheet to keep and asked to sign a consent form.  If you decide to take part you are free to withdraw at any time 
during the study without giving a reason up to and including the production of your interview transcript(s). 
 
What will happen to me if I take part? 
Your University initially approached you as someone who meets the criteria for this study and who may be 
willing to take part.  As a result of your initial response stating you might be willing to take part, the researcher 
(Pip Weston) from the University of Chester has contacted you to provide a brief description and explanation of 
the purpose of the study and answer any questions you may have.  If you agree to take part, you will be given 
this information sheet to keep and asked to sign and return the attached consent form.  
 
You will then be contacted by the researcher to take part in a short skype or face-to face meeting so she can 
introduce herself and answer any additional questions you may have.  At this meeting the researcher will 
arrange with you a suitable time and place for the first interview.   
 
The study may involve up to two interviews; as a second interview may be requested to seek further information.  
During the interview(s) you will be asked to talk about your experiences of studying and working.  The interviews 
may take up to 2 hours and will be recorded using audio equipment and note taking.   
 
The interviews will be transcribed and an electronic copy sent to you for you to comment on.  You will be asked 
to confirm the transcript is a true record of your interview, and you will have the opportunity to add or amend to 
the transcript if you wish.  You may also withdraw from the study at any point up to and including the 
production/amendment of the transcript(s). 
 
At the end of the project, reports will be produced based on extracts from transcripts of interviews undertaken 
from a number of learners who have taken part in the study (this will include a doctoral research report and 
possibly research article reports).  None of the participants will be identifiable in any of the reports. Data will be 
kept for up to 5 years for the purposes of publishing. 
 
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
There are no disadvantages or risks foreseen in taking part in this study as the purpose of the research is to 
explore vitality and learning.  However, there is a possible risk you may recall previous experiences which you 
find uncomfortable or stressful, so you may want to seek advice before agreeing to take part. 
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What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
You may be able to identify ways in which you have built your vitality levels that help support your learning, self-
development and well-being.  By taking part, you will also be contributing to helping universities develop a better 
understanding of the experiences of learners aged over 30 who are studying and working which may help to 
inform university policies and guidance in supporting this important student group. 
 
What if something goes wrong? 
If you wish to complain or have any concerns about any aspect of the way you have been approached or treated 
during the course of this study, please contact:  
 

Associate Professor Meriel D’Artery 
Associate Dean, Chester Business School 

University of Chester, UK, Chester CH1 4BJ 
+44 (0)1244 511000 or m.dartery@chester.ac.uk 

 
If you are harmed by taking part in this research study, there are no special compensation arrangements.  If 
you are harmed due to someone’s negligence (but not otherwise), then you may have grounds for legal action, 
but you may have to pay for this.   
 
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly confidential so 
that only the researcher carrying out the research will have access to such information, and she will ensure it is 
held securely.  Other members of the research team will have access to anonymised data only. 
 
Participants should note that data collected from this study may be retained and published in an anonymised 
form. By agreeing to participate in this project, you are consenting to the retention and publication of data. 
 
What will happen to the results of the research study? 
The results will be written up into a report.  Individuals who participate will not be identified in any subsequent 
report or publication. 
 
Who is organising and funding the research? 
The research is being undertaken by Philippa (Pip) Weston (Senior Lecturer, Chester Business School, 
University of Chester) as part of her studies for a Professional Doctorate (DProf).  
 
Who may I contact for further information? 
If you would like more information about the research before you decide whether or not you would be willing to 
take part, please contact: 
 
Pip Weston,  
Senior Lecturer,  
Centre for Work Related Studies,  
Chester Business School,  
University of Chester 
CH1 4BJ 
 
Work E-mail: p.weston@chester.ac.uk  
Direct Tel: 01244 511828 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your interest in this research. 
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Participant Informed Consent Form 
 

 
Title of Project: An investigation into learners’ experiences of vitality and learning during a 
HE WIL programme 
 
Name of Researcher: Philippa (Pip) J.W. Weston 
 
 Please tick box 
 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information 

Sheet for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask 
questions. 

 

   

2. I understand that by agreeing to take part in this research, that I may 
be asked to take part in up to two interviews 
 

 

   

3. I understand this interview will be digitally recorded, all information 
about me will be kept strictly confidential and only the researcher will 
have access to this information 

 

   

4. I understand that my participation is voluntary and I am free to 
withdraw at any time up to and including the production of the 
transcript(s), without giving any reason. 

 

   

5. I understand that data collected from this research study may be 
retained and published in an anonymised form.   
 

 

   

6. I agree to take part in the above study.  
 
 

 
 
 
      
Name of Participant Date  Signature 
 
 
 
Philippa J.W. Weston      
Researcher Date Signature 
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E-mail Confirmation of permission to undertake research from Dr. David Perrin, Head 
of CWRS and immediate line manager 
 
 
From: Pip Weston  
Sent: 19 December 2018 12:00 
To: David Perrin <d.perrin@chester.ac.uk> 
Cc: Tony Wall <t.wall@chester.ac.uk>; Foster, Scott <S.Foster@ljmu.ac.uk> 
Subject: RE: Request for permission to undertake DProf Project 
 
Thanks Dave, 
 
P 
 
From: David Perrin  
Sent: 19 December 2018 11:38 
To: Pip Weston <p.weston@chester.ac.uk> 
Cc: Tony Wall <t.wall@chester.ac.uk>; Foster, Scott <S.Foster@ljmu.ac.uk> 
Subject: RE: Request for permission to undertake DProf Project 
 
Hi Pip – thanks, happy to give permission for this and authorise the email for potential participants. 
It seems like a very worthwhile research project to me. 
 
Also happy to have discussions with you about which universities to approach and why. The 
suggestions you mention would be fine incidentally (and I can put you in contact with relevant 
academic contacts there if need be), as would Derby and SHU to give two other options. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Dave 
 
 
From: Pip Weston  
Sent: 19 December 2018 10:37 
To: David Perrin <d.perrin@chester.ac.uk> 
Cc: Tony Wall <t.wall@chester.ac.uk>; Foster, Scott <S.Foster@ljmu.ac.uk> 
Subject: Request for permission to undertake DProf Project 
 
Hi Dave, 
 
Project Working Title: An investigation into learners’ experiences of vitality and learning 
during a HE WIL programme. 
 
Further to our discussion earlier this week, please find attached my Ethical Approval Form which 
sets out details of the field research I am proposing to undertake for my DProf. 
 
The study focuses on mature adult (30+) learners’ experiences of vitality and learning in the context 
of HE with respect to programmes that use work as the context and site of learning.   
The aim of the study is that it could help to inform HE Policy and Guidance in relation to this often 
overlooked student sub-group and, in addition, it will add to the ‘thriving at work’ field of study.  
The study also has relevance for me both in terms of my professional career as part of CWRS, and 
also as a mature student who falls into this category. 
 
The intention is to interview 12 students (4 from three different universities including Chester) who 
are close to, or are at the end of their course, using a qualitative interview technique. 
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I am e-mailing to request the following: 
 

• As my line manager, you give me permission to undertake this field research at Chester and 
two further universities that offer programmes where work is the context and site for learning. 

• You will authorise an e-mail from me setting out the purpose of this study and asking for 
volunteers, to be distributed to a pool of WBIS negotiated learners who meet the study’s 
criteria who are studying here at Chester 

• You will introduce me to Department Heads/Programme Leaders at other Universities who 
have access to students who meet the study’s criteria.   
At this point, I have not yet determined which Universities to approach, but am considering 
the OU as it is one of the largest providers of part-time study and vocational learning, and 
either Middlesex or Birkbeck.   
However, I would welcome any advice you can give. 

 
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Many thanks in anticipation. 
 
P 
 
Pip Weston 
Senior Lecturer (CWRS) 
University of Chester 
 
e-mail: p.weston@chester.ac.uk 
tel: 01244 511828 
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e-mail subject heading: Request for volunteers for a research study 
exploring student success stories of studying and working 
 
June 2nd, 2020 
 
Dear WBIS student, 
 
I am a senior lecturer in CWRS who is also studying part-time as a doctoral student on the 
Doctor of Professional Studies programme here at the University of Chester. 
 
As part of my research, I am undertaking a positively oriented research study exploring 
WBIS students’ success stories of studying and working. 
 
I am asking for volunteers aged 30 or above and who are close to (currently enrolled on 
their last WBIS module) or recently completed (within the last 6 months) a WBIS 
programme if they would be prepared to take part. 
 
The research will consist of a one-two hour recorded interview using Microsoft Teams, 
where I will invite you to tell me about your success story.  I am hoping to conduct 
interviews over the next 4-6 weeks (end June/early July).  
 
Attached is a Participant Information Document which sets out the purpose of the study, 
why you have been approached and what will happen if you decide to take part.  Also 
attached is a participant informed consent which you will be asked to confirm that you 
understand and are willing to take part in the study. 
 
If you can spare some time and would be willing to take part in this study and/or would like 
any further information, please e-mail me on p.weston@chester.ac.uk.   
 
Thank you in anticipation. 
 
Pip Weston 
 
 
 
 
 
Pip Weston 
Senior Lecturer and ATA Mountbatten Institute 
Centre for Work Related Studies 
Faculty of Business & Management 
Room CCU109, Churchill House  
Queens Park Campus 
University of Chester 
CH4 7AD 
 
Tel: 01244 511828 
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Hello – I wonder if you could share with others in your network – who are towards 
the end of, or who have recently been on, a work-based programme? 
Feel free to share and/or send ideas to Pip  
Hope you are safe and well, Tony. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Dear postgraduate work-based learning student, 
 
I am a senior lecturer in CWRS who is also studying part-time as a doctoral student on the 
Doctor of Professional Studies programme here at the University of Chester. 
 
As part of my research, I am undertaking a positively oriented research study exploring 
work-based learning students’ success stories of studying and working. 
 
I am asking for volunteers aged 30 or above and who are close to (currently enrolled on 
your last module) or recently completed (within the last 6 months) a work-based 
learning programme if they would be prepared to take part. 
 
The research will consist of a one-two hour recorded interview using Microsoft Teams, 
where I will invite you to tell me about your success story.  I am hoping to conduct 
interviews over the next 4-6 weeks (end June/early July).  
 
Attached is a Participant Information Document which sets out the purpose of the study, 
why you have been approached and what will happen if you decide to take part.  Also 
attached is a participant informed consent which you will be asked to confirm that you 
understand and are willing to take part in the study. 
 
If you can spare some time and would be willing to take part in this study and/or would like 
any further information, please e-mail me on p.weston@chester.ac.uk.   
 
Thank you in anticipation. 
 
Pip Weston 
 
 
Pip Weston 
Senior Lecturer and ATA Mountbatten Institute 
Centre for Work Related Studies 
Faculty of Business & Management 
Room CCU109, Churchill House  
Queens Park Campus 
University of Chester 
CH4 7AD 
 
Tel: 01244 511828 
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